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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
LGA OVERVIEW

City of Sydney Local Government Area
The Local Government Area of Sydney extends from Circular Quay and the Bays of Woolloomooloo,
Johnson’s and Rozelle to the north, Centennial and Moore Park to the east, Alexandria and Rosebery to
the south and Camperdown, Darlington, Erskineville and Sydney Park to the west.
The City of Sydney boundary was extended to include Glebe, Forest Lodge, Woolloomooloo, Potts Point,
Elizabeth Bay, Darlinghurst, Rushcutters Bay, Chippendale and parts of Darlington and Camperdown from
the 8th May 2003. The change to the City boundary is the result of a State Government decision on the
19th February 2003. It follows an extensive independent public inquiry into the structure of local
government in inner Sydney, and a further review by the NSW Local Government Boundaries Commission.
The boundary was further extended as by proclamation on the 6th February 2004 that the area of the City
of Sydney and the area of the City of South Sydney are to be amalgamated so as to constitute a new area
to be known as the City of Sydney with the boundaries of the new area of the City of Sydney are the same
as the combined boundaries of the former Area of the City of Sydney and the former area of the City of
South Sydney (as described by Proclamation in Government Gazette No 47 of 19th February 2003).
Number of properties valued this year and the total land value in dollars
The City of Sydney Local Government Area comprises Residential, Commercial, Industrial, Infrastructure,
Environmental and Public Recreation zones.
27994 properties were valued at the Base Date of 1 July 2015, and valuations are reflective of the property
market at that time. The Total Land Value as at 01/07/2015 is $67,135,605,416.
Previous Notices of Valuation were issued to owners for the Base Date of 1 July 2012. The total land value
as at 1/07/2012 was 46,937,842,172. This has increased by 43.03% to the Total Land Value for this
Valuation Period (01/07/2015) of $67,135,605,416
The Total Land Value from the Previous Land Tax / Annual Valuation (01/07/2014) was $56,289,473,431.
This has increased by 19.27 % to the Total Land Value for this Valuation Period (01/07/2015) of
$67,135,605,416
Valuation changes in the Local Government Area and percentage changes between the Council Valuation
years of 1 July 2012 and 1 July 2015 and the Land Tax Valuation year of 1 July 2014 are as follows:
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STATE & LOCAL GOVERNMENT LEGISLATION FOR LGA
Both the Sydney Local Environmental Plan 2012 along with the Sydney DCP 2012 came into effect on 14
December 2012. The Sydney DCP 2012 applies to most of the City's local area. The new Sydney LEP 2012
has replaced what was mostly covered previously by the Sydney LEP 2005 and South Sydney LEP 1998.
The latter two acts still apply to the Carlton Unite Brewery Site and parts of South Sydney.
There are now 23 LEP Amendments to the Sydney LEP 2012 which a wide range of properties bringing
many that were covered by former legislation now under the 2012 LEP. One of the most recent
Amendments No 17, Employment Lands was gazette in June 2015 and rezoned many Industrial properties
to B6 or B7 and drastically reduced the number of Industrial zoned properties within the LGA.
Sydney LEP (Glebe Affordable Housing Project) 2011 and Sydney Local Environment Plan Harold Park
2011 cover specific sites in Glebe and Forest Lodge.
Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority maintain responsibility for all the foreshore land, this does not fall
within the Council remit.
MARKET OVERVIEW AND SALES OF PARTICULAR INTEREST
QVA have undertaken significant analysis of the City of Sydney property market to provide an accurate
and reliable basis of valuation. 550 sales have been analysed to enable the establishment and verification
of land values as at 1 July 2015. These analysed sales also support the grading across components.
Analysed sales reports are provided to Land and Property Information on a consistent basis throughout
the year. The added value of improvements are also analysed to enable the accurate deduction of land
values. QVA undertakes this process using the Paired Sales Approach and the Replacement Cost
Approach.
The market across Sydney has been very strong for over 2 years and is only now in October 2015
beginning to slow down. Residential sales have been a plenty with record auction clearance rates for
much of the last 12 months as well as record prices. Commercial has also performed well with industrial
following its recent pattern of relatively slow growth. In the City there has been a big push since the last
General Valuation for the purchase of office blocks to convert to residential. Sales at 219 and 229
Elizabeth St both fronting Hyde Park showed the strength of this market in the 2013/2014 year and the
sale of 148 King St site to be redeveloped into residential has reinforced this in 2015.
South Sydney, with Green Square development taking off since 2012 has gone from strength to strength
with development site sales doubling in price within the last 3 years and having a ripple effect on Mixed
use areas across the Distict.

SIGNIFICANT ISSUES AND DEVELOPMENTS
There are a number of significant developments happening within the local government area all of which
are affecting the area involved in a substantial way as shown by the sales in and around the areas. These
development are Green Sq, including the town centre and the various precincts such as Epsom, Lachlan
and Rosebery Precincts. The Victoria Park development and The Ashmore Precinct at Erskineville. Closer

to the City we have Central Park on the site of the old Carlton United Brewery and Harold Park on the site
of the old Paceway. Within the City there is now Barangaroo which is partially complete and Darling
Harbour Development which is giving effect to big change. At the Quays we have the AMP Quay Precinct
at the east side and the APDG block on the west side of Circular Quay. The most recently declared
development area is now The Bays Precinct, which for the City LGA includes areas around Blackwattle Bay
and the Fish Markets.

SIGNIFICANT VALUE CHANGES

Summary of Valuation Changes to Residential Land
Changes since previous General Valuation (2012)
The market has been strong within the City of Sydney for most residential areas. There have been record
clearance rates and sale prices all around the City. This has resulted in steady growth in the single
residential areas for all three years. With the development at Green Sq finally getting underway this has
influenced residential and in particular mixed use sites across the District. The mixed use sites are
dominated by the residential unit buildings with retail on the ground floor. Sales of development land in
the South Sydney suburbs of Waterloo, Zetland, Alexandria and Rosebery have shown dramatic increases
since 2012 year on year and this has had a ripple effect across the whole council area. Over the three
years the residential has risen by 40% or more and the mixed use by 60% or more on average.

Changes since previous Valuation Year (2014)
From 2014 to 2015 the exceptionally strong residential market continued with a possible slow down finally
showing in August 2015. Average value movement across residential in the District is around 20% for the
year with 25% for the mixed use influenced b the residential unit buildings.
Summary of Valuation Changes to Commercial Land
Changes since previous General Valuation (2012)
Finally by 2013/2014 the values in the CBD have recovered back to pre GFC levels with overseas
investment strong as the Australian market has been seen as one of the better options for the investment
of money during the post GFC period. The demand for commercial buildings in the City to convert to
residential came to the fore front in the City and pushed the land value of lots suitable for this quite
significantly. Commercial also continued strongly with developments such as Barangaroo, 200 George St
and the revitalization of Martin Place changing the face of the City and lifting values.
Retail in the City has continued to be strong led by the revitalized Westfields and Mid City Centre.
The Commercial areas around Pyrmont and Blackwattle Bay continue to thrive with the extended casino
and new hotel and office block keeping values strong and the inclusion of the Fish Market and Bank St in
the new Bays Precinct has renewed interest in this area.
Whilst retail in general across Australia has been slow to pick up after the GFC, retail across Sydney in
areas such as Glebe and Newtown has continued to steadily grow over the last three years. On the other
side Oxford St and retail around Kings Cross has actually gone down.
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Changes since previous Valuation Year (2014)
More sales have taken place in the CBD in the last two years than in the years immediately after the GFC.
The sale of the development site at 148 King St evidenced an even larger growth in the value of those
sites suitable for residential, a trend that began the previous year. A number of strong commercial
investment sales too such as 29 Clarence St which also illustrates the effect of the Barangaroo
development on the western corridor.

Summary of Valuation Changes to Industrial Land
Changes since previous General Valuation (2012)
Industrial has only risen by 15% over the last 3 years with very few sales having taken place.
Changes since previous Valuation Year (2014)
Following the LEP amendment issued in June 2015 the number of industrial zoned properties in Sydney
has been reduced by two thirds with these now being rezoned B6 or B7. South Sydney is no longer a
traditional industrial area and only the area around Bourke Rd and Burrows Rd really remains. Once again
few industrial sales have taken place.
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DISCLAIMER – PURPOSE OF THIS REPORT
The purpose of this report is to describe the process and considerations for the 1 July 2015 Valuation of
City of Sydney. The report has been produced on behalf of the Valuer General.
The land values have been specifically made for rating and taxing purposes. Land values produced as part
of this process should not be used for any other purpose without the specific agreement of the Valuer
General.
Land values must have regard to specific requirements and assumptions in rating and taxing legislation.
Consequently these valuations may vary from market levels.
The land values have been determined using a methodology prescribed by the Rating and Taxing
Valuation Procedures Manual. The Manual allows mass valuation methodologies that involve assessing
large numbers of properties as a group to be utilised where appropriate. Mass valuation methodologies
are by their nature likely to be less accurate than individually assessed valuations, however are utilised
worldwide for rating and taxing purposes to deliver valuations within an acceptable market range.
Town planning, land use and other market information contained in this report have been compiled based
on enquiries undertaken during the valuation process. Third parties should make their own inquiries into
these details and should not rely on the contents of this report.
The Valuer General disclaims any liability to any person who acts or omits to act on the basis of the
information contained in this report.
More information on the valuation process is available from the Land and Property Information website at
www.lpi.nsw.gov.au/valuation

LGA OVERVIEW
LOCATION OF THE DISTRICT
The Local Government Area of Sydney extends from Circular Quay and the Bays of Woolloomooloo,
Johnson’s and Rozelle to the north, Centennial and Moore Park to the east, Alexandria and Rosebery to
the south and Camperdown, Darlington, Erskineville and Sydney Park to the west.
The City of Sydney boundary was extended to include Glebe, Forest Lodge, Woolloomooloo, Potts Point,
Elizabeth Bay, Darlinghurst, Rushcutters Bay, Chippendale and parts of Darlington and Camperdown from
the 8th May 2003. The change to the City boundary is the result of a State Government decision on the
19th February 2003. It follows an extensive independent public inquiry into the structure of local
government in inner Sydney, and a further review by the NSW Local Government Boundaries Commission.
The boundary was further extended as by proclamation on the 6th February 2004 that the area of the City
of Sydney and the area of the City of South Sydney are to be amalgamated so as to constitute a new area
to be known as the City of Sydney with the boundaries of the new area of the City of Sydney are the same
as the combined boundaries of the former Area of the City of Sydney and the former area of the City of
South Sydney (as described by Proclamation in Government Gazette No 47 of 19th February 2003).
PRINCIPAL SUBURBS
Central Business District
The CBD is bounded by Circular Quay in the north to Macquarie St and the Domain in the east to Central
Station in the south and Darling Harbour in the west. Hyde Park and Martin Place are two significant areas
of open space within this area. The Financial District forms in essence around Bridge St up to Martin Place
area with the Legal area being located in the Phillips St, Queens St, Macquarie St area. The major Retail is
around Market St and with the relatively new Westfields beneath Sydney Tower and Mid City Centre
across the street. Big brands however are moving into George St especially in view of the upcoming
pedestrianisation. The QVB, World Square and The Galleries are also strong shopping locations in the
south of the CBD.
The redevelopment of Barangaroo is having a significant effect on the west of the City as transport
connections to this side of the City are improved too.
Alexandria
Alexandria is located approximately 4 kilometres south of the Sydney CBD and is part of the local
government area of City of Sydney. The rough boundaries of Alexandria are Botany Road to the east,
Gardeners Road to the south, Mitchell Road and Sydney Park to the west, and Henderson Road to the
north. It is approximately 2 kilometres south of Central Station.
Alexandria is a largely industrial suburb with medium to high density residential areas as well as some
commercial areas. The suburb was once mostly terraced housing, that was demolished for light industrial

use and warehousing which continues to this day. The main roads such as McEvoy Street, Euston Road
and Bourke Road are dominated by warehouses and factories, with the occasional café nestled amongst
the industrial sites. Pockets of quiet residential areas remain along the northern boundary of the suburb,
adjoining Erskineville and Waterloo
Alexandria is serviced by State Transit Authority Sydney Buses routes to the Sydney CBD. The area is close
to two railway lines on the City Rail network: Green Square railway station located on the Airport and East
Hills line. Erskineville and St Peters railway stations are serviced by the City Rail Bankstown Line. Both are
within easy walking distance to the west of Alexandria.
The industrial history of the area continues to influence its character and lifestyle. The area is tucked
between the airport and the City represents one of the City’s few industrial zones. Some of the factories
and warehouses have been converted to new residential development sites while the south west of area
will continue to maintain industrial as dominant activities.
Beaconsfield
This tiny suburb is ensconced between Alexandria, Rosebery and Zetland, and is part of the Green Square
Renewal. Dating back as far as the 1900s, Beaconsfield had pockets of residential estates among the
industry, including Beaconsfield Estate. In the 1990s, the area underwent urban renewal, with the
renovation of many of the original houses, and large scale industrial sites being replaced with residential
and retail uses. Majority of the residential properties are of single level semi/terrace designed home with
only a handful of properties over two levels and above.
Commercial and Industrial properties are mainly situated along Botany Road with some nestled amongst
the residential sites.
Camperdown
Camperdown is an inner western suburb of Sydney located 4 kilometres south-west of the CBD.
Camperdown lies across the local government areas of the City of Sydney and Marrickville Council.
Camperdown is a home to the Royal Prince Alfred Hospital, the University of Sydney and the historic
Camperdown Cemetery. Parramatta Road is the main shopping stripe of the suburb and it a busy
thoroughfare to and from the CBD. In common with neighboring inner city suburbs such as Newtown and
Enmore, Camperdown has large areas of Victorian terraced housing, including many examples of single
storey terraces.
Centennial Park & Moore Park
Centennial Park is located approximately 4km south east of Sydney CBD, bordered by Moore Park Road
and Oxford Street to the north, Alison and Darley Roads to the south, Moore Park to the west and Queens
Park to the east. Surrounding suburbs are Paddington, Woollahra, Moore Park, Kensington, Randwick,
Queens Park and Bondi Junction. Centennial Park consists of an 189ha park and pubic reserve, forming a
large part of the Centennial Parklands which also includes Moore Park. The residential section of
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Centennial Park boarders the western fringe of the parkland. The small suburb consists of a few
residential streets with many dwellings and unit blocks positioned on large parcels of land boasting views
to the park or over Moore Park and the City skyline.
Single residential sites of two storey terraces, are generally located along and between Moore Park Road
and the western side of Cook Road. 1970’s style multi-unit high rise buildings and medium-density sites
are located along the eastern side of Cook Road. Large Victorian and Edwardian style mansions on large
sites with views are located along Lang Rd, Robertson Rd and Martin Rd. These sites are zoned low
density and many are heritage listed, thus restricting development and preserving the character and
streetscape of a unique garden suburb since its subdivision in 1905. Out of the three, Martin Road is
considered to be the most desirable in Centennial Park.
Moore Park is located approximately 3.5km south east of Sydney CBD, bordered by Moore Park Road to
the north, South Dowling Street to the west and Cook Rd, Robertson Rd and Anzac Pde to the east.
Surrounding suburbs include Paddington, Centennial Park, Surry Hills, Redfern, Waterloo and Kensington.
The majority of Moore Park is zoned open space and special use with absolutely no residential zoned
properties or addresses. Moore Park consists of over 100ha of segregated public parklands and reserves.
Included within these large parklands are various sporting facilities such as the Moore Park Golf Course,
Tennis Courts, McKay Oval and E.S. Marks Athletic Grounds. The NE corner of Moore Park contains a 45ha
sporting and entertainment precinct. Located within this precinct are various complexes housing Allianz
Stadium (formally the SFS), the SCG (Sydney Cricket Ground), the Hordon Pavilion and The Entertainment
Quarter.
Chippendale
Chippendale is located on the southern edge of the Sydney’s CBD approximately two kilometres to the
centre of the CBD. It is a small inner-city suburb of Sydney and is part of the local government area of the
City of Sydney. Chippendale has four distinct boundaries. To the north is Broadway, Cleveland Street to
the south, the University of Sydney to the west and the Central Railway Station to the east.
Chippendale itself is largely a medium density residential suburb with mostly terraced housing with an
average land size of approximately 100 square metres. Within the residential component, scattered shops,
cafes and pubs are found. With the eastern boundary being adjacent to the CBD, properties consist of
commercial uses including offices and warehouses.
Chippendale is boarded by three main arterial routes - Cleveland Street, City Road and Broadway. It is a
busy pocket close to all amenities – shopping centres, parks, University of Sydney and is serviced by State
Transit Authority Sydney Buses routes to the Sydney CBD. Chippendale is also close to Central and
Redfern railway stations.
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Darlinghurst
Darlinghurst is located approximately 1.5km east of Sydney CBD, nestled between William and Oxford
Streets, along with College Street to the west and Boundary Street to the east. Surrounding suburbs
include Surry Hills, Paddington, Woolloomooloo and Potts Point.
Darlinghurst retains many grand early sandstone terraces, arts and crafts workers terraces. Majority of
houses are single residential dwellings, being predominantly two storey attached terraces. A mixture of
old residential flat buildings and some new multi-storey apartments are located within Darlinghurst.
The Business district along Oxford Street is considered prime retail with high vehicular and pedestrian
flows popular for its bars, cafes and nightclub scene. Darlinghurst also has many restaurants and cafes
scattered along Victoria Street, Darlinghurst Road and around the intersection of Crown and Stanley
Streets. There has been a transformation in the past 15 years to urbane inner City residential, together
with the café/restaurant strip of Darlinghurst Rd. But overall business has remained flat for the past few
years with a decline over the past 12 months leading to the closure of many establishments.
Darlington
Darlington is a smaller inner-city suburb approximately three kilometres south from the heart of Sydney’s
CBD. It is part of the local government area of the City of Sydney.
Darlington is bounded by City Road to the west, Cleveland Street to the north, Wilson Street (the railway)
to the south and Golden Grove Streets to the east. The University of Sydney - Darlington Campus is based
in this suburb and is located near the junction of Parramatta and City Roads. The south-west and east part
of the suburb is generally private housing, mostly consisting of semi-detached two storey terraces with
rear lane access and the western half of Darlington is made up of the University of Sydney. Over 50% of
residences in Darlington are rented. This figure is anticipated with the University of Sydney, Redfern Train
Station, conference facilities, an aquatic centre etc all within walking distance.
A department of housing area is located on the Darlington side of the railway line near Redfern Station
surrounding Eveleigh Street. This area is the enclave of Darlington’s neighbouring suburb, Redfern.
Purchase prices of residential houses in and around this area have increased over the past 12 months.
There is significant Aboriginal culture heritage and land ownership in and around Eveleigh Street.
Elizabeth Bay
Elizabeth Bay lies 3km to the east of Sydney CBD, bordered by Macleay Street to the west, Roslyn
Gardens to the east and the actual Elizabeth bay is located to the north. Its surrounding suburbs include
Rushcutters Bay and Potts Point. Elizabeth Bay is one of the most densely populated city fringe suburbs.
The locality also has many pocket parks and stone stairways that link them to Macleay Street, Beare Park
and Rushcutters Bay Park.
Elizabeth Bay is primarily made up of art deco buildings (1920’s to 1940’s), new multi-storey apartments
and some Victorian mansions and waterfront property. Real estate along Roslyn Gardens, Elizabeth Bay
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Road, Onslow Place and Billyard Avenue are considered prime real estate as they are likely to have either
district, harbour and/or city views.
Erskineville
Erskineville is bounded by Wilson Street and Lawson Street in the north, Cornwallis Street, Garden Street,
Copeland Street and Mitchell Road in the east, Henderson Road and Sydney Park Road in the south and
King Street, Union Street and Erskineville Road in the west.
A small shopping strip is situated near the train station along the newly refurbished main street Erskineville Road. Significant buildings include the Imperial Hotel, Erskineville Hotel and a Church.
The bulk of Erskineville’s residential properties are the classic Sydney terrace and semi detached houses
that were built in the late 1800’s and early 1900’s. Many of these houses have been renovated, some in
the traditional style and others into sleek contemporary homes. Much of the industrial architecture has
been pulled down to make way for apartments and town houses, or converted into desirable inner city
lofts. For example, industrial converted apartments - “The Star Printery” located at 21 Coulson Street,
warehouse conversion apartments in 220 Henderson Road and new multi level residential development
on 15-19 Erskineville Road.
Despite the limited number of retail fronts, Erskineville is mimicking the lifestyle of Newtown residents,
increasingly feeling the flow on effects of Newtown’s popularity as an inner west suburb. The overall
characteristics of these two suburbs are identical in age of suburb, the numerous narrow single and one
way lanes, the wide range of transport accessibility.
The number of mixed use zoned properties is limited to Erskineville Road, the main arterial road traversing
Erskineville. This zone mostly comprise of single and two storey terraces with retail frontage on ground
floor and residential or other use on its upper floor. There are also larger lots housing freestanding retail
shops.
Glebe and Forest Lodge
Glebe and Forest Lodge are an Inner Western suburbs of Sydney. Glebe and Forest Lodge are located
3 km south-west of the Sydney central business district and are part of the local government area of the
City of Sydney, in the Inner West region.
Glebe and Forest Lodge are surrounded by Blackwattle Bay and Rozelle Bay, inlets of Sydney Harbour, in
the north. The suburb of Ultimo lies to the east and the suburbs of Annandale to the west. The southern
boundary is formed by Parramatta Road and Broadway. Broadway is a locality around the road of the
same name, which is located on the border of Glebe, Chippendale and Ultimo
The suburbs include large areas of single residential terraced housing as well as areas such as the Toxteth
Estate in the heart of Glebe which contains large stand alone villas and mansions. In contrast there are
also areas of public housing. There are some unit blocks, mainly at the north end of Glebe Point Rd but
these do not dominate the suburbs
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Millers Point
Millers Point is an inner-city suburb of Sydney, in the state of New South Wales, Australia. It is on the
north-western edge of the Sydney central business district, adjacent to The Rocks and is part of the local
government area of the City of Sydney.
Millers Point lies on the southern shore of Sydney Harbour, beside Darling Harbour. The Barangaroo
[2]
development is taking place on 22 hectares of land on the western side of the suburb. Sections of
Millers Point have been included as part of the The Rocks area in the past and some residents and
businesses still use it in their address
This area is State Heritage listed.
Newtown
Newtown is located approximately 4 kilometres south-west of the Sydney CBD and lies across the local
government areas of the City of Sydney and Marrickville Council. Newtown is bounded by Carillon Avenue
in the north, Golden Grove Street, Iverys Lane and Union Street in the east, the railway line in the south
and Edgewater Road, Simmons Street and Church Street in the west.

Figure 1 Newtown
(sourced from http://www.censusdata.abs.gov.au)
Newtown is classic example of an inner Sydney suburb transformation from working class to a trendy
cosmopolitan one. Newtown is predominantly a residential area built mostly of terraces houses.
Converted warehouses, studios and apartments are scattered throughout the suburb. The north-east end
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of Newtown, near Wilson Street is considered the more prestigious residential area. House prices and
rents in this area are often higher than those for similar properties in South Newtown.
King Street is the main commercial and entertainment hub of Newtown. Newtown today is a vibrant
Sydney suburb with over 600 stores, 70 restaurants, 40 cafes, pubs and entertainment venues along King
Street and Enmore Road. The suburb is renowned today for its diverse and unique community.
Paddington
Paddington is located approximately 3km south east of Sydney CBD. The section that falls in the City of
Sydney Council is bordered by Moore Park Road to the south, South Dowling Street to the west and
Oxford Street to the north. Surrounding suburbs include Centennial Park, Darlinghurst, Woollahra and
Moore Park.
Commercial activity in Paddington is diverse and can be divided into a number of precincts:
•

Oxford Street

•

Five Ways

•

Paddington Markets

Oxford Street is a long shopping strip extending the length of Paddington. The majority of the retail along
Oxford Street is leased out and is popular for its boutique and designer stores along with bars and
restaurants.
Paddington Markets are held every Saturday in the grounds of the heritage-listed Paddington Uniting
Church on Oxford Street. They have been going since 1973.
Victoria Barracks is another Paddington icon. It was constructed between 1841 and 1849 and is one of the
best-known examples of military architecture in Australia and it is currently undergoing refurbishment.
Potts Point including the locality Kings Cross
Potts Point is located approximately 3km east of Sydney CBD. The locality of Kings Cross refers to the
streets that are located around the main street of Darlinghurst Road, such as Bayswater Road, Kings Cross
Road and Victoria Street. Potts Point is bordered by Macleay Street and Ward Avenue to the east,
Brougham Street to the west, William Street to the south and Woolloomooloo Bay to the north.
Surrounding suburbs include Elizabeth Bay, Rushcutters Bay, Woolloomooloo and Darlinghurst.
Pyrmont
Pyrmont is an inner-city suburb of Sydney, in the state of New South Wales, Australia 2 kilometres southwest of the Sydney central business district in the local government area of the City of Sydney. It is also
part of the Darling Harbour region.
It is Australia's most densely populated suburb.
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Pyrmont was once a vital component of Sydney's industrial waterfront, with wharves, shipbuilding yards,
factories and woolstores. As industry moved out, the population and the area declined. In recent years it
has experienced redevelopment with an influx of residents and office workers.
Pyrmont is now dominated by the casino and surrounding and associated developments and Jackson
Landing, residential and commercial multi building development at the very north end of Pyrmont.
Pyrmont is also home to the fish Markets which is now part of The Bays Precinct and identified as a new
development area for the next decade or so.
Pyrmont leads into Ultimo which is sandwiched between Pyrmont and Broadway. Includes many
University buildings and is home to traditional terraced workers cottages and warehouses converted to
units as well as new unit blocks.
Redfern
Redfern is located 3 kilometres south of the Sydney CBD and is part of the local government area of the
City of Sydney. Redfern is bounded by Cleveland Street in the north, South Dowling Street in the east,
Crescent Street, Phillip Street and Boundary Street in the south and Cornwallis Street and Abercrombie
Street in the west.
The main shopping strip is located on Redfern Street, east of Redfern railway station. There are also
commercial developments nearby, along Regent Street and surrounding streets. The Redfern skyline is
dominated by two office towers located between Regent Street and Gibbons Street, beside Redfern
railway station. Redfern station is the closest station to the main campus of the University of Sydney at
Camperdown and Darlington.
Redfern has many fine examples of Victorian terraced housing similar to other inner suburbs, such as
Surry Hills and Paddington. Redfern also has a very large number of public housing tenants in walk up
apartments, residential blocks, and high rise towers which add to the area’s character. There is significant
Aboriginal culture heritage and land ownership in the area. In addition, there are well established
industrial uses, some commercial, and retail of varying quality and viability along major streets.
Rosebery
Rosebery is located 6 kilometres south of the Sydney central business district and is part of the local
government area of the City of Sydney. Rosebery is bounded by Epsom Road in the north, Southern Cross
Drive in the east, Gardeners Road in the south and Botany Road in the west. Part of the suburb of
Rosebery is located in the City of Botany Bay.
Rosebery consists predominantly of single storey free standing dwellings on large blocks with generous
setbacks from the street. The suburb has a mix of residential, commercial and industrial developments.
The northern parts of Rosebery and the adjacent Green Square are part of an area that is currently
undergoing gentrification. This involves an urban renewal project that is constructing modern retail,
business and residential developments.
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The area north of Gardeners Road was developed by Richard Stanton (1862-1943) and the same company
that developed Haberfield, and as such, Rosebery is also known as a 'Garden Suburb'. Garden
competitions were held in the suburb prior to the 1990s. This area is also unique as no two story houses
have been built due to a covenant that was put in place when the suburb was developed. Most houses
have remained as single story California bungalows.
Developments such as one, two and three bedroom apartment blocks can be seen along Rothschild
Avenue, Crewe Place and Primrose Avenue, these having immediate proximity to the vibrant inner City
areas and CBD. A small shopping centre is located on Gardeners Road. Commercial and industrial
developments are also located on and around Botany Road. There is a large park in the middle of
Rosebery called Turruwul Park.
Rushcutters Bay
Rushcutters Bay lies 3km to the east of Sydney CBD, bordered by Roslyn Gardens to the west and Kings
Cross Road to the south and Rushcutters Bay Park to the east. Its surrounding suburbs include Elizabeth
Bay, Darlinghurst and Darling Point.
Rushcutters Bay has an impressive harbor foreshore, parks, sports fields, playgrounds, majestic trees and
garden banks. Overall, Rushcutters Bay is a prestigious and secluded suburb similar to Elizabeth Bay and is
dominated by residential apartments that have been experiencing strong growth over the past few years.
Housing in this area mainly consists of modern multi-storey apartments, old residential apartment
buildings, some plain but most are prestige with good water and district views. Sales are infrequent in this
area. Most sales are in regards to strata sales and are fairly consistent with one another, depending on
views.
Located between Potts Point and Double Bay, Rushcutters Bay is a very popular and tight knit suburb
making it very desirable for people wishing to enjoy quietness whilst not too far away from amenities
from adjoining commercial strips and city life overall. Property and land values have continued to hold in
this small yet exclusive residential enclave, this reaffirms its strong position year in and out, despite
economic and external influences.
Surry Hills
Surry Hills is located approximately 2km south of Sydney CBD, bordered by Oxford Street and Wentworth
Avenue to the north, Cleveland Street to the south, Elizabeth Street to the west and South Dowling Street
to the east. Surrounding suburbs include Darlinghurst, Paddington, Moore Park, Redfern, Chippendale
and Haymarket.
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Surry Hills
Major features of the area include Prince Alfred Park, Sydney Police Centre, Centennial Plaza, United
Dental Hospital of Sydney, Ward Park and a number of schools. Settlement of the area dates from the late
1700s, for farming purposes and in the mid 1800s the working class ethos was established with the
construction of factories, warehouses and workers terraces. During post-war years, the low property and
rental prices attracted a large number of new migrants. Since the 1980s many young professionals have
moved into the area, old houses have been renovated or refurbished, factories have been redeveloped for
residential use and residential flat buildings have been erected.
Over the last few decades Surry Hills has undergone a major and noticeable transformation, blending in
new contemporary apartments to historic terraces. The local community of Surry Hills values what has
become of the existing character and isn’t looking for major changes. Crown Street is the village main
street and is considered the heart of the area, popular with families, professionals and baby boomers. A
good mix of tree lined streets provides comfortable walks to Prince Alfred Park, Shannon Reserve and
Ward Park.
Central Railway Station the largest station on the City Rail network. Central Station sits on western edge
of Surry Hills. The entire area is also serviced by State Transit Authority buses. The Eastern Distributor is a
major road, on the eastern edge of the suburb. Major thoroughfares are Crown Street, Cleveland Street,
Bourke Street and Foveaux Street. Surry Hills is within easy walking distance of the Sydney CBD, and is
included in a widening network of cycle ways.
Residential housing in Surry Hills is dominated by single residential dwellings, mostly two storey attached
brick Victorian terraces. Old warehouses and commercial buildings still exist mostly on the western part of
the suburb along the main roads with many reconfigured as residential or mixed use sites. Residential
development in the area is pushing towards apartment style living especially near Central Station area.
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Woolloomooloo
Woolloomooloo is located approximately 1.5km east of Sydney CBD, bordered by Brougham Street to the
east, William Street to the south and the Domain and Cook & Phillip Park to the west. The north side
features the finger wharf that runs along Cowper Wharf Road. Surrounding suburbs include Potts Point
and Darlinghurst. The suburb has a longstanding Indigenous community as well as a large number of
Department of Housing tenants. The area retains many rows of 19th century workers cottages and
terraces and a village feel despite the nearby expressway.
Most of the real estate is single residential dwellings, mainly two storey attached terraces with some listed
as heritage. There are a handful of apartment buildings along McElhone and Brougham streets that
provide panoramic views.
A great majority of the residential houses and townhouses are owned by the Department of Housing, with
limited sales in and around that particular area.
Zetland Residential
Zetland is between Alexandria and Kensington making it convenient to the Eastern suburbs as well as the
inner city. Zetland has major roads of Botany Road, Bourke and O’Riordan Streets traversing the suburb
providing access to the airport. Once an industrial area, it has been redeveloped into areas with Green
Square and Victoria Park. There is a vision for a thriving shopping and entertainment area with some
public plazas.
Victoria Park is located in Zetland and is a 25.5 hectare piece of land designated for medium to high
density residential development and retail along South Dowling Street, with its other boundaries along
O'Dea and Joynton Avenues. It is currently undergoing major development. Once completed, it will
include eight 20 storey towers; 1,850 new residential units from tower to terraces, 80,000m² of office
space; 20,000m² retail and 4 hectares of green parks and a piazza on South Dowling Street.

MAIN INDUSTRIES
Alexandria is the suburb within the LGA with the only real industrial area.. The suburb was once mostly
terraced housing, that was demolished for light industrial use and warehousing which continues to this
day. The main roads such as McEvoy Street, Euston Road and Bourke Road were dominated by
warehouses and factories, with the occasional café nestled amongst the industrial sites. The industrial
history of the area continues to influence its character and lifestyle. The area is tucked between the airport
and the City represents one of the City’s few industrial zones. Some of the factories and warehouses have
been converted to new residential development sites while the south west of area will continue to
maintain industrial as dominant activities.
The area is however changing dramatically with many of the industrial zoned lots being used for Bulk
retail such as the Alexandria Homemaker Centre or car sales. The traditional industrial uses have been
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pushed further out. In view of this the Council has undertaken what is known as the Employment Lands
strategy. After this was reported and considered a new LEP amendment was issued in June 2015 which
rezoned a large number of industrial properties to B6 and B7 and reduced significantly the number of
industrially zoned properties in Sydney. The remaining properties are located around the Bourke Rd,
Burrows Rd area and include the remaining traditional warehouse use.

SIGNIFICANT RETAIL CENTRES

Main retail District within the CBD centred around Market St George St and King St where there is
Westfields and the Mid City Mall. Big brands are moving into George St because of the upcoming
pedestrianisation of George St.
At the south end the Queen Victoria Building, Galeries Victoria and World Square also provide strong
retail centres.
The new centre at the Carlton United Brewery site is doing well but the Broadway shopping has excelled
this year pushing through the $12,000/sqm rental level and there are now proposals to extend this centre.

TYPE OF RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT

The City of Sydney contains a variety of residential development across the LGA.
Apartment and unit style living is very popular within the inner-city suburbs. Apartments / units make up
approximately 70% of residential living over the City of Sydney LGA. This trend is continuing to increase
with a large number of development sites being transformed into mid – high-rise apartment buildings
throughout the inner city suburbs.
Along with apartment development on the north eastern boarder near Elizabeth Bay, Rushcutters Bays etc
single residential properties are primarily art deco buildings (1920’s to 1940’s) and some Victorian
mansions on the waterfront.
Centennial Park and Moore Park have a mixture of single residential sites of two storey terraces, 1970’s
multi-unit high rise buildings and large Victorian and Edwardian style mansions.
Rosebery consists predominantly of single storey free standing dwellings on large blocks with generous
setbacks from the street.
The remaining suburbs within the LGA contain many attached/ semi-attached, predominantly two storey,
single residential terraces.
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STATE & LOCAL GOVERNMENT LEGISLATION FOR CITY OF SYDNEYLGA
Throughout the year we have monitored and considered the affects State and Local Legislation and Town
Planning have had on Values and Value Relationships compared to Prior Value Levels.
PLANNING
Both the Sydney Local Environmental Plan 2012 along with the Sydney DCP 2012 came into effect on 14
December 2012. The Sydney DCP 2012 applies to most of the City's local area. The new Sydney LEP 2012
has replaced what was mostly covered previously by the Sydney LEP 2005 and South Sydney LEP 1998.
The Sydney LEP 2005, now only covers the Frasers Broadway development. The Sydney Local
Environmental Plan 2012 also refers to two associated documents. The documents relate to the
Competitive Design Policy and the Green Square Affordable Housing Program.
Introduced in September 2013 was the Sydney LEP (Green Square Town Centre) 2013 and the Sydney LEP
(Green Square Town Centre) 2013 Stage 2. The few properties under these new LEPs were allocated a B4
Mixed Used Zoning last year and were the first properties to carry out the objectives of the original Green
Square Structural Masterplan 1997.
Sydney LEP 2012 Amendment No 10, gazette in July 2014 finally rezoned the two of the major properties
in the Ashmore Precinct. 57 Ashmore St was rezoned to B2 and 165 Mitchell Rd was rezoned to B4. This is
further evidence of the progress of the masterplans that have existed in South Sydney for a number of
years and that have now begun to become a reality.
There are now 23 LEP Amendments to the Sydney LEP 2012.
Many properties that had previously exceeded the development provisions of the Sydney LEP 2005 or
South Sydney LEP 1998, were now complying under the new Sydney LEP 2012.

PLANNING INSTRUMENTS
Listed below are the planning instruments that currently apply to all development within the City's local
area:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sydney LEP 2012
Sydney LEP 2012 (Amendments 1-23)
Sydney LEP 2005 – Frasers Broadway only
Sydney LEP (Glebe Affordable Housing Project) 2011*
Sydney LEP (Harold Park) 2011
South Sydney LEP 1998
Sydney LEP (Green Square Town Centre) 2013
Sydney LEP (Green Square Town Centre – Stage 2) 2013
South Sydney LEP 1998 Amendment 17: Green Square Town Centre
South Sydney LEP 1998 Amendment
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DEVELOPMENT CONTROL PLANS (DCP’s)
A list is provided below of the various Development Control Plans (DCPs) that support the LEP with more
detailed planning and design guidelines. These Development Control Plans (DCPs) apply to development
where the City of Sydney Council is the consent authority.
Sydney Development Control Plan 2012
Central Sydney DCP 1996
Access DCP 2004
Adult Entertainment and Sex Industry Premises DCP 2006
Boarding Houses DCP 2004
Child Care Centres DCP 2005
Contaminated Land DCP 2004
Convenience Store DCP 2004
Glebe Affordable Housing Project DCP 2011
Green Square Affordable Housing DCP 2002
Green Square Town Centre DCP 2012
Harold Park DCP 2011
Heritage DCP 2006
Late Night Trading Premises DCP 2007
Leichhardt DCP 2000
Leichhardt DCP No. 38: Waste – Avoid, Reuse and Recycle
Leichhardt DCP No. 48: Managing Activities on Footpaths and Street Verges
Notification of Planning and Development Applications DCP 2005
Signage and Advertising Structures DCP 2005
South Sydney DCP 1997: Urban Design
South Sydney DCP 1997: Urban Design – Green Square
South Sydney DCP No. 11: Transport Guidelines for Development 1996
South Sydney DCP for Orders
Telecommunications and Radiocommunications DCP 2006
Visitor and Tourist Accommodation DCP 2006.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CITY POLICIES
The City of Sydney maintains policies and guidelines which provide additional information and guidance
to the controls contained within the Local Environmental Plans and Development Control Plans. The
various policies are listed as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Access policy
Archaeological zoning plan
Construction hoardings design policy
Construction hours/noise in the city centre
Distributing leaflets and other material on footpaths
On-street parking policy
Outdoor café policy
Pavement design and construction guidelines (interim)
Paving design policy
Strategy for a sustainable City of South Sydney
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•

Waste code for new developments

SYDNEY LOCAL ENVIRONMENTAL PLAN 2012
The Sydney Local Environmental Plan 2012 came into effect on 14 December 2012. The new Sydney LEP
2012 has replaced what was mostly covered previously by the Sydney LEP 2005 and South Sydney LEP
1998.
LAND USE ZONES
The land use zones under the Sydney LEP 2012 are as follows:
Residential Zones
•
•

R1 General Residential
R2 Low Density Residential

Business Zones
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

B1 Neighbourhood Centre
B2 Local Centre
B3 Commercial Core
B4 Mixed Use
B5 Business Development
B6 Enterprise Corridor
B7 Business Park
B8 Metropolitan Centre

Industrial Zones
•
•

IN1 General Industrial
IN2 Light Industrial

Special Purpose Zones
•
•

SP1 Special Activities
SP2 Infrastructure

Recreation Zones
•

RE1 Public Recreation

As not all of the Government Area is covered by the LEP 2012 older zones are still retained where
legislation predating the 2012 LEP is still the overriding legislation. These zones are
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A

Residential deferred area of Rosebery and parts of Redfern and Waterloo still covered by the
South Sydney LEP 1998

B

Green Sq Town Centre LEP

C

Frasers Development of the Carlton United Brewery site covered by the Sydney LEP 2005

M

Parts of South Sydney still covered by South Sydney LEP 1998\

Z

Components covering Darling Harbour, The Rocks and Millers Point

LAND USE TABLE
The Land Use Table under this plan covers in detail four main categories for each of the zones. The
categories cover the objectives of the zone, permitted uses without consent, permitted uses with consent
and prohibited uses. The following is a list of each zone and its Objectives:

Zone R1 - General Residential
Objectives of zone
•
•
•
•

To provide for the housing needs of the community.
To provide for a variety of housing types and densities.
To enable other land uses that provides facilities or services to meet the day to day needs of residents.
To maintain the existing land use pattern of predominantly residential uses.
Zone R2 - Low Density Residential
Objectives of zone

•
•

To provide for the housing needs of the community within a low density residential environment.
To enable other land uses that provides facilities or services to meet the day to day needs of residents.
Zone B1 - Neighbourhood Centre
Objectives of zone

•
•

To provide a range of small-scale retail, business and community uses that serve the needs of people who
live or work in the surrounding neighbourhood.
To allow appropriate residential uses so as to support the vitality of neighbourhood centres.
Zone B2 - Local Centre
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Objectives of zone
•
•
•
•

To provide a range of retail, business, entertainment and community uses that serve the needs of people
who live in, work in and visit the local area.
To encourage employment opportunities in accessible locations.
To maximise public transport patronage and encourage walking and cycling.
To allow appropriate residential uses so as to support the vitality of local centres.
Zone B3 - Commercial Core
Objectives of zone

•
•
•
•

To provide a wide range of retail, business, office, entertainment, community and other suitable land uses
that serve the needs of the local and wider community.
To encourage appropriate employment opportunities in accessible locations.
To maximise public transport patronage and encourage walking and cycling.
To promote uses with active street frontages.

Zone B4 - Mixed Use
Objectives of zone
•
•
•

To provide a mixture of compatible land uses.
To integrate suitable business, office, residential, retail and other development in accessible locations so
as to maximise public transport patronage and encourage walking and cycling.
To ensure uses support the viability of centres.
Zone B5 - Business Development
Objectives of zone

•
•
•
•

To enable a mix of business and warehouse uses, and bulky goods premises that require a large floor
area, in locations that are close to, and that support the viability of, centres.
To encourage employment opportunities.
To enable other land uses that provide facilities or services to meet the day to day needs of the
community.
To promote uses with active street frontages.
Zone B6 - Enterprise Corridor
Objectives of zone

•
•
•
•

To promote businesses along main roads and to encourage a mix of compatible uses.
To provide a range of employment uses (including business, office, retail and light industrial uses).
To maintain the economic strength of centres by limiting retailing activity.
To provide for residential uses, but only as part of a mixed use development.
Zone B7 - Business Park
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Objectives of zone
•
•
•
•

To provide a range of office and light industrial uses.
To encourage employment opportunities.
To enable other land uses that provide facilities or services to meet the day to day needs of workers in the
area.
To ensure uses support the viability of nearby centres.
Zone B8 - Metropolitan Centre
Objectives of zone

•
•
•
•
•

To recognise and provide for the pre-eminent role of business, office, retail, entertainment and tourist
premises in Australia’s participation in the global economy.
To provide opportunities for an intensity of land uses commensurate with Sydney’s global status.
To permit a diversity of compatible land uses characteristic of Sydney’s global status and that serve the
workforce, visitors and wider community.
To encourage the use of alternatives to private motor vehicles, such as public transport, walking or
cycling.
To promote uses with active street frontages on main streets and on streets in which buildings are used
primarily (at street level) for the purposes of retail premises.
Zone IN1 - General Industrial
Objectives of zone

•
•
•
•
•

To provide a wide range of industrial and warehouse land uses.
To encourage employment opportunities.
To minimise any adverse effect of industry on other land uses.
To support and protect industrial land for industrial uses.
To ensure uses support the viability of nearby centres.

Zone SP1 - Special Activities
Objectives of zone
•
•
•

To provide for special land uses that are not provided for in other zones.
To provide for sites with special natural characteristics that are not provided for in other zones.
To facilitate development that is in keeping with the special characteristics of the site or its existing or
intended special use, and that minimises any adverse impacts on surrounding land.
Zone SP2 - Infrastructure
Objectives of zone

•

To provide for infrastructure and related uses.
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•

To prevent development that is not compatible with or that may detract from the provision of
infrastructure.
Zone RE1 - Public Recreation
Objectives of zone

•
•
•
•
•

To enable land to be used for public open space or recreational purposes.
To provide a range of recreational settings and activities and compatible land uses.
To protect and enhance the natural environment for recreational purposes.
To provide links between open space areas.
To retain and promote access by members of the public to areas in the public domain including
recreation facilities and waterways and other natural features.

Employment Lands Strategy
The City’s employment lands in the south of our local area are some of the most strategically important in
NSW. A range of businesses are currently located in the area, between Sydney Airport and the city centre.
These include industrial activities, such as manufacturing, wholesale trade, transport and logistics related
industries, postal activities and warehousing.
Until recently the employment lands were zoned mainly for industrial purposes, however changes in the
Australian economy mean there is less need for industrial-zoned land close to the inner-city. New forms
of business and enterprise are emerging, such as high tech industry, creative spaces and retail and
distribution facilities. These activities require flexible places to locate and grow close to their customers at
the airport and inner-city.
New planning controls now apply in the employment lands. These will allow for the transition of the
employment lands from areas of traditional industrial uses and low density employment to places of more
diverse business activity and employment opportunities. Up to 9,000 more workers are expected to work
in the employment lands over the next 15 years as a result of the changes.
On 12 June 2015, SYDNEY LOCAL ENVIRONMENTAL PLAN 2012 - AMENDMENT 17 commenced.
The accompanying amendment to Sydney Development Control Plan 2012 is now also in force
Two investigation areas have been identified within the employment lands that have potential for some
market housing where it supports sustainable growth in the employment lands.
The draft Guideline to Preparing Site Specific Planning Proposal Requests in the City of Sydney
Employment Lands Investigation Areas is to provide a transparent and consistent framework to guide
future changes to planning controls as the areas develop. The draft guideline:
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•

provides land use and built form principles to guide the preparation of site specific planning
proposal requests

•

provides information about how changes to planning controls can support infrastructure delivery,
including the delivery of affordable rental housing

•

provides information about how site specific planning proposal requests will be evaluated

•

describes the City’s priorities for infrastructure to support growth

•

describes the process for preparing a site specific planning proposal request, including required
supporting documentation, applicable fees, preparing a planning agreement and the decision making
process.

PRINCIPAL DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS
HEIGHT OF BUILDINGS
The objectives of this clause are as follows:
(a) to ensure the height of development is appropriate to the condition of the site and its
context,
(b) to ensure appropriate height transitions between new development and heritage items and
buildings in heritage conservation areas or special character areas,
(c) to promote the sharing of views,
(d) to ensure appropriate height transitions from Central Sydney and Green Square Town Centre
to adjoining areas,
(e) in respect of Green Square:
(i) to ensure the amenity of the public domain by restricting taller buildings to only part
of a site, and
(ii) to ensure the built form contributes to the physical definition of the street network
and public spaces.
FLOOR SPACE RATIO (FSR)
Definition: The floor space ratio of buildings on a site is the ratio of the gross floor area of all buildings
within the site to the site area.
The objectives of this clause are as follows:
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(1) (a) to provide sufficient floor space to meet anticipated development needs for the foreseeable
future,
(b) to regulate the density of development, built form and land use intensity and to control the
generation of vehicle and pedestrian traffic,
(c) to provide for an intensity of development that is commensurate with the capacity of existing
and planned infrastructure,
(d) to ensure that new development reflects the desired character of the locality in which it is
located and minimises adverse impacts on the amenity of that locality.
(2) The maximum floor space ratio for a building on any land is not to exceed the floor space ratio
shown for the land on the Floor Space Ratio Map.

COMPETITIVE DESIGN POLICY - DESIGN EXCELLENCE
The design excellence policy falls under section 6.21 of the Sydney LEP 2012. The objective of this clause is
to deliver the highest standard of architectural, urban and landscape design. This clause applies to
development involving the erection of a new building or external alterations to an existing building on
land to which this Plan applies. The Design Excellence policy provides great benefits such as allowing the
permissible height or floor space ratio to exceed by up to 10%. The policy also provides discounts for
heritage listed property.

PURPOSE
(1) The City of Sydney Competitive Design Policy, adopted by the Council on 12 March 2012, establishes
the processes an applicant is required to undertake to demonstrate that a proposed development is
the result of a competitive design process.
(2) Clause 6.21(5) of the Sydney Local Environmental Plan 2012 specifies the types of development that
are required to undertake a competitive design process.
(3) Clause 6.21(5) of the Sydney Local Environmental Plan 2012 states that consent must not be granted to
those types of development specified unless the proposed
development is the result of a ‘competitive design process’.
(4) Competitive design process means either:
(i) An architectural design competition; or
(ii) The preparation of design alternatives on a competitive basis.
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(5) A competitive design process must be undertaken in accordance with an approved Design Excellence
Strategy.
(6) Clause 6.21(7) of the Sydney Local Environmental Plan 2012 allows the consent authority to consider
granting an additional amount of height or floor space of up to 10% of the maximum permissible to a
development that is the result of a competitive design process.
(7) If the development is located within Central Sydney, and is the result of an architectural design
competition, it is eligible to receive a discount on the amount of Heritage Floor Space that is required
to be allocated in accordance with Clause 6.11(2) of the Sydney Local Environmental Plan 2012 up to a
maximum of 1,000sqm.
OBJECTIVES
(a) Establish the steps an applicant is required to undertake to demonstrate that a proposed development
is the result of a competitive design process
(b) Clarify the timing of a competitive design process in a staged Development Application process
(c) Ensure that the competitive design process works within the framework of an approved Design
Excellence Strategy
(d) Establish a competitive design process brief that ensures:
(i) the Consent Authority’s design excellence requirements are balanced with
the developer’s objectives; and
(ii) procedural fairness for competitors.
(e) Set out the different requirements for architectural design competitions and competitive design
alternatives processes
(f) Detail the approach for assessment, decision-making and dispute resolution within the competitive
design process
(g) Ensure that design excellence integrity is continued into detailed development proposals
(h) Clarify that the rationale for granting up to 10% additional floor space or building height under Clause
6.21(7) of the Sydney Local Environmental Plan 2012 is to cover the cost of the competitive design
process.
6.21(7) - EXCEEDING BUILDING HEIGHT & FSR BY 10%
(7) If the design of a new building, or an external alteration to an existing building, on land is the winner of a
competitive design process and the consent authority is satisfied that the building or alteration exhibits
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design excellence, it may grant development consent to the erection of the new building, or the alteration
to the existing building, with:
(a) a building height that exceeds the maximum height shown for the land on the Height of Buildings
Map by up to 10%, or
(b) an amount of floor space that exceeds the amount permitted as a result of the floor space ratio shown
for the land on the Floor Space Ratio Map by up to 10% or, if the building or alteration is eligible for
any accommodation floor space under Division 1 or any community infrastructure floor space under
Division 2, by up to 10% plus the sum of that accommodation floor space or community infrastructure
floor space.

GREEN SQUARE AFFORDABLE HOUSING PROGRAM
The Sydney Local Environmental Plan 2012 refers the Green Square Affordable Housing Program. This is
an initiative from the original Green Square Structural Masterplan 1997 which identified that the rezoning
of Green Square would increase the development potential and hence land values in the area. The upward
pressures on property values would raise purchase and private rental accommodation costs beyond the
reach of low to moderate income households. The main objective for the renewal of Green Square is to
retain a socially diverse population as the area gentrifies and undergoes significant renewal.
PURPOSE
This Program provides additional provisions, and more detailed information about the Green Square
Affordable Housing Scheme, which is implemented through the following legislation:
•

The Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 identifies the provision of

affordable housing as a function of Council and section 94 of the Act allows for the collection of
contributions for affordable housing.
•

State Environmental Planning Policy No. 70: Affordable Housing (Revised Schemes) identifies that
there is a need for affordable rental housing in the City of Sydney. The SEPP also defines affordable
housing for the purposes of these schemes.

•

Sydney Local Environmental Plan 2012 (Sydney LEP 2012) contains controls for the calculation,
provision and management of affordable housing contributions for development in Green Square
and Ultimo-Pyrmont. The LEP also identifies any development that is excluded from making a
contribution under the schemes.

Where there is an inconsistency between this Program and any environmental planning instrument
applying to the same land, the provisions of the environmental planning instrument shall prevail.
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PLANNING CONTROLS - TABLE & MAP
Whilst the majority of the City of Sydney is covered by the Sydney LEP 2012 and Sydney DCP 2012, there
are 14 areas that come under different planning authorities and development control plans (DCPs). These
planning policies include various LEP’s, SREP’s & SEPP’s. The City of Sydney is the consent authority for
development other than major projects.
The Map and table below is also available on the City of Sydney public website. Each coloured area in the
map and table detail the actual relevant planning instruments in effect.
PLANNING TABLE
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PLANNING MAP
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DETAILS OF THE OTHER PLANNING INSTRUMENTS
SEPP 56
Gazetted 21/8/1998. Amended 1/4/1999, 3/3/2000, 20/4/2000, 2/2/2001, 30/11/2001.
On 21st August 1998, State Environmental Planning Policy No. 56 − Sydney Harbour Foreshores and
Tributaries (SEPP 56) was gazetted. This policy aims to co-ordinate the planning, development and
management of Sydney Harbour foreshores and its tributaries. Under the policy, the Minister is now the
consent authority for all City of Sydney foreshore land with the exception of the Botanical Gardens. This
includes the following key sites within the Central Sydney LGA:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Garden Island
Woolloomooloo Finger Wharf and Wharf 11
Sydney Opera House
East Circular Quay (Opera Quays and Opera Grand Buildings)
Circular Quay
Darling Harbour
Wharves 3 - 10, Darling Harbour

SREP 16 Walsh Bay
(Gazetted 16/6/89, amended 2/1/98)
Enables wharves, shore sheds and bond stores not required for port purposes to be adapted for new uses,
and aims to protect this historic area by establishing a conservation zone. The Director-General of the
Department of Urban Affairs and Planning is nominated as the consent authority for all development
applications.
SREP 26 City West
(gazetted 16/10/92, amended 16/7/93, 24/9/93, 7/10/94, 3/3/95 (twice), 17/11/95, 21/11/97 and 18/6/99,
4/8/02, 22/6/01).
Covers the areas of Ultimo, Pyrmont, Glebe Island, White Bay, Rozelle Bay, Central and Eveleigh. The plan
aims to promote the orderly and economic use and development of this land known as City West. It
establishes planning principles and controls for the area as a whole and for each of its precincts. There
have been several amendments, to introduce planning controls for the Bays Precinct, and provisions
relating to affordable housing and pawn broking. Both Council and the Minister have consent authority in
the Pyrmont-Ultimo Precinct. These controls have now been merged into Sydney LEP 2005

CONTRIBUTIONS
There are three current Development Contributions Plans operating in the City of Sydney Local
Government Area:
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These are:
1. City of Sydney Section 61 Contributions (Amendment) Plan 2002:
2. City of Sydney Ultimo Pyrmont Section 94 Contributions Plan 1994: and
3. City of Sydney Section 94 Contributions Plan 2006
These plans apply to development where the Council and the Central Sydney Planning Committee are the
consent authority.
Section 94 Development Contributions 2006
Section 94 Development Contributions Plan 2006 was approved by Council on 12th March 2007 and came
into force on Saturday 7th April 2007. This Contributions Plan applies to development approved after that
date where the Council or the CSPC is the consent authority in the area covered by that plan.
Section 94 Development Contributions Plan 2006 divides its area into three distinct precincts, Western
Precinct, Southern Precinct and Eastern Precinct.

HERITAGE VALUATIONS
In the past valuations made under the provisions of the Land Tax Management Act had regard to the
heritage restrictions imposed on properties by a Regional Environmental Plan or Local Environmental Plan.
These provisions have now been removed from the Land Tax Management Act and are now contained in
the Valuation of Land Act.
Properties with heritage significance are recognised under two (2) distinct acts for rating and taxing
purposes:
1.

2.

Heritage properties are recognised under the Heritage Act by a listing on the State Heritage
Register (SHR), and, the valuations are requested be made by the Minister under the provisions of
sections 124 and 125 of that Act.
Land is heritage restricted for the purposes of the Valuation of Land Act if the Valuer General
has determined that the land has heritage significance within a planning instrument.

Heritage valuations for rating and taxing purposes, are made under two (2) distinct acts namely:
1.
2.

Heritage valuations are made under the Heritage Act, and,
Heritage restricted valuations are made under the Valuation of Land Act (Sec. 14G) and relate
only to heritage properties under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 on a
Council's Local Environmental Plan or Regional Environmental Plan.

The Heritage Act requires the provision of a valuation for rating and taxing authorities. The Valuer
General’s authority to carry out that valuation is conveyed by S 123-125 of that act.
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Heritage valuations are determined only in the sequence set out in the Act (Ss. 124/125). Initially, the
Minister requests a heritage valuation after a listing in the State Heritage Register.
A land value and heritage value must be supplied for properties valued under the Heritage Act and
must be supplied and entered onto the register of land value as at 1 July in the valuing year in which the
valuation takes place.
HERITAGE VALUATION CONSIDERATIONS
The Land Value is determined on the following assumptions:
(a) that the land may be used only for the purpose, if any, for which it was used when the value is
determined,
(b) that all improvements on that land when the value is determined may be continued and maintained in
order that the use of that land as referred to in paragraph (a) may be continued,
(b1) that all improvements referred to in paragraph (b) on that land are new (without any
deduction being made because of their actual condition),
(c) that no improvements, other than those referred to in paragraph (b), may be made to or on that land,
(d) that the cost of construction of improvements on that land has no effect on its land value, with the
result that there is to be no reduction in land value because of any difference between the cost of
construction of the improvements referred to in paragraph (b) as new improvements and the cost of
construction of other improvements used as a basis for comparison in the determination of land value.
Sustainable Sydney 2030
In June 2008, the City of Sydney adopted the Sustainable Sydney 2030 Vision and its 186 initiatives as a
‘road map’ towards a more sustainable future.
Sustainable Sydney 2030 builds on the current regional and state planning, including the state
government’s State Plan and Metropolitan Strategy, while responding to the evidence that more urgent
and wide ranging action is essential for sustainability.
Sustainable Sydney 2030 is a vision for the sustainable development of the City to 2030 and beyond.
Sustainable development is not just about the physical environment, but about the economy, society and
cultures as well and how addressing each, with bold ideas and good governance, will result in better
outcomes for current and future communities.
The ‘Five Big Moves’ to transform the City are:
1.

A revitalized City Centre at the heart of Global Sydney-lively, people friendly and premium
business centre, reconnected to the Harbour.
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2.

3.
4.
5.

An integrated Inner Sydney transport network-new sustainable transport connecting Inner
Sydney, the City Centre and the City’s villages, with congestion removed from the City Centre and
Villages.
Liveable Green Network-continuous green corridors integrated with liveable streets, providing
dedicated pedestrian and cycle ways, and new ways to explore the City and its Villages.
Activity Hubs as a focus for the City’s village communities and transport- Sustainable places for
communities in the City’s distinctive villages to meet, learn, work and shop.
Transformative Development and sustainable renewal-Initiatives to re-make the City, including
energy and water efficient infrastructure, affordable housing, high quality public space and
design, and access to essential transport choices.

Actions within the Sustainable Sydney 2030 have been embedded in the City’s Corporate Plan which sets
out the four year objectives, 2009-2012, the major projects, programs and services to be undertaken.
Sydney LEP (Glebe Affordable Housing Project) 2011
This was gazetted on the 1st July 2011.
The objective of the Project to permit development of residential flat buildings on the site of between four
storeys (15m) and ten storeys (33m) in height (with the taller buildings located at the eastern and
northern edges), with ground floor retail and around 480 dwellings that are a mix of social, affordable and
private housing.
The Project was gazetted on the 1st July. The plan relates to land bounded by Wentworth St, Cowper St
and Bay St and to the rear of the properties on Queen St. By mid July 2011 the existing buildings had
been demolished and construction work has begun.
Sydney Local Environment Plan Harold Park 2011
This was gazette on the 16th December 2011.
The urban renewal of the site will create 3.8 hectares of new public parkland, approximately 1250 new
homes, up to 500 new jobs and almost 2km of cycleways. It will conserve the heritage Rozelle Tram Depot,
be an example of best practice sustainable development and provide for affordable housing and
community facilities on site.
The Plan approves an FSR of 1.25 over the whole 10.63 Hectares.
The sale to Mirvac went through with a contract date of 29/06/2011, for $187,000,000.
The ‘Key terms’ are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Maximum floor space of .25:1 across the entire site
Dedication of 3.8H (35% of the site) of public open space, free of cost to Council
Dedication of 1,000sqm of land, free of cost to the Council, for affordable Housing that is
sufficient to construct at least 50 affordable housing units.
Dedication of 500sqm of floor space within the tram sheds for community uses, free of cost to
Council
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5.
6.

Payment of $8m in development contributions; and
Essential infrastructure on the site to be provided by the developer at no cost to Council including
roads, pedestrian pathways and drainage works.
As at July 2015 the residential buildings are all but complete and work is well on its way with
the tramsheds. The sale of units in this development has been strong.

DARLING ISLAND MASTER PLAN (AMENDED 2002)
The Place:
Darling Island comprises 4.9 hectares of prime inner city, waterfront land jutting from the Pyrmont
Peninsula. The site enjoys uninterrupted views back to the Sydney CBD and north to the Harbour Bridge.
Darling Island forms part of the larger, vibrant Pyrmont precinct comprising commercial, retail and
residential developments featuring award-winning, adaptively re-used heritage wharves, bond stores and
new contemporary architecture.
Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority was responsible for overseeing the development of Darling Island on
behalf of the NSW State Government.
The Master Plan provided for the development of the Island in 3 stages.
Stage 1 included the development of three waterfront apartment buildings and a new public park and
jetty at the northern tip of Darling Island Rd. Built by Multiplex, stage one was completed in 2004.
Stage 2 included a six level commercial building and a five level residential building, which were
completed by Mirvac in 2005, and 2006, respectively
Stage 3 is Workplace 6, a six level commercial building considered a world leader in sustainable building
design. Workplace 6 is the first building in NSW to be awarded a six star rating for office design by the
Green Building Council. The development, by Citta Group, was completed in 2008 and tenanted by
Google in 2009.
Darling Island is now an established part of the City with a balance of residential, commercial and public
space including two public parks and a continuous foreshore.
Darling Walk – Darling Harbour
The $560 million Darling Walk Regeneration project has been awarded by the Sydney Harbour Foreshore
Authority to Lend Lease.
Lend Lease have entered into an agreement with SHFA to redevelop the 1.5 hectare site. The NSW
Government will retain ownership of the site.
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The 68,000 square metre project will include:
Up to 8 storeys, or 58,000sqm of commercial office space,600 public and 200 private underground car
spaces, Retail and leisure facilities, New public open space
A key feature of the project is new pedestrian gateway linking Darling Harbour and the CBD, and
improved pedestrian access across Harbour Street.
Public space in the form of a theatre, pedestrian boulevard, community green and water play area are all
centre to the development.
This development is now complete and the Commonwealth Bank moved into the new buildings in August
2011. This has revitalized this end of Darling Harbour.

The Rocks
Cumberland St Dig Site
Located between Cumberland St and Gloucester streets and within Australia’s most important historical
precinct, the 2,650m² site has outstanding cultural significance.
The Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority called for innovative proposals for the design, conservation,
development and delivery of an interpretive project in January 2006. In January 2008, a successful
submission from the YHA was granted development approval.
This will be the largest ever archaeological urban development ever completed in Australia the proposal
includes:





a 106-room hostel with 354 beds, providing budget accommodation in The Rocks
a world class archaeological centre, allowing visitors to interact with history
public access to almost the entire site, including a large open area on Gloucester Street where the
most significant remnants are located
buildings and laneways similar to those located around The Rocks.

The Sydney Harbor YHA opened in November 2009 and has been a great success

Green Square
The Green Square Urban Renewal Area is located within a very important economic corridor between
Sydney’s City Centre and Kingsford Smith International Airport. It is approximately 3.5 kilometres from the
city centre and 4 kilometres from the airport.
Green Square covers 278ha of Australia’s oldest industrial area and has
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long been considered the largest and perhaps most important renewal project in Australia worth
approximately $8 billion dollars. Green Square incorporates the suburbs of Zetland and Beaconsfield and
parts of Roseberry, Alexandria and Waterloo.
By 2021, it is envisaged that the Green Square Urban Renewal Area will accommodate:
• A resident population of approximately 33,100;
• A workforce population of approximately 22,000;
• Approximately 1,300,000m2 of residential floor space (13,000 new dwellings);
• 485,400 m2 of non-residential / commercial floor space; and
• 46,000 m2 of retail floor space.
About 5,700 new homes have been built since 2000, bringing in close to 11,000 more residents. By 2030,
Green Square is expected to attract 40,000 new residents and 22,000 new workers
The Green Square Town Centre
A very important part to the urban renewal area is the Green Square Town Centre which is primarily
located in the suburb of Zetland and covers an area of 13.74 hectares and contains some large key sites
owned by various public entities, such as the former Waterloo Incinerator site, Waverley Council’s Works
Depot, the former NSW Police Service Centre, and the former Royal South Sydney Hospital site and Works
Depot.
When the town centre is complete, it will have the potential to accommodate approximately 6,800
residents and 8,600 workers.
The Town Centre is well served by the Green Square station, Botany Road, Bourke Street, Elizabeth Street
and Joynton Avenue. The east west transport corridor will expand the existing network to include bus
routes along Geddes Avenue, Paul Street and Zetland Avenue. In the future Zetland Avenue and Civic
Place will include provisions for a light rail system that will serve the eastern side of the urban renewal
area, including Epsom Park.
The Civic Place (Green Square Plaza, Library and Neilson Square) will form the heart of the Green Square
Town Centre, it comprises of a grand civic space offering communal space for the benefits of the
community. Surrounding the Civic Place is an offer of retail and restaurants, above the hive of activity sits
high density residential housing. The City has set aside $40 million for the 3000-square metre library and
4200-square metre plaza.
A new aquatic centre and multi-purpose sports field will be built in the Epsom Park Precinct on Joynton
Avenue, opposite the South Sydney Hospital site. There will be a 50-metre pool, a 25-metre pool, a
hydrotherapy pool and a waterplay area. The centre will include a rehab gym, underground parking, café
and a crèche. The new 1.6-hectare Gunyama Park will include a children’s playground, circuit training and
a multi-purpose synthetic playing field.
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A new 6,500 square metre park will be built in the town centre, named the ‘Drying Green’. A larger park of
15,500 square metres, 'Gunyama Park', will be in the Epsom Park precinct in Zetland. Also a smaller park
will be created on the former South Sydney Hospital site, with other parks to be built near McPherson
Lane, Joynton Avenue and O’Dea Avenue.
The Green Square development has made significant progress this year, see section below.
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MARKET OVERVIEW & SALES OF PARTICULAR INTEREST

RESIDENTIAL
The City of Sydney City Local Government Area (LGA) contains a number of residential suburbs, with the
majority of residential areas zoned R1 General Residential under the Sydney LEP 2012. The LGA is
approximately 26.15 square kilometers and is home to over 198,000 residents.
The June 2012 release of 2011 Census Data compares dwelling structures for the LGA with NSW and
Australia. 73.6% of the dwellings within the LGA consist of a flat, unit or apartment compared with 18.8%
for NSW and more than five times the national average of 13.6% for Australia. Semi-detached, row,
terrace house and townhouses follow closely at 21.2%, more than double the percentage for NSW and
Australia . This apartment/unit trend is increasing with a large number of development sites being
transformed into mid – high-rise apartment buildings throughout the inner city suburbs.
Sales volumes have increased in the last twelve months with residential values increasing over the past
year. Residential zoned properties have increased on average 22% in comparison to last year and since
the 2012 General Valuation the average residential land value increase is 45%, with some suburbs
increasing over 60%.
Residential development sites are popular to both local and foreign developers and many of the recorded
development sites in the Sydney LGA were previously industrial sites. The low interest rates and a long
running hot residential property market have seen many off-the-plan apartment sales sell out in record
time. The high volume of sales result may be a further incentive for developers to actively purchase and
submit development approvals, and take advantage of the low interest rate. The Inner Sydney region,
within 10 km proximity to the Sydney CBD, is set to become busier with many major developments
flagged for construction during 2015.
The value levels adopted are supported by both vacant and improved sales analysis.
A break-down of the residential property market in the City of Sydney LGA is outlined below.
Newtown
Analysed sales of residential properties in Newtown have supported a moderate to strong increase in land
values between the 2014 and 2015 base dates. While this is partly attributable to historically low interest
rates in recent times, it is also indicative of Newtown’s good location in relation to the University of
Sydney and the ever-popular King Street retail precinct, as well as the facilities of Sydney CBD. Properties
located south of King Street, in close proximity to Wilson Street; the wide, leafy tree-lined streets with
backyards situated close to public transport and many open spaces are displaying record purchase prices.
Residential land value on average increased 20% since 2014 Annual Land Value base date and 45% since
the 2012 General Valuation base date.

The Median house price in Newtown in July 2015 was $1,257,500 compared to $990,000 in 2014 and
$965,000 in July 2013.
The following is a noteworthy residential sales in the Newtown area which were analysed for the 2015
base date:
ADDRESS
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FORBES ST

NEWTOWN

ZONE

CONTRACT DATE

PURCHASE PRICE

R1

07/03/2015

2,600,000

Centennial Park / Moore Park / Paddington
Centennial Park, Moore Park and Paddington residential property market has overall increased in land
value since 1 July 2014. Over the last 12 months Moore Parks land value has increased approximately 4.9%
, Centennial Park 14% and Paddington residential 19%.
Moore Park is a prestigious residential enclave and although it has increased at a lower percentage then
surrounding suburbs, two of the highest residential sales in the City of Sydney LGA occurred in this area.
The smaller R1 zoned sites in Centennial Park and Paddington are more affordable, closer to the main
commercial hub and have increased in popularity over the past 12 months.
Sales of the more prestigious properties have been infrequent over the years, however during the 2015
re-valuation period 9 sales were analysed. The median sales price for houses in Centennial Park, NSW in
the last year was $4,400,000 based on 9 home sales.
The following are noteworthy sales from the Centennial Park area which were analysed for the 2015 base
date:
ZONE

CONTRACT DATE

PURCHASE PRICE
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ADDRESS
LANG RD

CENTENNIAL PARK

R2

07/03/2015

12,000,000

4

MARTIN RD

CENTENNIAL PARK

R2

09/03/2015

12,000,000

The majority of residential sales within Centennial Park and Paddington are of terrace houses set on
smaller allotments between 80 m2 – 380m2. In 2014 and 2015 sale prices of these smaller allotments
ranged from $1,175,000 to $3,350,000. Overall the median house price in Paddington has increased from
$1,583,000 to $1,652,000 in the last 12 months; this is based on 272 home sales.
The following are noteworthy sales from the Centennial Park and Paddington area which were analysed
for the 2015 base date:
ADDRESS

ZONE

COTRACT DATE

PURCHSE PRICE

PADDINGTON

R1

21/06/2015

3,350,000

262

MOORE PARK RD

14

ALBION AVE

PADDINGTON

R1

16/05/2015

2,800,000

21

POATE RD

CENTENNIAL PARK

R1

26/03/2015

4,400,000
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Chippendale / Darlington
Analysed sales of residential properties in Chippendale and Darlington have shown strong growth
between the 2014 and 2015 base dates. While this can be partly attributed to the historically low interest
rates in recent times, it is also indicative of there excellent location in relation to the University of Sydney
and Broadway, as well as its high level of convenience to Sydney CBD and the inner west region. The
strong growth in the area can also be attributed to the undertaking of the Central Park development as
well as the substantial new UTS building on the corner of Wattle Street and Broadway; which have
contributed to a change in the character of the area.
In 2012 the new LEP was issued. The main adjustments were floor space ratios (FSR) across both suburb.
In general the FSR’s have increased. Residential FSR’s were commonly a 1:1 or 1.5:1 ratio which tended to
reflect a two storey terrace property. The FSR has increased from a 1:1 ratio to a 1.25:1 ratio and the 1.5:1
have remained the same. Larger blocks in the component have commonly had an increase in FSR (along
Buckland Street). The FSR increase over the residential component will now give the purchaser an
opportunity for expansion or potential development. Over the coming years we may continue to see an
increase in land value as a result of higher FSR.
The median price for Chippendale in July 2014 was $969,000 in comparison to 2015 median price of
$1,318,500. The median house price in Darlington in July 2014 was $875,000, and now it has increased to
$1,268,800.
Overall land values within the residential zones of Chippendale and Darlinghurst have increased by an
average of 21% from the 2014 to 2015 base date and 55% from 2012 to 2015.
Darlinghurst
Analysed sales of residential properties in Darlinghurst have supported an approximate 25% increase in
land values between the 2014 and 2015 base dates. This is indicative of Darlinghurst’s good location in
relation to Sydney CBD facilities and the eastern suburbs.
The median house price in Darlinghurst increased from $1,205,000 in July 2013 to $1,400,000 in July 2014
to $1,560,000 in July 2015.
The following are noteworthy sales from the Darlinghurst area which were analysed for the 2015 base
date:
ADDRESS

ZONE

SALE DATE

SALE PRICE

47

SURREY ST

DARLINGHURST

R1

30/03/2015

2,950,000

74

SURREY ST

DARLINGHURST

R1

21/10/2014

2,250,000

Elizabeth Bay / Rushcutters Bays / Potts Point / Woolloomooloo
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Scattered throughout the Bays and Woolloomooloo area are residential dwellings of all type and size.
Overall land values have increased between the 2014 and 2015 base dates. Small single residential
allotments increased approximately 25%, medium sized allotments approximately 37% and larger
allotments approximately 19% across all locations.
The real estate in Rushcutters Bay and Elizabeth Bay is predominately residential units and experiences
very low sales activity of its prestigious houses and waterfronts. Four notable sales that occurred
throughout the year were a block of units on Bayswater Road, two single residential terraces on Rosyln
Street and the Country Woman’s Association of NSW building on Greenknowe Avenue (see below).
ADDRESS

Zone

Contract Date

Purchase Price

11

GREENKNOWE AVE

ELIZABETH BAY

R1

17/09/2014

20,240,000

27

ROSLYN ST

ELIZABETH BAY

R1

27/02/2015

4,150,000

129

BAYSWATER RD

RUSHCUTTERS BAY

B4

16/06/2015

3,029,000

29

ROSLYN ST

RUSHCUTTERS BAY

R1

09/04/2015

3,250,000

There have not been any sales of prestige residences over the 12 months but prior sales from 2009
include the heritage listed mansion “Ashton House” located at 102 Elizabeth Bay Road which sold for
$10,750,000 along with nearby 86 Elizabeth Bay Road, another heritage listed residence which sold in
December 2013 for $4,750,000.
Due to the various sizes, styles, heritage restrictions, water views and extremely low sales activity of
houses within Elizabeth Bay and Rushcutters Bay, it is statistically unreliable to derive and compare
median house prices with the previous years.
Smaller allotments ranged in sale price from $820,000 (38m2) – 1,650,000 (139m2) in The Bays and
Woolloomooloo . Woolloomooloo’s median house price in 2014 was $941,000 and this has increased to
$989,000 in July 2015.
Woolloomooloo was previously known as a less desirable suburb in Sydney. However, within the last six
months residential sales have climbed in value with some sales reaching sale prices similar to Paddington,
Surry Hills and Redfern.
The following are noteworthy sales from the Woolloomooloo area which were analysed for the 2015 base
date:
ADDRESS

ZONE

CONTRACT DATE

PURCHASE PRICE

16

BOURKE ST

WOOLLOOMOOLOO

R1

13/06/2015

1,370,000

2

WINDEYER ST

WOOLLOOMOOLOO

R1

20/06/2015

1,385,000

Redfern / Surry Hills
90 plus R1 zoned market sales have been analysed in Surry Hills and Redfern in the past year and
approximately 85% of those sales showed a moderate to strong increase in the market. Higher increases
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generally apply to smaller residential blocks positioned on quieter streets and larger residential allotments
in Redfern.
While the increase in value can be partly attributed to the historically low interest rates in recent times, it
is also indicative of Redfern’s excellent location in relation to the University of Sydney, its excellent
transport connections to the CBD and other parts of Sydney, and the gentrification process the area is still
going through, with properties on nearby Caroline Street and in other previously avoided areas selling for
substantially more in 2014/2015 than several years ago. This comes after a substantial mixed use
redevelopment of “The Block” was approved in 2012 to include a combination of affordable housing,
student accommodation and community related uses.
The traditional rag trade industry located west of Riley Street in Surry Hills has transformed over the past
few years. Converted warehouses and commercial buildings have/ are in the process of being
reconfigured as residential or mixed use sites as the general tend for residential development in Surry
Hills is pushing towards apartment style living.
Surry Hills has been a sought after area for many years with house prices continually increasing year after
year. Since 2014 base date, Surry Hills overall land value has increased approximately 19% while Redfern’s
increased on average 25%. A noticeable trend is that residential dwellings in Surry Hills, Redfern and
surrounding suburbs are being sold in a very high quality renovated state with the buyers attitude fitting a
‘walk-in as is condition’.
The median sales price for houses in Surry Hills in the last year was $1,355,000 based on 127 home sales.
The Median house price in Redfern in July 2015 was $1,259,000 compared $920,000 in 2014 and $905,000
in July 2013.
The following are noteworthy sales from the Surry Hills and Redfern area which were analysed for the
2015 base date:

538

BOURKE ST

SURRY HILLS

R1

05/03/2015

PURCHASE
PRICE
3,000,000

56

FITZROY ST

SURRY HILLS

R1

24/10/2014

2,600,000

416

RILEY ST

SURRY HILLS

R1

21/03/2015

2,120,000

14

ALBION AVE

SURRY HILLS

R1

16/5/20105

2,800,000

98

GREAT BUCKINGHAM ST

REDFERN

R1

02/04/2015

2,535,000

ADDRESS

ZONE

CONTRACT DATE

1

CHARLES ST

REDFERN

R1

24/04/2015

1,900,000

52-54

PITT ST

REDFERN

R1

30/03/2015

8,725,000

Green Square / Rosebery / Waterloo / Zetland / Erskineville
In general a 15 - 25% increase was applied to residential land value in the above suburbs. However, a
large number of properties in the area have been individually valued in line with the available sales
evidence.
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The majority of properties within Beaconsfield were previously zoned Mixed Use 10 prior to the Sydney
LEP 2012. Subsequently they have changed to R1 – General Residential with the properties located on
Botany Road, O’Riordian, Williams and Beaconsfield Street changing to B4 – Mixed Use. The vast majority
of residential property in Beaconsfield is located on William, Queen and Victoria Streets and has an FSR of
1:1. The exceptions are strata properties located on southern end of Queen St and Botany Road having a
FSR of 1.5:1.
A number of properties in Beaconsfield, Rosebery, Waterloo, Zetland (close to Green Square Town Center)
are eligible for additional floor space under the Sydney LEP 2012, clause 6.4. This provision generally
impacts larger residential sites with a current FSR of 1:1 or 1.25:1 permitting the site an additional FSR of
0.5:1.
Larger sized properties in the residential areas close to Green Square increased at a higher rate compared
to properties under 130sqms, this directly relating to the development potential in the area.
The Median house price for Beaconsfield in the past 12 months to July 2015 is $990,000 compared to
$891,000 in 2014 and up from $696,000 in July 2013.
The median house price for Zetland 12 months to July 2015 is $1,220,000 from $981,000.
The median house price for Rosebery 12 months to July 2015 has increased to $1,422,000 from
$1,120,000 in 2014 and $1,028,000 in 2013.
Given the locale and close proximity to the development of Green Square growth levels are healthy within
the suburbs above.
The table below summaries the land value percentage change from General Valuation Year to General
Valuation Year (2012 – 2015) and Annual Valuation Year (2014) to 2015 for each suburb.
Zone R1 Land Value Percentage Change in Suburb

Suburb

Percentage Change
from 2012 - 2015

Pyrmont
Miller Point
Darlinghurst
Surry Hills
Paddington
Centennial Park
East Redfern
Redfern
Chippendale
Darlington
Newtown – North of King St
Camperdown
Newtown - South of King St

50.00%
86.62%
44.35%
41.76%
12.07%
7.31%
40.94%
54.27%
56.88%
54.57%
41.96%
33.23%
47.46%

Percentage
Change from 2014
- 2015
22.62%
28.49%
25.96%
19.75%
19.06%
14.01%
23.28%
23.11%
20.59%
23.18%
20.06%
10.03%
19.48%
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Erskineville
Alexandria
Large Sites Alexandria
Large Sites Rosebery
Glebe / Forest Lodge
Glebe – Water Views
Glebe Large Sites
Glebe General
Redfern Large Sites
The Bays / Potts Point / Woolloomooloo Small Sites
The Bays / Potts Point / Woolloomooloo Large Sites
Newtown / Camperdown Large Sites
The Bays / Potts Point / Woolloomooloo Medium Sites
Victoria Park
Zetland
TOTAL AVERGAE INCREASE

48.70%
52.45%
83.70%
111.21%
61.14%
30.81%
47.63%
40.65%
49.13%
65.16%
25.52%
19.09%
38.64%
140.36%
84.85%
45.14 %

24.13%
26.43%
41.15%
29.90%
29.78%
20.07%
28.54%
16.14%
31.63%
36.79%
18.88%
9.35%
24.47%
28.48%
40.77%
22.93%

COMMERCIAL
CBD
As has been the case for some years now, growth of Australia's major trading partners remains close to its
long-run average, notwithstanding a slight easing in the June quarter. Growth of global industrial
production has moderated over the past year or so, which has contributed to lower commodity prices,
although the strength of commodity supply has also been a significant factor. In most of Australia's
trading partners, core inflation has been stable in year-ended terms over recent months at rates below
central bank targets. Globally, monetary conditions remain very accommodative and finance remains
readily available to creditworthy borrowers.
In China, GDP growth picked up in the June quarter, remaining at 7 per cent in year-ended terms, which is
the government's target for this year. However, a range of indicators suggest that growth of consumption
and industrial production, including steel production, moderated in the first half of 2015. Low inflation has
given the authorities scope to adopt more accommodative monetary and fiscal policy settings. Conditions
in residential property markets have improved in some respects, although this has yet to translate into a
pick-up in residential property investment outside the largest cities. The recent volatility in Chinese equity
markets is unlikely to have a significant direct effect on consumption, given the relatively limited exposure
of households to equities. Growth in the rest of east Asia (excluding Japan) was a little below average in
the first half of 2015, owing to some weakness in domestic and external demand. Meanwhile, output in
advanced economies has generally been increasing at a moderate pace and labour market conditions
have been improving, supported by expansionary monetary policy. In Japan, the relatively tight labour
market conditions have resulted in wage growth being higher than it was a year ago. The US economy
returned to moderate growth in the June quarter, following temporary weakness earlier in the year.
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Although the Federal Reserve is widely expected to start raising interest rates later this year, monetary
conditions will remain very accommodative for some time. ( Summary from August RBA media release)
This has had a positive effect on the CBD. A significant number of sales have occurred in and around the
Sydney CBD this year but as with last year two markets are apparent. One market for those after a
commercial investment, and the second market for those looking for residential conversion or
development opportunities. There has been extremely strong demand in the latter market with those
properties with views of the Harbour, Hyde Park or CBD. The sale of 148 King St to demolish and build
residential apartments showed not only a very strong FSR rate but also emphasized that purchasers are
paying for the ‘extra’ FSR that they can gain by meeting certain extra requirements. This has now become
the norm in the City. The LEP allows for a higher FSR for residential following the purchase of Heritage
floor space and this has been reflected in the sales. Some of the sites bought for conversion already have
heights beyond those that would be allowed and this is an invaluable asset to these properties. In valuing
the CBD for Land Tax this year the possibility that the Highest and best use would be residential rather
than commercial has once again been considered.
Whilst the market for these conversions has been strong so has the commercial investment market.
Overseas investors are playing a strong role in both markets although domestic buyers, usually
superfunds still remain the most active. Vacancy in the CBD has reduced by 1% in 6months, down to 6.3%
in July 2015 and down 2% since July 2014. There is very strong demand with the highest take up of space
in the last 8 years. There is little difference between prime and secondary vacancy rates and even
backlease space vacancy is down. Of the 400,000sqm due to come on line in the next 2 and half years
over 53% of this is pre committed. Much of this demand is being driven by new technology sector
tenants. As at July 2015 confidence and expectations were the highest they have been since September
2014.
Development is occurring all over the City which affecting values differently in different areas. The
opening of the first stage of Barangaroo and the improvements being made to transport to this end of
the Western Corridor is pushing values in the western corridor up at the north end, evidenced by the sale
at 29 -43 Clarence St.
At the southern end of the Western Corridor the redevelopment of Darling Harbour is having a similar
effect, evidenced by 94 Hay St.
Suburbs
Alexandria / Erskineville
In Alexandria and Erskineville the properties currently under the B4 Mix Use Zone under the 2012 LEP
were previously valued under the South Sydney LEP 1998 – Zone Mixed Use 10 with a FSR (floor to space
ratio) of 1.5:1. The new Sydney LEP 2012 has changed the zones to B4 – Mixed Use and B1 –
Neighborhood Centre and with the updated LEP the FSR on Erskineville Road has also been altered. 60%
of properties have had an increase of FSR to 1.75:1 and are located on the southern side of Erskineville
Road with the remaining 30% remaining at 1.5:1 with the exception of Erskineville Town Hall.
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The primary evidence suggested an increase of approximately 5% to land values was necessary for the B4
Mix Use zone properties located in Alexandria and Erskineville. While a factor of 1.05 has been adopted
for the 2015 base date, a large number of properties in the area have been individually handcrafted in line
with the available sales evidence and the total land value percentage change from 2014 to 2015 is 20%.
Majority of high land value changes were properties located near/on Huntley Street.
Majority of properties within this B1 neighborhood component consists of retail properties fronting a
main arterial road (Erskineville Road).There are a range of allotment sizes with the majority being 150m2
to 250m2. Public facilities situated along Erskineville Road with the Southern side of the component
backing onto residential streets. In 2015 land values in the B1 Local Centre component of Erskineville have
increased by approx 20%. This follows the market trend of Newtown, Erskenville Residential and Mixed
use and the Green Square development area.
Newtown
There have been few sales in Newtown’s King Street commercial precinct in recent times; however,
demand appears strong with low vacancy and consistently high volumes of pedestrian traffic running
through the area. Commercial land values in the area have been increased moderately, approx 15% for
the 2015 base date since 2014. This is consistent with the trend indicated by sales in nearby commercial
precincts.
The following are noteworthy sales from the Newtown area which were analysed for the 2015 base date:
ADDRESS

ZONE

CONTRACT DATE

PURCHASE PRICE

270

KING ST

NEWTOWN

B2

24/09/2014

6,200,000

216

KING ST

NEWTOWN

B2

14/05/2015

2,900,000

Centennial Park / Moore Park / Paddington
Land Values within the Mixed Use zone components of Paddington have largely remained unchanged
from their 2012 levels. Sales of commercial zoned properties in Paddington are rear and there were no
pure commercial sales from the 2014 – 2015 base date. Sales within the Wollarah contract area and recent
objections were taken into consideration when determining the 2015 land values in the B4 Mix Use zone.
Since the 2012 general valuation the overall land value in Paddington Mix Use component has increased
4.96%, and from the previous base date (1/7/2014) the overall land value has decreased 1.29% as a result
of an objection.
Chippendale / Darlington / Camperdown
Analysed sales of commercial properties have also shown strong growth between the 2014 and 2015 base
dates across Chippendale, Darlington and Camperdown. While, to a degree, this can be tied in with the
growth witnessed in the residential parts of the suburb, this is also considered closely related to the
progression of the Central Park development, as mentioned above, and the growing appeal of the
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commercially zoned area as it begins transformation from a commercial & light industrial use precinct
into a modern mixed use area.
On average all three suburbs increased in land value by 25% - 37% since the 2014 Base Date.
The following are noteworthy sales from the Chippendale, Darlington and Camperdown area which were
analysed for the 2015 base date:
ADDRESS

ZONE

CONTRACT DATE

PURCHASE PRICE

130

CLEVELAND ST

CHIPPENDALE

B4

06/03/2015

12,500,000

75

MYRTLE ST

CHIPPENDALE

B4

01/07/2015

8,300,000

2

CITY RD

CHIPPENDALE

B4

08/05/2015

7,150,000

54

MEAGHER ST

CHIPPENDALE

B4

07/11/2014

3,900,000

87

PARRAMATTA RD

CAMPERDOWN

B4

16/06/2015

3,300,000

Darlinghurst
Land values within the B2 Local Centre zone along Oxford Street in Darlinghurst have decreased for 2015,
supported by analysed sales from this year and previous years. The weakness of the retail strip is still
evident, and this is reflected by low rental yields and vacancy rates as high as 20%.
Analysed sales of properties zoned B4 Mixed Use in Darlinghurst have shown a similar trend to those
within the residential zone, being a moderate increase between the 2014 and 2015 base date. This
similarity can be attributed to the fact that many properties within the Mixed Use zone are in fact also
occupied by single residential dwellings.
Land values within the B4 Mixed Use zone of William Street in Darlinghurst have remained relatively
unchanged in 2015. This reflects the slump that this particular commercial strip has been in since the
global financial crisis with many office tenants relocating to cheaper city fringe locations.
The following are noteworthy sales from the Darlinghurst area which were analysed for the 2015 base
date:
ADDRESS
ZONE

SALE DATE

SALE PRICE

161

OXFORD ST

DARLINGHURST

B2

21/10/2014

1,425,000

231

OXFORD ST

DARLINGHURST

B2

06/11/2014

2,200,000

253

OXFORD ST

DARLINGHURST

B2

14/04/2015

1,500,000

144

CROWN ST

DARLINGHURST

B4

16/06/2015

2,540,000

146

CROWN ST

DARLINGHURST

B4

16/06/2015

3,005,000

247

VICTORIA ST

DARLINGHURST

B4

31/03/2015

4,450,000
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Potts Point including the locality Kings Cross
In 2014 the NSW State Government enforced a Lock Out Law. Bars / clubs are banned from allowing
people to enter the premises after 1.30am (lockout) and there is a 3am last drinks law. This was forced
across the new Sydney CBD Entertainment Precinct which stretches from parts of Surry Hills and
Darlinghurst to The Rocks, and from Kings Cross to Cockle Bay.
The whole of Kings Cross is within this lock out law. The law has had a negative effect on businesses in the
area, not only licensed premises but has had a flow on effect to all business in this area. Demand for retail
in Kings Cross (Bayswater Road, Victoria Street and Darlinghurst Road) has decreased and this is made
evident by the large vacancy rates in the B2 Local Centre Zone.
Land values in the B2 Local Centre zone decreased 20% for the 2015 base date.
Land Values within the Mixed Use zone components of Potts Point and Woolloomooloo have largely
remained unchanged since 2009 to 2013. However, sales since 1 September 2013 indicate overall
increases in both mixed use and full commercial zoned properties. The B4 Mixed Use zone sales were
scattered across the area and consisted of single residential dwellings, development land, small retail and
larger commercial. The sales showed varying analysed land values and overall the area increased by 12%
in 2015. Properties near the B2 Zone (Kellett St, Bayswater Rd etc) decreased in value in line with sale
evidence.
The B1 zoned properties near Cathedral Street in Woolloomooloo increased by 11%, a similar increase to
that of the adjoining zones.
Surry Hills
With the implementation of the 2012 LEP the B4 Mixed Use zone now affects 1000+ sites in Surry Hills.
The sites are scattered along main retail streets, secondary retail streets and also amongst residential
locations. The B4 Mixed Use zone allows a lot more flexibility with development and it provides a mixture
of compatible land uses.
Surry Hills land values within the mixed use zone components have held firm or have increased since
there 2014 land value. 50 plus market sales have been analyzed over the past 12 months in the B4 zone of
Surry Hills. Sale consists of a mixture of development sites, residential terraces, retail and commercial of
various sizes.
The majority of properties that increased above 20% are those located close the northern and western
boundary of Surry Hills near Central Train Station (Elizabeth Street / Chalmers Street / Wentworth Ave,
Foveaux St, Kippax St etc, close to the CBD), and were predominately operating as commercial or mixed
use properties with residential development available under the LEP.
The most significant sales in Surry Hills in the previous 12 months were:
ADDRESS
84

ALBION ST

SURRY HILLS

ZONE

CONTRACT DATE

PURCHSE PRICE

B4

10/03/2015

4,500,000
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142

CHALMERS ST

SURRY HILLS

B4

24/12/2014

3,425,000

510

CLEVELAND ST

SURRY HILLS

B4

14/04/2015

2,771,000

12

COOPER ST

SURRY HILLS

B4

09/10/2014

3,975,000

285

CROWN ST

SURRY HILLS

B4

31/10/2014

50,250,000

202

ELIZABETH ST

SURRY HILLS

B4

09/04/2015

3,910,000

312

ELIZABETH ST

SURRY HILLS

B4

12/03/2015

5,500,500

432

ELIZABETH ST

SURRY HILLS

B4

05/05/2015

9,250,000

502

ELIZABETH ST

SURRY HILLS

B4

26/03/2015

12,000,000

19

FOSTER ST

SURRY HILLS

B4

12/12/2014

22,125,000

69-81

FOVEAUX ST

SURRY HILLS

B4

20/12/2013

19,250,000

26

HUTCHINSON ST

SURRY HILLS

B4

06/03/2015

7,800,000

110

KIPPAX ST

SURRY HILLS

B4

19/11/2014

18,250,000

7

NICKSON ST

SURRY HILLS

B4

14/05/2015

3,100,000

332

RILEY ST

SURRY HILLS

B4

20/04/2015

5,800,000

46-52

WENTWORTH AVE

SURRY HILLS

B4

15/08/2015

22,220,000

The above sales are all commercial buildings and are all located on the western edge of the Surry Hills
boundary, in very close proximity to Central Train Station and the CBD.
Land Values within the B2 Local Centre zoned component of Crown and Cleveland Street, Surry Hills have
increased by approximately 30% as a whole for 2015. The B2 component consists of 98 properties located
along Crown and Cleveland Streets. Surry Hills Shopping Village sold in 2015 for $92,000,000. This sale is
a re-development site sale with no DA lodged / approved. Both Cleveland and Crown Street are
performing well with all sales over the 2015 revaluation year indicating an increase in land value was
necessary. Vacancy rates are relatively low in this area.
The following is a noteworthy sale from the Surry Hills B2 Zone which were analysed for the 2015 base
date:
ADDRESS
2

BAPTIST ST

REDFERN

ZONE

CONTRACT DATE

PURCHASE PRICE

B2

06/05/2015

92,000,000

Redfern
Analysed sales of commercial zoned properties in Redfern have shown varying degrees of growth
between the 2014 and 2015 base dates. While sales along the main Redfern Street retail strip have shown
a stagnant market, sales on the fringe of the commercial precinct which are often used for residential
purposes have shown notable growth – being more consistent with the universal growth witnessed in
residential precincts across Sydney. However, sales along Hudson, Abercrombie and Woodburn Streets
which is controlled under the SEPP Major Development 2005 (Redfern-Waterloo) has shown a significant
increase for 2015; being reflective of the very high FSRs permissible and the various high density
residential developments underway in the area.
The following are noteworthy sales from the Redfern area which were analysed for the 2015 base date:
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ADDRESS

ZONE

CONTRACT DATE

PURCHASE PRICE

90

PITT ST

REDFERN

B2

26/03/2015

5,525,000

119

REDFERN ST

REDFERN

B2

19/12/2014

2,600,000

52

TURNER ST

REDFERN

B2

21/11/2014

3,550,000

146

ABERCROMBIE ST

REDFERN

B4

26/09/2014

4,100,000

207

CLEVELAND ST

REDFERN

B4

16/04/2015

6,350,000

267

CLEVELAND ST

REDFERN

B4

03/09/2014

16,750,000

78

GEORGE ST

REDFERN

B4

02/06/2015

7,000,000

82

GEORGE ST

REDFERN

B4

21/01/2015

3,610,000

5

HUDSON ST

REDFERN

B4

31/12/2014

1,550,000

15

WOODBURN ST

REDFERN

B4

20/04/2015

5,050,000

Green Square / Rosebery / Waterloo / Zetland / Alexandria / Erskineville
The development of Green Square in South Sydney has been planned and discussed for the last 20 years.
Various specific plans have been approved over the years but only recently has this started to become a
reality. Development has taken place along South Dowling St with the creation of Victoria Park and the
Potter St area just one block north over the last 5 years but it has only been in the last 24 months that we
have seen an explosion of development site sales which have supported a full review of the values in the
whole of South Sydney B4 components in particular. There were some substantial increases made to many
of the established large residential unit sites in the 2014 program. The evidence this year has illustrated
the demand has further increased for and the ability to start developing the former industrial and
commercial sites in the various suburbs of South Sydney.
In ascertaining land values, highest and best use and potential development floor space area was
considered with regard to the maximum floor space ratio stipulated by the Sydney LEP 2012 and the
potential for additional floor space under section 6.14. A range of development control plans and
development concepts were also considered as guides for the types of development anticipated,
particularly in areas not yet incorporated in the Sydney LEP 2012 (including land surrounding the
upcoming Green Square Town Centre).
Land value changes were of substantially varying degree as some were reflecting the transition in highest
and best use from industrial uses to residential uses while others were simply reflecting the growth in
residential development sites made apparent by the wide range of sales evidence analysed for the 2014
and 2015 program. Land value changes also varied substantially due to differences in development
potential under the LEP; particularly the maximum floor space ratio of any development.
Suburbs subject to substantial review included Alexandria, Beaconsfield, Erskineville, Rosebery, Waterloo
and Zetland. Larger sites in Camperdown, Darlington, Newtown and Redfern were also considered with
land values amended where necessary. The following were some of the key development site sales in
these areas which were considered when determining values during the South Sydney review:
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ADDRESS

ZONE

CONTRACT DATE

PURCHASE PRICE

74

BOTANY RD

ALEXANDRIA

B4

20/03/2015

10,000,000

92

BUCKLAND ST

ALEXANDRIA

B4

28/11/2014

6,300,000

18

HUNTLEY ST

ALEXANDRIA

R1

28/11/2014

30,000,000

3

RALPH ST

ALEXANDRIA

B4

21/04/2015

6,850,000

17

RALPH ST

ALEXANDRIA

B4

26/03/2015

5,750,000

1

WILLIAM ST

ALEXANDRIA

B4

22/05/2015

10,150,000

118

QUEEN ST

BEACONSFIELD

B4

23/03/2015

3,700,000

5

AMELIA ST

WATERLOO

B4

11/09/2014

7,500,000

143

BOTANY RD

WATERLOO

B4

30/03/2015

5,050,000

171

BOTANY RD

WATERLOO

B4

26/02/2015

12,800,000

903

BOURKE ST

WATERLOO

B4

27/11/2014

41,008,000

2

DANKS ST

WATERLOO

B2

15/07/2015

11,500,000

707

ELIZABETH ST

WATERLOO

B4

31/03/2015

8,500,000

719

ELIZABETH ST

WATERLOO

B4

12/09/2014

7,100,000

723

ELIZABETH ST

WATERLOO

B4

31/10/2014

46,600,000

18

O'DEA AVE

WATERLOO

B4

12/11/2014

30,000,000

40

O'DEA AVE

WATERLOO

B4

05/09/2014

25,080,000

The table below summaries the land value percentage change from General Valuation Year to General
Valuation Year (2012 – 2015) and Annual Valuation Year (2014) to 2015 in each zone for each suburb.

Zone B1 Land Value Percentage Change per Suburb

Suburb

Percentage Change
from 2012 - 2015

Erskineville
St Johns Rd
Woolloomooloo
Darlington
Camperdown
Millers Point
Rosebery
Ultimo
TOTAL AVERGAE INCREASE

38.54%
46.99%
24.53%
40.38%
47.52%
35.57%
60.68%
37.31%
42.39%

Percentage
Change from 2014
- 2015
20.03%
13.79%
11.07%
24.95%
9.90%
9.96%
14.89%
9.92%
14.203%
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Zone B2 Land Value Percentage Change per Suburb

Suburb

Percentage Change
from 2012 - 2015

Pyrmont
Ashmore
Glebe Point Road
Other Glebe
Broadway
Darlinghurst
King Street Local Centre – Newtown
King Street South of Newman St – Newtown
Potts Point
Redfern
Surry Hills
Victoria Park
Waterloo
TOTAL AVERGAE INCREASE

64.50%
117.70%
35.82%
32.79%
37.54%
-14.63%
35.64%
27.09%
-7.88%
55.69%
89.38%
182.04%
270.24%
36.54%

Percentage
Change from 2014
- 2015
32.14%
0%
22.80%
12.01%
25.07%
-4.87%
22.05%
15.00%
-9.11%
27.27%
73.65%
26.30%
32.92%
16.65%

Zone B4 Land Value Percentage Change per Suburb

Suburb

Percentage Change
from 2012 - 2015

Pyrmont
Alexandria
Barangaroo
Erskineville
Bridge Road Glebe
Darlington
Eveleigh
Green Square Town Centre LEP
Green Square Town Centre LEP Stage 2
Harold Park
William St , Darlinghurst
Newtown
Woolloomooloo, Potts Point, Elizabeth Bay
Darlinghurst
Surry Hills north of Foveaux St
Surry Hills south of Foveaux St
Paddington
North of Mcevoy St and west of Elizabeth St
Chippendale
Camperdown

53.02%
146.31%
21.55%
48.73%
107.35%
58.00%
25.63%
196.25%
383.75%
31.02%
0.59%
58.70%
25.68%
29.29%
52.23%
64.29%
4.96%
97.86%
61.62%
72.40%

Percentage
Change from 2014
- 2015
26.65%
32.01%
10.43%
19.18%
30.08%
24.50%
14.96%
26.50%
20.94%
25.23%
-1.94%
14.99%
12.96%
13.27%
29.91%
29.52%
-1.29%
40.55%
37.36%
37.20%
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Waterloo East of Elizabeth St
Zetalnd, Rosebery, Beaconsfield
Ashmore
Eveleigh, Redfern
Redfern West
South Dowling St, Cleveland St Surry Hills
Ultimo Height between 22 and 55m
Ultimo Height below 22m
TOTAL AVERGAE INCREASE

146.37%
179.23%
110.03%
50.58%
75.86%
62.41%
44.05%
38.39%
64.49%

32.93%
30.18%
28.22%
25.77%
55.98%
34.45%
23.75%
11.63%
24.59%

INDUSTRIAL

True industrial uses in South Sydney have been declining for a number of years, slowly being pushed out
by a greater demand for bulk retail, warehouse with offices and ultimately residential apartments. In June
this year Amendment 17 of Sydney LEP 2012 was gazetted and reduced the total number of Industrial
properties in the Sydney area to just 84, down from 227 previously. This leaves an area around Bourke rd,
Burrows Rd and a small area of Gardeners Rd as the only remaining properties in the District zoned
industrial. Former industrial properties have been rezoned to B6 or B7 or identified for site specific
purposes of Affordable Housing. Few sales have taken place but in consultation with neighbouring
contractors the industrial has moved by almost 10% this year.
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SIGNIFICANT ISSUES AND DEVELOPMENTS
SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS – FROM PRIOR TO CURRENT ANNUAL VALUATION
Because of the substantial nature of the developments that are taking place within the Sydney LGA it is
more appropriate to identify the new Precincts that are coming to fruition. These have been in the
pipeline for some time but most really began the development in 2012 and have moved on a pace since
then. The sheer size of these developments means that they are taking 3-5 years to be fully developed so
for the whole period since the last Local Government Revaluation these developments have been and
continue to influence values.
The major precincts / developments are explained below and following there explanation is a list of
significant development applications across the entire LGA.
Ashmore Precinct
Ashmore precinct is one of the City of Sydney’s biggest urban development projects. Located in
Erskineville and on the border of Alexandria, the 17-hectare site will be a new residential neighbourhood
with local shops, cafés and a small supermarket. The site is bounded by Ashmore Street, Mitchell Road,
Coulson Street and the Bankstown railway line. It is anticipated that Ashmore will eventually be home to
approximately 6000 residents, as development is staged over the next 10 years.
The Sydney DCP outlines the vision for Ashmore. It will be a mainly residential area within the suburb of
Erskineville. Terraces, townhouses and apartments will be fronted by tree-lined streets. There will be a new
network of pedestrian and bike routes to get to work, shops and the city. A retail area with cafés and a
small supermarket will be next to a new large park.
Green Square
The development of Green Square in South Sydney has been planned and discussed for the last 20 years.
Various specific plans have been approved over the years but only recently has this started to become a
reality. Development has taken place along South Dowling St with the creation of Victoria Park and the
Potter St area just one block north over the last 5 years but it has only been in the last 24 months that we
have seen an explosion of development.
The Green Square Urban Renewal Area is located within a very important economic corridor between
Sydney’s City Centre and Kingsford Smith International Airport. It is approximately 3.5 kilometres from the
city centre and 4 kilometres from the airport.
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Green Square covers 278ha of Australia’s oldest industrial area and has long been considered the largest
and perhaps most important renewal project in Australia worth approximately $13 billion dollars. Green
Square incorporates the suburbs of Zetland and Beaconsfield and parts of Roseberry, Alexandria and
Waterloo.
By 2021, it is envisaged that the Green Square Urban Renewal Area will accommodate:
• A resident population of approximately 33,100;
• A workforce population of approximately 22,000;
• Approximately 1,300,000m2 of residential floor space (13,000 new dwellings);
• 485,400 m2 of non-residential / commercial floor space; and
• 46,000 m2 of retail floor space.
About 5,700 new homes have been built since 2000, bringing in close to 11,000 more residents. By 2030,
Green Square is expected to attract 40,000 new residents and 22,000 new workers
Within the Green Square Development Area there are currently four major new precincts in the
development stages; Green Square Town Centre, Lachlan Precinct, Epsom Park and Overland Gardens.
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The Green Square Town Centre
A very important part to the urban renewal area is the Green Square Town Centre which is primarily
located in the suburb of Zetland and covers an area of 13.74 hectares and contains some large key sites
owned by various public entities, such as the former Waterloo Incinerator site, Waverley Council’s Works
Depot, the former NSW Police Service Centre, and the former Royal South Sydney Hospital site and Works
Depot.
When the town centre is complete, it will have the potential to accommodate approximately 6,800
residents and 8,600 workers.
The Town Centre is well served by the Green Square station, Botany Road, Bourke Street, Elizabeth Street
and Joynton Avenue. The east west transport corridor will expand the existing network to include bus
routes along Geddes Avenue, Paul Street and Zetland Avenue. In the future Zetland Avenue and Civic
Place will include provisions for a light rail system that will serve the eastern side of the urban renewal
area, including Epsom Park.
The Civic Place (Green Square Plaza, Library and Neilson Square) will form the heart of the Green Square
Town Centre, it comprises of a grand civic space offering communal space for the benefits of the
community. Surrounding the Civic Place is an offer of retail and restaurants, above the hive of activity sits
high density residential housing. The City has set aside $40 million for the 3000-square metre library and
4200-square metre plaza. Additionally, a new 6,500 square metre park will be built in the town centre,
named the ‘Drying Green’.
Epsom Park Precinct
Epsom Park is south of the Victoria Park development bounded by Epsom Road, South Dowling Street to
the east and Joynton Avenue to the west. The predominant land use is currently light industrial, including
utility depots, warehousing and car showrooms. In 2015 the Council-owned depot site at 94–104 Epsom
Road was re-zoned from ‘SP2 infrastructure’ to ‘B4 mixed use’ to reflect the zoning of neighboring land
and allow for future development.
A new aquatic centre and multi-purpose sports field will be built in the Epsom Park Precinct on Joynton
Avenue, opposite the South Sydney Hospital site. There will be a 50-metre pool, a 25-metre pool, a
hydrotherapy pool and a waterplay area. The centre will include a rehab gym, underground parking, café
and a crèche. The new 1.6-hectare Gunyama Park will include a children’s playground, circuit training and
a multi-purpose synthetic playing field. Also a smaller park will be created on the former South Sydney
Hospital site, with other parks to be built near McPherson Lane, Joynton Avenue and O’Dea Avenue.
These facilities are expected to open to the public in 2019.
Lachlan Precinct
The Lachlan Precinct , in the suburb of Waterloo, is bounded by Lachlan Street, Bourke Street, O’Dea
Avenue and South Dowling Street. It is approximately 170,000 square metres in size and its
redevelopment will deliver approximately 4,000 new dwellings and over 15,000 square metres of public
open space. It will also secure new stormwater management infrastructure, a new street network including
a light rail corridor, and pedestrian and cycle links to the wider network.
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Areas to the north and south of the precinct are recently established residential and mixed use areas.
The precinct consists of 46 landholdings, many of which are currently in industrial and warehouse use and
a few in residential use. The transition of the precinct to predominantly residential mixed uses is however
underway and approximate a quarter completed.

Map of Lachlan Precinct

North Rosebery Precinct
The North Rosebery precinct is located south of the Epsom Park precinct, north of the long-established
Rosebery residential estate and within the broader Green Square area. It is generally bounded by Epsom
Road, Dalmeny Avenue, Kimberley Grove and Rothschild Avenue.
Development started in late 2014. The vision being a residential neighbourhood with a mix of shops and
other commercial uses. It is expected that the precinct will accommodate approximately 6,000 new
residents. The focal point of the neighbourhood will be a local park of 4,500m² located at the northwest
corner of Crewe Place and Rosebery Avenue. Active uses such as cafes and ground floor shops will be
encouraged around the park to create a community node.
The transition in character of the precinct is anticipated to occur over the next 15 years with the design of
the precinct allowing for individual parcels of land to be developed independently.
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Victoria Park
Victoria Park consists of medium to high density residential development and retail along South Dowling
Street, with its other boundaries along O'Dea and Joynton Avenues. The precinct has taken approximately
15 years ($3 billion transformation) and is nearly complete. The design of the last development, called
Platinum, has just been released and within the next two years Sydney’s newest suburb will be finished,
with an expected 10,000 new residents by 2014
Within Victoria Park a new shopping centre East Village officially opened on 22 October 2014. East Village
has more than 690 on-site parking bays and the centre features Coles Supermarket, Virgin Active Health
Club, Audi Australia Service Centre, a Medical Centre and 50 Specialty shops including restaurants, cafes,
bank and fresh food market place.

Central Park
Central Park is a major mixed-use renewal project located on Broadway in Chippendale. Central Park
occupies nearly 6 hectares on the site of the former Carlton and United Brewery. It is a $2 Billions urban
development project that will be a residential area, with some offices, shops and cafés. Frasers Property
owns and manages the project.
Central Park's concept plan was approved by the NSW Minister for Planning in 2007. The plan included
new parks, community facilities and improvements to city infrastructure. The development has been
underway for several years now, with several key buildings already occupied. Currently, construction is
underway for buildings on the western side of the site near Abercrombie Street.

Central Park Development
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Harold Park
The Harold Park urban renewal project is in Forest Lodge, near Glebe and Annandale. The City of Sydney
and the Central Sydney Planning Committee have joint planning control and Mirvac is developing the site.
The $1.1 billion project includes 1,250 new residences that will be home to around 2,500 people. Homes
will be close to light rail, new parks and nearly 2km of walking and cycling paths will connect Harold Park
to the surrounding area.
In July 2012, the Central Sydney Planning Committee approved the overall master plan for the site, known
as the stage 1 development application, and then approved detailed development applications for
buildings in precincts 1 and 2 in September 2012. Construction started in October 2012 and the first
residents moved in 2014.
Barangaroo
The Barangaroo Delivery Authority was established in April 2009 under the Barangaroo Delivery Authority
Act 2009.
About half of the site will be dedicated to open space and public domain with the new Headland Park at
the northern end.
An amended proposal to create a more natural headland larger northern cove was released for public
comment in February and March 2009.
The Department of Planning is currently considering the modification to the approved concept plan for
the reconfigured park. The Headland Park is planned to open late in 2014, a date pushed back by the GFC
and its impact.
In February 2009 an increase of 120,000m² of commercial floor space was approved by the planning
minister. This increase is intended to boost the economy with construction costs expected to increase
from $2.5 to $3 billion, generating more than 4,000 construction jobs.
Stage 1
The main features of the development being:
•
•

more than 220,000 square metres of commercial space at the southern end of the site
a new harbour cove and public open space at the southern end of the site

•

a benchmark sustainable precinct that achieves significant reductions in potable water and energy
use by 2020

December 2009
On 20th December 2009 the Government announced that Lend Lease had been selected to develop and
create the $6billion Stage 1 Development.
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Amendments approved on 16th December 2010 to the concept plan, allowing for GFA 563,965sqm of
mixed use space to be broken up into 490,000 in Barangaroo South, 59,225 in Barangaroo Central and
14,500 in the Domain.
On 8th August 2011the NSW Government issued the independent review of Barangaroo which stated that
the project was worthwhile and had valid planning consent.
In September 2011 works recommenced on the site investigations on the area which will form the
Headland Park at the north end of Barangaroo. On the 25th October 2011 major construction began at
the Barangaroo South. The first part of construction work involves the construction of a retention wall
around the perimeter of the future basement to provide a watertight barrier whilst excavation takes place.
Director General’s Requirements have been issued for an environmental assessment for most of the
buildings planned on the site.
During 2012 and 2013 the Bulk excavation for the basement and construction of the first commercial
towers at Barangaroo South has begun along with the construction of the pedestrian link to Wynyard. The
Headland Park is also now under construction. In Mid 2014 the three towers are well underway with T3
tower due to be complete next year. The go ahead has also been given for the 6 start Hotel with high
roller casino on the site. The project has hit a few snags this year with a number of Health and safety
issues and some controversy about the funding of the Headland Park.
A major step forward in the development of this site occurred in April 2013 when Westpac, KPMG and
Lend Lease all signed on as foundation tenants.
Sales of the residential apartments from the plan took place in 2014 and all sold in a single morning
including the penthouse.
As at October 2015 Westpac have moved into the completed Tower 2, Towers 1 and 3 to be complete
next year. Residential blocks fronting the water have been completed and occupiers due to start moving
in November.
The new Headland Park opened at the end of August to rave reviews. The Headland Park includes an
underground car park and Large cavern like space to be used for Community events.
Remediation on Central Barangaroo and Hickson Rd has finally begun. Costs of the remediation have
escalated over the years since the project began but with the success of the project as a whole this is only
a relatively minor downside.

Darling Harbour- Sydney International Convention, Exhibition and Entertainment Precinct
The NSW Government and the private sector are partnering to create Australia's largest convention,
exhibition and entertainment facilities in a renewed Darling Harbour.
The Sydney International Convention, Exhibition and Entertainment Precinct (SICEEP) is being delivered by
Infrastructure NSW.
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It will create Australia's first fully integrated facilities to ensure Sydney remains number one for the allimportant events industry.
Two groups of companies have submitted bids to design, build and operate the Sydney International
Convention Exhibition and Entertainment Precinct (SICEEP).
Infrastructure NSW conducted a rigorous evaluation process to recommend a successful proponent to
the NSW Government, delivered in December 2012.
The new precinct will allow Sydney to compete with the leading Asia-Pacific market, providing the
capacity for simultaneous 'mega' conferences and exhibitions.
The new facilities will include:
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

The largest exhibition space in Australia at 40,000 square metres
The biggest meeting room space in Australia at 6,000 square metres, linked to both convention
and exhibition areas
The biggest Australian convention hall capacity - known as plenary space - able to accommodate
more than 10,000 people over four different areas, allowing multiple events to take place at the
same time
Dedicated banqueting facilities for 2,000 people - almost double the current capacity
A red carpet, premium entertainment facility with a capacity of at least 8,000 people, suitable for
both international entertainment events and 'mega' conferences
State-of-the-art technology throughout, such as wireless connectivity across all facilities allowing delegates in the banqueting hall or a meeting room to view a convention speaker on
their iPad
The creation of up to 3,500 jobs during construction

The Precinct is a 20-hectare area that runs north-south from Haymarket through to Cockle Bay, and eastwest from the CBD to Ultimo. Sydney's major events industry will remain open for business during
construction of the new facilities, which will commence in late 2013 and be completed by late 2016.
DA approval was granted for the new Exhibition and Convention Centre both of which closed at the end
of 2013 and were demolished in the second quarter of 2014.
On the 7th May 2014, DAs were approved for the development of a 12 storey commercial building on the
North West Block and for a Student accommodation building on Darling Dr.
On the 21st May 2014 the DA was approved on the South West plot for an, 8,25 and 40 storey Residential
building with a 5 level non residential podium.
th

On the 6 June 2014 approval was granted for the redevelopment of the IMAX site into a 20 storey retail,
office and Entertainment complex. As there is a lease over the property and amalgamations will be
required the value of the Imax has not been changed to reflect the possible development.
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On 16th April 2015 DA was approved over the Entertainment centre site for demolition of the centre and
staged construction of 8 storey, 19 storey and 41 Storey buildings with 2050sqm of retail, 445 ground car
parking spaces and 581residential apartments .
The Centre is due to close in December and demolition work will begin in early 2016.
The Bays Precinct
Urban Growth NSW held an international conference in November 2014 to discuss The Bays Precinct and
how it can be developed. People from all over the world attended the conference.
The Bays Precinct is made up of the waterways and foreshores of Johnstons Bay, White Bay, Rozelle Bay
and Blackwattle Bay. Just 2 Kilometers west of the City, nestled around Pyrmont, Ultimo, Annandale, Glebe
Rozelle, Lilyfield and Balmain. Offers 80 hectares of largely government owned land and 94 hectares of
waterway.
The NSW Government objectives for the Precinct are
To deliver a hub of export orientated knowledge intensive jobs that can increase Sydney’s global
competitiveness
To deliver enduring, socially inclusive and great places to benefit Sydneysiders and national and
international communities
To deliver housing choices, including affordable housing options, through design, finance and
construction excellence.
To deliver a world class mass and active transport and infrastructure solution that unlocks the economic
and human potential of The Bays Precinct and demonstrates a model of environmental excellence
To achieve building design excellence and quality urban design in all Destinations.
A discussion paper was issued in May 2015 asking for ideas from the public. This was open until July 2015.
With the receipt of all ideas Urban Growth NSW has announced the establishment of a group to review
these ideas and has also entered into a Memorandum of Understanding with the Fish Markets on the
development of this area.

CBD
AMP Circular Quay precinct
In June 2014an LEP amendment was issued that referred to this precinct which includes the following
properties.
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(1) This clause applies to the following land:
(a) block A, being Lot 2, DP 1073376,
Note. Block A is at 50 Bridge Street, Sydney.
(b) block B, being Lot 1, DP 1073376,
Note. Block B is at 33 Alfred Street, Sydney.
(c) block C, being Lot 1, DP 104784, Lot 1, DP 723381, Lots 1–4,
DP 134760, Lot 1, DP 810463, Lot 501, DP 709624, Lot 1, DP 87960
and Lot 1, DP 134861.
Note. Block C comprises 5–7, 9–13 and 15–17 Young Street and 2–10, 12 and 20 Loftus Street, Sydney.
This allows for extra FSR to be allotted to different buildings in this precinct depending upon design,
overshadowing and sun access planes.
It is likely that redevelopment of this area will start within the next 5 years if market conditions remain
strong. DA 2013/1942 Stage 1 development was approved with conditions. Extra 10% FSR not approved
until design competition completed.

The APDG Block.
Specific controls were granted in 2011 that applied specifically to the development of the area formed
within Alfred St, Pitt St, Dalley St and George St boundaries. These allowed for higher height limits and
FSR’s if the blocks were developed together and certain public amenity provided. This area had become
known as the Lend Lease Circular Quay block but purchasers by a new investor of 1 Alfred St and 19 and
31A pitt St have meant that the blocks cannot be developed quite as envisaged and a new proposal was
submitted in June 2015 and approved in August 2015.
1Alfred St, 19 and 31A Pitt st have now been purchased by a Chinese developer to redevelop.
200 George has been redeveloped and is almost complete.

Below is a list of the major developments that have occurred and are got underway since 2012

Property

Precinct

NLA sqm

Type

Status

Completion

309 George St

Core

5,200

New

completed

2012

363 George St

Core

10,500

New

completed

Q4 2012
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1 O’Connell St

Core

19,000

New

completed

Q4 2012

161

Midtown

54,437

New

completed

Q2 2013

8 Chifley Sq

Core

19,000

new

completed

Q4 2013

153 159

Western

13,800

New

completed

2014

2 Park St

Midtown

10,200

Refurbishment

Completed

2014

International

Western

89,000

New

Completed

2015

5 Martin Pl

Core

30,322

New

Construction

2014

20 Martin Pl

Core

18,000

Refurbishment

Construction

2015

International

Western

78,000

New

Construction

2016

Core

37,672

New

Site works

2016

100 Broadway

Southern

26,000

New

DA Approved

2016

333 George St

Core

12,300

New

Construction

2016

International
Towers T1

Western

101,000

New

Construction

2017

The Ribbon

Western

38,000

New

DA approved

2017

Core

27,500

New

DA Applied

2018

Castlereagh St

Clarence St

Towers T2

Towers T3

190 200
George St

Imax

60 Martin Pl
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151 Clarence
St

Western

21,000

DA Applied

Early Planning

2018

33 Bligh St

Core

21,000

New

DA Applied

2018

1 Carrington

Core

60,000

New

DA Applied

2019

Core

30,000

New

DA Applied

2019

Core

26,400

new

DA approved

2020

St

5 Young St &
20 Loftus St

182 George St,
33 Pitt St

with
conditions

56 60 York St

Midtown

12,000

Mooted

DA Applied

2020

Significant Development Applications across the City of Sydney LGA from 2014 - 2015.
Camperdown
App Number
D/2015/544

D/2015/544

D/2014/69

D/2014/69

Address
15-21 Brodrick Street
CAMPERDOWN NSW
2050
12 Marsden Street
CAMPERDOWN NSW
2050
86 Parramatta Road
CAMPERDOWN NSW
2050
84 Parramatta Road
CAMPERDOWN NSW
2050

D/2014/56

69-71 Parramatta Road
CAMPERDOWN NSW
2050

D/2014/296

128 Parramatta Road

Description
Demolition of existing improvements and the construction of 2 x 4
storey residential flat buildings, comprising 36 dwellings, over a
basement carpark.

Construction of a new mixed use building comprising ground
floor commercial space, 28 residential apartments and basement
parking.
Demolition of existing 2 storey commercial building and
construction of a new part 4 and part 6 storey (plus roof attic)
mixed use building, comprising 75sqm of ground floor
commercial area, 20 residential apartments Parking at basement
level accessed for 8 vehicles.
Demolition of the existing two storey building and construction of
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CAMPERDOWN NSW
2050

a part 4/part 6 storey mixed use development comprising 13
residential apartments, 1 ground floor commercial tenancy and 2
car parking spaces.

Centennial Park
There is one pending development application of interest within Moore and Centennial Park:
App Number

Address

D/2015/860

64-66 Cook Road
CENTENNIAL PARK
NSW 2021

Description
Demolition of existing structures, removal of trees, excavation and
construction of a new 16 unit residential flat building with
basement parking. The site has a secondary frontage to Furber
Lane.

Chippendale
DA Number
D/2015/188

D/2015/732

Address
37-49 O'Connor
Street
CHIPPENDALE NSW
2008
145 Regent Street
CHIPPENDALE NSW
2008

Description
Demolition of warehouse and construction of a 3 storey mixed use
building comprising basement parking, two residential units, central
garden, art gallery and performance space, with hours from
10.00am â€“ 10.00pm, Mondays to Sundays inclusive.
RE-NOTIFICATION: Demolition of the existing building and
construction of a three storey boarding house comprising 10
boarding rooms and outdoor common space on the roof. The
proposed common space now fronts onto Regent Street and
lodger access is from Regent Street only.

Darlington
DA Number
D/2014/703

D/2014/703

D/2015/674

D/2015/853

Address
297 Abercrombie
Street DARLINGTON
NSW 2008
293-295 Abercrombie
Street DARLINGTON
NSW 2008
267-269 Abercrombie
Street DARLINGTON
NSW 2008
59 Ivy Street
DARLINGTON NSW
2008

Description
Demolition of existing commercial buildings, and the
construction of residential flat building with basement
parking.
Demolition of existing single storey commercial building and
construction of a 53 room boarding house with manager's
quarters.
Internal and external alterations and additions to double
storey dwelling house including partial demolition,
construction of second storey, rear landscaping and off-street
parking space.

A major mixed use development affecting Redfern and Darlington is the expansion at 1 Lawson Square,
Redfern. Currently on exhibition the development consists of the alterations and additions to the two
existing towers (while maintaining the existing building) and construction of additional levels to form an
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18 storey mixed use development. It will comprise of retail / commercial and residential uses; retention of
the NSW Police tenancy; basement car parking; retention of existing allocated parking; and public domain
works. The site has an area of 1,696.5m2 and is irregular in shape as it follows the road alignment of
Lawson Square and Regent Street. The site has frontages to Lawson Square and Redfern Streets of
approximately 60m and frontages to Gibbons Street and Regent Street of approximately 26m.
Additional redevelopments set by the State Government in the Redfern area that affects Darlington
include:
-

The area around Redfern Station and former Eveleigh Rail Yards are transforming from derelict
industrial lands to a high density urban precinct.

-

An infrastructure program in Redfern has been set over a four year period. The focus being to
improve facilities and services for people living and working in Redfern, Waterloo, Darlington and
Eveleigh.

Darlinghurst
Development activity has picked up since 2014 as it had previously been relatively flat across the whole
suburb. In particular the redevelopment of old warehouses and industrial sites along the eastern side of
Darlinghurst is underway.
The following are noteworthy DA’s from the Darlinghurst area during 2014/2015 period:
Address

DA Number

198 Liverpool Street
DARLINGHURST NSW 2010

D/2014/1101

326 Victoria Street
DARLINGHURST NSW 2010

D/2014/1409

18-28 Neild Avenue
DARLINGHURST NSW 2010

D/2014/1587

223 and 225 Oxford Street
DARLINGHURST NSW 2010

D/2014/577

Description
Appeal to the Land & Environment Court.
Renotification of amended plans. Adaptive reuse
of the existing building for conversion to 4 x 3
bedroom dwelling houses including alterations
and additions, partial demolition, a new storey
and land subdivision.
Demolition of the rear and alterations to the
existing building. The proposed works include
the construction of a four storey rear addition
fronting Nimrod Street accommodating
commercial and residential tenancies.
Demolition of existing buildings and
construction of 5 level apartment building with
47 apartments, basement and associated
landscaping
Mixed use development application comprising
demolition of existing buildings with exception
of Oxford Street facades (to be retained) and
construction of part 3, part 4 storey building
comprising ground floor commercial spaces and
6 residential apartments above, with a central
courtyard and common stair, and roof top
communal open space.
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27 Boundary Street
DARLINGHURST NSW 2010

D/2014/726

58 Riley Street DARLINGHURST
NSW 2010

D/2015/1243

255 Victoria Street
DARLINGHURST NSW 2010

D/2015/429

65 Craigend Street
DARLINGHURST NSW 2010

D/2015/565

74-76 Surrey Street
DARLINGHURST NSW 2010

D/2015/757

Demolition of existing 1 storey brick building
and development of a 4 storey mixed use
building with commercial ground floor and 9
units.
Alterations and additions to the existing 2 storey
commercial building including the addition of 4
storeys to create a 6 storey commercial
development containing ground floor retail and
upper level office uses
Demolition of existing building and erection of
four storey 9 bedroom hotel with ground floor
cafe. The proposed trading hours of the cafe are
7.00am to 9.00pm Mondays to Sundays
inclusive.
Re-notification. Stage 1 DA for redevelopment of
the site for use as a vehicular sales and hire
premises. The proposal includes demolition of all
existing buildings, concept approval for a 5storey (18m) building envelope and above
ground car parking. Changes include the
removal of the vehicular access/egress from
Craigend Street, and the provision of vehicular
access from Barcom Avenue. The application is
Integrated Development requiring the approval
of the NSW Office of Water under the Water
Management Act 2000.
Demolition of existing buildings and
construction of new residential apartment
building containing 11 units with associated
landscaping including removal of 3 trees.

Newtown
Major Development affecting the Newtown area includes:
The Ashmore Precinct in Erskineville , explained above, and the Pedestrian, Cycling and Traffic Calming
(PCTC) Plan. The plan is for Newtown, Darlington, Erskineville and Camperdown and will assist in the City’s
delivery of Sustainable Sydney 2030 Strategic Vision for Sydney. This Strategy focuses on walking, cycling
and public transport, while providing for service and delivery vehicles, and necessary private vehicle
movements. The major elements of the plan include separated cycleway in various streets including
Missenden Rd, Carillon Ave, Burren St, Wilson St, Mallet St, Fowler St and Church St between Fowler and
Lucas Sts, etc.
The following are noteworthy DA’s for the 2014/2015 period:
DA Number
D/2015/1088

Address
326 King Street
NEWTOWN NSW

Description
Alterations and additions to a licensed premises known as the
â€˜Town Hall Hotelâ€™, including reconfiguration and
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2042

D/2014/738

refurbishment of the existing ground and first floors, expansion of
first floor outdoor areas and new partially roofed second floor
outdoor area. Proposed hours of operation of the new first and
second floor outdoor areas are 9.00am to 12.00am (midnight),
Mondays to Sundays. The application seeks to increase the
maximum capacity of 400 patrons to 500 patrons.
New mixed use development as a 9 room boarding house and
ground floor retail premises. The works include the demolition of
rear of building (retaining the King St facade) and construction of
a 3 storey addition; Restoration of heritage facade with new first
floor verandah and external finishes. No change is proposed to the
existing shop hours, being 10.00am to 1.00am the following day
Sunday to Wednesday and 10.00am to 2.00am the following day
Thursday to Saturday.

159 King Street
NEWTOWN NSW
2042

Paddington
App Number
D/2015/1052

D/2014/1196

Address
7-13 Elizabeth Street
PADDINGTON NSW
2021
391-393 Oxford
Street
PADDINGTON NSW
2021

Description
Demolition of existing 2 storey building and construction of 2
storey residential apartment building containing 6 units with
associated landscaping including removal of 5 trees.
Demolition of existing structures, construction of a 3 storey
mixed use development comprising of retail on ground floor
and residential units on levels above

Potts Point and locality Kings Cross
Address
226 Victoria Street POTTS
POINT NSW 2011
224 Victoria Street POTTS
POINT NSW 2011
109B Darlinghurst Road POTTS
POINT NSW 2011
111-139 Darlinghurst Road
POTTS POINT NSW 2011

DA Number
D/2015/331
D/2015/331
D/2015/331
D/2015/331

Description
Stage 2 development application (detailed
design) for alterations and additions to the
existing building known as the former Crest
Hotel comprising conversion from hotel
accommodation to 139 residential apartments
and retention of existing ground floor retail uses,
a new supermarket and specialty retail at Level 1
and 58 basement car parking spaces accessed
from existing entry point on Victoria Street.

Redfern
Redfern is subject to extensive redevelopment plans by the state government, to increase the population
and reduce the concentration of poverty in the suburb and neighbouring Waterloo. The area around
Redfern Station and former Eveleigh Rail Yards are in the process of significant change as they change
from derelict industrial lands to a high density urban precinct.
Spearheading the vision is a $50 million-plus infrastructure program over four years to improve facilities
and services for people living and working in Redfern, Waterloo, Darlington and Eveleigh. The vision is
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about activating streetscapes, broadening access and use of public amenities, generating community
pride and appreciating the character of the village and neighbourhoods.
Planning for some parts of Waterloo are under the control of the Redfern Waterloo Authority (RWA)
which was set up in 2005 to manage urban renewal and revitalisation across the built environment,
employment and enterprise and human services. The RWA concluded its operations on 1 January 2012
with the repeal of the Redfern-Waterloo Act 2004. The development proposals are now being managed
by the City of Sydney. The functions of the RWA continue through the Sydney Metropolitan Development
Authority and other agencies.
The most significant development underway in Redfern is currently taking place along Gibbons Street in
close proximity to Redfern Station within the precinct controlled under the SEPP Major Development 2005
(Redfern-Waterloo Authority Sites). While under the SEPP this area is zoned B3 Commercial Core,
residential development is in fact permitted within the zone if it is considered compatible with any nonresidential development, and this is what is happening in the area.
The following are noteworthy DA’s from the 2014/2015 period:
DA Number

Address

D/2015/139

Adm Office 261265 Chalmers
Street REDFERN
NSW 2016

D/2014/132

71-77 Regent
Street REDFERN
NSW 2016

D/2014/446

5 Hudson Street
REDFERN NSW
2016

D/2014/904

D/2014/904

72 Pitt Street
REDFERN NSW
2016
66-70 Pitt Street
REDFERN NSW
2016

Description
Internal alterations to an existing 5 storey commercial building
(former headquarters of the South Sydney League Club) as the new
corporate headquarters for the Salvation Army with a total of 444
staff. The proposed operating hours are 7.00am to 7.00pm
Monday to Sunday. Core hours will be 7.00am to 7.00pm Monday
to Fridays. Other works proposed include a new reception facilities,
a new staff lift and staircase.
Alterations and additions to Building A (fronting Regent Street) to
provide 3 additional levels comprising 18 apartments, a new roof
terrace, and to reconfigure 4 commercial spaces to comprise 2
commercial spaces and 23 bicycle parking spaces. The application
also proposes alterations and additions to Buildings B and D
(fronting Renwick Street) including provision of an attic level to 8
existing apartments.
Demolish existing warehouse structure and construct a part-4 / part
5-storey boarding house with 28 rooms for a maximum of 54
lodgers and 1 caretaker. Development also includes ground-floor
commercial tenancy, 2 accessible parking spaces and bicycle
parking.
Demolition of all existing structures on the site and construction of
a residential flat building with 17 units. Application seeks to utilise a
portion of the development as affordable rental housing units
under SEPP (Affordable Rental Housing) 2009.
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South Sydney including parts of Alexandria, Erskineville, Waterloo, Zetland and Rosebery
Application
Number

Address

D/2015/364

620-632 Botany Road
ALEXANDRIA NSW
2015

D/2014/1084

497A Botany Road
ALEXANDRIA NSW
2015

D/2014/453

506-518 Gardeners
Road ALEXANDRIA
NSW 2015

D/2014/1761

12-20 Mandible Street
ALEXANDRIA NSW
2015

D/2014/1780

1B Maddox Street
ALEXANDRIA NSW
2015

D/2015/1239

2-16 and 18-24
Mitchell Road
ALEXANDRIA NSW
2015

D/2014/1992

71-91 Euston Road
ALEXANDRIA NSW
2015

D/2015/42

29-33 Birmingham
Street ALEXANDRIA
NSW 2015

DA
Demolition of existing buildings and Stage 1 DA envelope scheme
for a 22.4 metre 6-storey mixed-use development with residential
apartments, ground floor retail uses and parking, and basement
parking with an FSR of 2:1 (15,184sqm). The site also has a frontage
to Ralph Street. The application is Integrated Development requiring
the approval of the NSW Office of Water under the Water
Management Act 2000.
Construction of the Green Square Town Centre Library and Plaza.
The works comprise earthworks, remediation and construction and
use of a predominantly underground single storey library
incorporating an entry triangle with licenced cafe, sunken garden,
sunken amphitheatre and a narrow seven storey library tower
element. Works also include public domain improvements through
the establishment of the public plaza, a shared access zone, signage
and public art.
Construction of new three storey industrial building for use as a data
centre, with hours of operation 24 hours a day, Monday to Sunday
inclusive. Includes new driveway to Bourke Road, car parking,
fencing, gates and landscaping. The site has a frontage to Bourke
Road.
Demolition of existing office building and partial demolition of
warehouse building. Construction, fitout and use of new building as
a private art storage facility, including ancillary offices, workshops for
restoration / conservation, caretakers flat and on-site parking.
Building identification signage on front elevation.
Construction and use of a multi-purpose sports facility in the
northern corner of Perry Park including associated public domain
works.
Adaptive re-use of a 2 storey building at the northern corner of the
site to include residential apartments, demolition of an existing
warehouse at the southern end of the site and construction of a
residential flat building over a new 2 level basement for 39 vehicles.
Total number of apartments for the combined site is 30 apartments.
The application is Integrated Development requiring the approval of
the Office of Water under the Water Management Act 2000
Integrated application for demolition of existing structures and the
construction of a four storey mixed use building accommodating 49
residential apartments and one commercial premises and
construction of a two level basement.
Partial demolition of existing building, with the retention of the front
portion of the brick building fronting Birmingham Street.
Construction of a 6 storey mixed use development, comprising 46
residential apartments and 1 retail premises. Provision of 28 car
parking spaces at ground level. Landscaping and associated
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infrastructure works are also proposed.
D/2014/1028

1-9 William Street
ALEXANDRIA NSW
2015

D/2015/529

33 Henderson Road
ALEXANDRIA NSW
2015

D/2014/201

158 Wyndham Street
ALEXANDRIA NSW
2015

D/2014/399/A

92-94 Buckland Street
ALEXANDRIA NSW
2015

D/2014/399

92-94 Buckland Street
ALEXANDRIA NSW
2015

D/2015/848

9 - 15 Bowden Street
ALEXANDRIA NSW
2015

D/2015/145

21-27 William Street
ALEXANDRIA NSW
2015

D/2015/960

15 Bowden Street
ALEXANDRIA NSW
2015

D/2015/1286

D/2014/1528

D/2014/1438

256-262 Mitchell
Road ALEXANDRIA
NSW 2015
106-110 Euston Road
ALEXANDRIA NSW
2015
34A Burrows Road
ALEXANDRIA NSW
2015

Demolition of existing buildings, remediation of site and
construction of a residential development.
Demolition of existing building; excavation and remediation of site;
and construction of a 4-storey residential building (with basment
level parking) comprising 27 apartments (3 x studios, 7 x 1
bedroom, 14 x 2 bedroom, and 3 x3 bedroom).
Demolition of existing structures and construction of a new mixeduse building including ground floor retail and cafe, 23 apartments
and ground-floor parking.
Section 96(2) modification of consent for demolition of existing
structures on the site and construction of a 4 storey residential flat
building comprising 7 residential units and a 3 storey residential flat
building containing 11 â€˜townhouseâ€™ units over a shared
basement. Proposed changes include internal reconfigurations and
layouts of units and townhouses and changes to the external
appearance of the building including detailed design, window and
balcony locations, materials and colours.
Demolition of existing structures, excavation, remediation and
construction of new residential flat building consisting of 12 x
townhouses and 6 x residential apartments, and basement
carparking. This is an integrated development application as it
requires an approval under the Water Management Act 2000.
Alterations and additions to existing warehouse and light industrial
building including partial demolition, erection of 2 new additional
levels, new substation and ground level parking for 55 cars. The
proposed use is shop at ground level and commercial offices on the
upper three levels.
Demolition of existing structures, excavation, remediation and
construction of a three storey residential flat building consisting of
36 apartments, one level of basement parking for 36 vehicles and
associated site and landscaping works.
Demolition of the existing two storey warehouse and construction of
a retail/commercial development consisting of a 4 storey building
with mezzanine level and 21 car parking spaces at the ground floor
level.
Demolition of existing structures, remediation, construction of a
residential apartment building with 18 units, 8 stacked parking
spaces, basement bicycle parking and strata subdivision.
Construction of new two storey warehouse building comprising 34
self-storage units and one commercial unit on the ground floor and
12 industrial units on the first floor.
Proposed alterations and additions to, with demolition of part of,
the existing industrial building. Proposed construction of a new 5
storey office building with retail showroom and staff facilities along
Burrows Road. Proposed retention and widening of the existing
vehicle entry and driveway to the site. Proposed construction of
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new glass panel lift doors on Burrows Road to provide secure vehicle
access to the site. Proposed onsite parking for 10 cars and 10
bicycles.
Demolition of existing two storey commercial building and
construction of residential flat building comprising 12 one bedroom
and 2 two bedroom units and ground level parking off Brennan
Street for 3 cars.

D/2015/351

9 Power Avenue
ALEXANDRIA NSW
2015

D/2015/264

74-76 Wyndham
Street ALEXANDRIA
NSW 2015

D/2015/1129

134-136 Botany Road
ALEXANDRIA NSW
2015

D/2015/263

7 Wyndham Street
ALEXANDRIA NSW
2015

D/2014/333

4 Lyne Street
ALEXANDRIA NSW
2015

D/2014/2008

90 Burrows Road
ALEXANDRIA NSW
2015

D/2015/966

165-175 Mitchell Road
and 57 Asmore Street
ERSKINEVILLE NSW
2043

D/2015/966

57 Ashmore Street
ERSKINEVILLE NSW
2043

D/2014/912

Unit 35-35B/1A
Coulson Street
ERSKINEVILLE NSW
2043

Stage 2 DA for construction of residential flat buildings (between 3
and 6 storeys) containing 197 apartments, basement parking for
142 cars and associated landscaping.

D/2014/1703

Units 39-41/Factory 1A
Coulson Street
ERSKINEVILLE NSW
2043

Stage 2 DA for demolition of existing warehouse and construction
of 7 storey residential flat building with 112 apartments, 65 car
parking spaces across 2 basement levels, and 17 new terrace
houses with off street parking. Public domain works include roads,
footpaths, pedestrian link and landscaping. Development requiring
the approval of the NSW Office of Water under the Water

Demolition of existing buildings and construction of a 4 storey
residential development with basement storage and 13 units
Demolition of existing structures and construction of a 4 storey
mixed use development comprising basement car parking for 11
vehicles, a ground floor commercial tenancy, 14 residential units and
associated landscaping.
Demolition of existing dwelling house, tree removal, and
construction of a five storey residential flat building comprising 11
units.
Strata subdivision, retention of the existing 3 storey, 6 unit,
residential flat building, extension of existing floor plates and
addition of a fourth storey to construct 8 residential apartments,
ground floor car and bicycle parking and associated landscaping.
Demolition of all existing buildings on the site and the construction
of a new 3 storey building to be used by a kitchen joinery business
with associated business identification signage
Stage 1 DA Concept Plan for redevelopment as a mixed use precinct
including residential, commercial and recreation uses. The proposal
includes building envelopes for nine (9) development blocks
ranging in height between two (2) and eight (8) storeys plus attic
and concepts for landscaping and public domain works. The
application is Integrated Development requiring the approval of the
NSW Office of Water under the Water Management Act 2000.
Stage 1 DA Concept Plan for redevelopment as a mixed use precinct
including residential, commercial and recreation uses. The proposal
includes building envelopes for nine (9) development blocks
ranging in height between two (2) and eight (8) storeys plus attic
and concepts for landscaping and public domain works. The
application is Integrated Development requiring the approval of the
NSW Office of Water under the Water Management Act 2000.
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Management Act 2000.

D/2015/154

Units 21-34/Factory 1A
Coulson Street
ERSKINEVILLE NSW
2043

D/2015/562

Units 16-20/Factory 1A
Coulson Street
ERSKINEVILLE NSW
2043

D/2014/1609

1 Eve Street and 75 91 MacDonald Street
ERSKINEVILLE NSW
2043

D/2014/2037

3-9 Eve Street
ERSKINEVILLE NSW
2043

D/2014/1805

19-21 Eve Street
ERSKINEVILLE NSW
2043

D/2015/524

100 Swanson Street
ERSKINEVILLE NSW
2043

D/2014/1806

12 Albert Street
ERSKINEVILLE NSW
2043

D/2015/56

50 Bray Street
ERSKINEVILLE NSW
2043

D/2015/1430
D/2014/1635

128-146 Queen
Street
BEACONSFIELD
NSW 2015
187-189 Victoria

Demolition of existing industrial buildings on site, removal of trees,
excavation of 2 levels of basement carparking, construction of a 7
storey residential flat building comprising 109 units, 79 carspaces,
landscaping, construction of 18 three bedroom terraces, land
dedication, construction of new roads and pedestrian links, public
domain works. Development requiring approval from the NSW
Office of Water under the Water Management Act 2000.
Demolition of existing warehouse and construction of residential
flat building containing of 93 residential apartments with basement
parking for 70 cars, landscaping and public domain works including
pedestrian walkway and pocket park.
Demolition of the existing industrial buildings on site, removal of
trees, excavation of 2 levels of basement, construction of a detailed
design residential flat building between 5 and 6 storeys containing
81 apartments, car parking for 60 cars, and associated landscaping.
The application includes amalgamation of 5 titles and subdivision to
enable dedication of land for road widening and creation of a new
street. The application is Integrated Development requiring the
approval of the NSW Office of Water under the Water Management
Act 2000.
Demolition of existing industrial buildings, removal of trees,
excavation for one level of basement, construction of a 5 to 6 storey
residential flat building comprising 71 apartments, 53 car parking
spaces, landscaping including communal pool area and roof terrace,
land dedication and construction of new road. The development is
proposed in four stages.
Demolition of existing industrial buildings, excavation of basement
for 19 car spaces, construction of four storey and two storey
residential flat building comprising 20 residential units with internal
communal open space.
Demolition of existing single storey dwelling and construction of a 4
storey residential flat building consisting of 6 x 1 bedroom and 2 x
studio units, which include 3 affordable housing units and
landscaping of the site.
Demolition of the rear extension, and both the rear and roof of the
existing cottage. Construction of a three storey, boarding house
with 19 rooms (including a managers flat), common room, laundry,
bicycle and motorcycle parking.
Re-Notification - Demolition of existing building on site.
Construction of a boarding house with 17 rooms (including a
managers residence), communal outdoor area, communal living
room, laundry, bicycle parking and storage
Demolition, torrens title subdivision and construction of 8 attached
dwellings
Demolition of existing warehouse and construction of 6x3-bedroom
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D/2015/1003

D/2015/1360

D/2015/939

Street
BEACONSFIELD
NSW 2015
221-225 Queen
Street
BEACONSFIELD
NSW 2015
56 Victoria Street
BEACONSFIELD
NSW 2015
118-126 Queen
Street
BEACONSFIELD
NSW 2015

D/2015/1132

6 Victoria Street
BEACONSFIELD
NSW 2015

D/2015/497

7 Collins Street
BEACONSFIELD
NSW 2015

D/2014/1962

5-13 Rosebery
Avenue and 25-55
Rotschild Avenue
ROSEBERY NSW
2018

D/2014/1977

D/2014/526

D/2014/1231

D/2015/196
D/2015/196

67-77 Epsom Road
ROSEBERY NSW
2018
94-100 and 102
Dalmeny Avenue
and 42-60 Rosebery
Avenue ROSEBERY
NSW 2018

33-37 Mentmore
Avenue ROSEBERY
NSW 2018

2A Rothschild
Avenue ROSEBERY
NSW 2018
2 Rothschild Avenue

townhouses with on-site parking and rear lane studios. Application
also proposes subdivision of the site
Demolition of the existing commercial building, subdivision, and
construction of six (6) new three-storey dwelling houses, each with a
single garage and studio above at the rear.
Alterations and additions to the existing building including the
creation of 3 dwellings and associated subdivision.
Demolition of an existing warehouse building, construction of six (6)
attached terrace dwellings with rear garages and Torrens Title
subdivision
Partial retention of the existing building and construction of a
residential flat building containing 4 apartments. The existing
warehouse walls are proposed to be partially retained and extended.
Parking is proposed at ground level within the building. Four
apartments are proposed at the first floor and second floor levels,
each with rooftop terraces.
Proposed demolition of single storey semi detached dwelling and
construction of 2 attached dwellings with detached studio at the rear.
Torrens title subdivision of site into 2 lots
Renotification of Integrated development. Stage 1 DA for a mixed use
development involving 4 phases, 14 buildings with residential units,
retail and car parking. Public domain (streets and public open space)
and land subdivision. Amended plans include addition of child care
centre uses and modification of infrastructure and public domain
works.
Stage 2 development application for the construction of four
residential buildings known as buildings B, C, E & F containing 247
units and two levels of basement parking.
Demolition of existing structures on the site. Build 3 new residential
flat buildings with heights of 3 to 7 storeys comprising 236 units.
Demolition of existing buildings on-site, excavation works and
construction of 4 x 6 storey residential flat buildings with basement
car parking and 118 units, associated landscaping and drainage
works. A pedestrian through-site link is proposed from Dunning
Avenue to Mentmore Avenue. The application is Integrated
Development requiring the approval of the NSW Office of Water
under the Water Management Act 2000.
Demolition of existing warehouses and other structures. Construction
of a new 7 storey residential flat development comprising basement
and ground level parking for 103 cars and 110 bicycles, an elevated
communal internal courtyard, rooftop open space and 100 residential
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D/2015/196

D/2015/196

ROSEBERY NSW
2018
4-6 Mentmore
Avenue ROSEBERY
NSW 2018
2 Mentmore Avenue
ROSEBERY NSW
2018

D/2015/824

6-8 Crewe Place
ROSEBERY NSW
2018

D/2014/2014

23-29 Mentmore
Avenue ROSEBERY
NSW 2018

D/2015/935

D/2015/935

6 Cressy Street
ROSEBERY NSW
2018
13-15 Mentmore
Avenue ROSEBERY
NSW 2018

D/2014/1265

50-86 Dunning
Avenue ROSEBERY
NSW 2018

D/2014/1198

23-25 Rosebery
Avenue ROSEBERY
NSW 2018

D/2015/449

761 - 765 Botany
Road ROSEBERY
NSW 2018

D/2014/304

33-35 Dunning
Avenue ROSEBERY
NSW 2018

units. Vehicle access is proposed via Mentmore Avenue.

Demolition of single storey warehouse building, retention of existing
four storey industrial building fronting Crew Place, conversion of
retained industrial building to residential use and construction of a
five storey building fronting Rosebery Avenue and a four storey
building fronting Primrose Avenue comprising total of 99 residential
units and one commercial premises. The removal of 14 trees and
landscaping works are also proposed.
Integrated Development Application for demolition of existing
building, excavation and construction of a 6 storey residential flat
building with 2 basement levels, comprising of 62 apartments, 71 car
parking spaces and landscaping works.
Integrated development application for the demolition of existing
buildings on site and the development of 2 x 6 storey, plus 1
basement level, residential flat buildings comprising 65 apartments
with 65 car parking spaces. Proposal is integrated development in
accordance with section 91 of the Water Management Act 2000.
Demolition of all buildings, removal of concrete slab, excavation and
remediation works, construction of multi dwelling housing including a
common basement and 51 x 3 bedroom townhouse style dwellings
above
RENOTIFICATION OF AMENDED PLANS - Adaptive re-use of the
existing warehouse fronting Primrose Avenue and demolition of all
other existing buildings, including the two storey warehouse fronting
Rosebery Avenue. Construction of a new development comprising 41
residential units within four buildings, basement car parking for 39
cars accessed from Rosebery Avenue, a private pedestrian pathway
from Primrose Avenue to Rosebery Avenue, and communal gardens.
The four buildings consist of the adaptively re-used three storey
warehouse building, and three new four storey residential flat
buildings with rooftop open space.
Demolition of existing warehouse, remediation works and
construction of a 7-storey mixed use development, comprising
basement and ground level parking, two (2) retail tenancies and 39
apartments (8 x 1 bedroom, 28 x 2 bedroom and 3 x3 bedroom). The
application is integrated development as it requires approval of the
NSW Office of Water under the Water Management Act 2000.
Demolition of existing warehouse and construction of 6 storey mixed
use development with ground floor commercial tenancy, basement
car parking and residential units above.
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D/2014/278

D/2014/677

D/2014/500

D/2014/1326

115-133 Dunning
Avenue ROSEBERY
NSW 2018
61-71 Mentmore
Avenue ROSEBERY
NSW 2018
4 Rothschild Avenue
ROSEBERY NSW
2018
108 Dunning Avenue
ROSEBERY NSW
2018

D/2014/731

1-3 Dunning Avenue
ROSEBERY NSW
2018

D/2015/1217

50-86 Dunning
Avenue ROSEBERY
NSW 2018

D/2014/837

D/2014/837

D/2014/837

94-100 Dalmeny
Avenue ROSEBERY
NSW 2018
42-60 Rosebery
Avenue ROSEBERY
NSW 2018
102 Dalmeny Avenue
ROSEBERY NSW
2018

D/2014/1758

301 and 303 Botany
Road ZETLAND
NSW 2017

D/2015/913

106-116 Epsom Road
ZETLAND NSW
2017

D/2014/642

956-960 Bourke
Street ZETLAND

Mixed use development including growers market, child care centre,
warehousing, industrial retail, retail, light industrial and high tech
tenancies, food and drinks premises and 137 car parking spaces.
Adaptive reuse of the existing building to provide for light industrial,
industrial retail tenancies with ancillary food & drink premises, kiosks,
markets and neighbourhood shops.
Development application for 8-storey residential flat building with 14
units
Three storey industrial building including 24 high technology
industrial units and two food and drink premises, 29 car parking
spaces and 23 loading spaces.
Alterations and additions to an approved 6 storey mixed use
development (D/2012/1568) including an additional 7th storey,
alterations to the approved 6th floor, an increase to the overall
number of residential units from 54 to 62 and an additional 7
residential car parking spaces in the basement.
Demolition of all structures, removal of concrete slab, excavation and
remediation works, and construction of multi-dwelling housing
including a common basement level and 3 x 3 bedroom townhouse
style dwellings above.

Demolition of all existing buildings and structures, no tree removal or
excavation. Landscaping of the site.

Stage 2 DA for the construction of a mixed use development
comprising construction of a part 8 and part 20 storey mixed use
building above 3 basement car parking levels. Proposed uses of the
building include 401 apartments; retail tenancies along Botany Road,
Bourke Street, future Tweed Place, future Ebsworth Street and future
Green Square Plaza; a multi-purpose function facility and car parking
for 403 vehicles. The proposal also includes a through-site link from
Ebsworth Street to the Green Square Plaza and site landscaping.
Demolition of the existing structures and removal of trees on site for
the construction of a mixed use development comprising 5 buildings
ranging between 5 and 14 storeys, accommodating 555 residential
apartments and 840sqm of retail premises and the excavation of 2-4
levels of basement to accommodate 516 cars. The application also
proposes landscaping, public domain works and subdivision to create
6 new lots. Application is Integrated Development under the Water
Management Act 2000.
Mixed use development containing 789sq.m of retail space at ground
floor and 310 apartments in one 10 storey building and one 28 storey
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NSW 2017

D/2015/294

105-115 Portman
Street ZETLAND
NSW 2017

D/2015/733

105-115 Portman
Street ZETLAND
NSW 2017

D/2014/1928

84-92 Epsom Road
ZETLAND NSW
2017

D/2015/98

890-898 Bourke
Street ZETLAND
NSW 2017

D/2015/688

105-115 Portman
Street ZETLAND
NSW 2017

D/2014/1757

509 Botany Road
ZETLAND NSW
2017

D/2015/95

105-115 Portman
Street ZETLAND
NSW 2017

building.
Construction of a mixed use development comprising 3 buildings of a
scale of 9 storeys, 11 storeys and 15 storeys above two levels of
basement car parking. The proposal incorporates 250 apartments,
retail tenancies along future Geddes Avenue, 321 car parking spaces
accessed from future Sonny Leonard Street, tree removal and
landscaping. The site has an existing frontage to Portman Street. The
application is Integrated Development as an approval is required
from the NSW Office of Water for temporary dewatering of the site
under the Water Management Act 2000.
Construction of a mixed use development with a scale of 11 storeys.
The proposal includes ground floor retail uses, 256 apartments, two
levels of basement car parking for 217 vehicles and site landscaping.
The basement is integrated with the adjacent site to the west and will
be accessible via future Hinchcliffe Street. The application is
Integrated Development as an approval is required from the NSW
Office of Water for temporary dewatering of the site under the Water
Management Act 2000.
Mixed use development comprising 4 residential flat buildings with
215 apartment and 620sqm of retail space with basement parking for
223 cars. Application also proposes landscaping, public domain works
and subdivision to create 4 new lots. Application is Integrated
Development under the Water Management Act 2000.
Stage 1 DA envelope scheme for a mixed-use development with
multi-level basement car parking. The application proposes a Floor
Space Ratio of up to 2.2:1 and a maximum building height of RL 44.70
AHD (approximately 22 metres).
New 16 storey mixed use development containing 139 residential
units with ground floor retail. Excavation of the site for two levels of
basement. The basement is integrated with Site 9B and will be
accessed via Hinchcliffe Street. A total of 89 parking spaces are
proposed for Site 9A and associated landscape works. The application
is Integrated Development requiring the approval of the NSW Office
of Water under the Water Management Act 2000.
Integrated Development including the demolition of existing
structures, tree removal, remediation, excavation, shoring and piling
works and construction of a mixed use development on sites 10A,
10B and 11C within the Green Square Town Centre. The building on
site 10A is proposed to be 10 storeys and 10B and 11C will be 8
storeys. The proposal includes 123 residential apartments, 440sqm
retail floor space fronting Botany Road, basement with 110 car
spaces, landscaping and open space works, construction of part of
Hincliffe Street road widening and land subdivision of 3 lots into 2
lots.
Construction of a 7 storey residential flat building containing 70
apartments, 2 levels of basement parking for 48 cars and associated
landscaping. The application is Integrated Development requiring the
approval of the NSW Office of Water under the Water Management
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Act 2000.

D/2014/1686

3 Joynton Avenue
ZETLAND NSW
2017

D/2015/965

956-960 Bourke
Street ZETLAND
NSW 2017

D/2014/1837

18 O'Dea Avenue
WATERLOO NSW
2017

D/2015/670

52 O'Dea Avenue
WATERLOO NSW
2017

D/2015/570

D/2015/570

D/2015/570

D/2015/570

4 Bruce Street
WATERLOO NSW
2017
2 Bruce Street
WATERLOO NSW
2017
15-17 Lachlan Street
WATERLOO NSW
2017
13 Lachlan Street
WATERLOO NSW
2017

Adaptive re-use of two buildings at the southern end of the former
South Sydney Hospital site and the establishment of a new park
known as Matron Ruby Grant Park. The former Esme Cahill Building
(fronting Hansard Street) is proposed to be used for community
facilities comprising meeting rooms and creative space for the local
community. The former Pathology Building (fronting Joynton
Avenue) is proposed to be used as a community shed primarily for
craft and woodwork. A new single storey amenities block is proposed
to be attached to the rear of the former Pathology Building. The
proposed works to the buildings include minor internal demolition of
internal structures, new internal fitout works and external additions.
The proposed hours of operation of the facilities are generally 7am to
12midnight Monday to Saturday and 8am to 10pm Sundays, except
the community shed which is proposed to be 8am to 6pm Monday to
Friday, 9am to 5pm Saturday and closed on Sunday. The new park is
to be positioned between the re-used buildings.
Construction of a three level mixed use building containing ground
floor retail space and 14 residential units above. The proposal is
located at the corners of Bourke Street, Portman Street and Navins
Lane. The proposal includes associated landscaping elements
including screening along Navins Lane. Car parking for the
development is to come from the adjoining approved "Ovo"
development via a basement connection.
Integrated Development (Stage 2) application for mixed-use
development of four buildings, ranging in height from 8 to 21
storeys. Application proposes 331 residential apartments, ground
floor retail and communal facilities, and basement car parking.
Application also proposes public domain works including a new
laneway, local street and public open space. The application will be
referred to the NSW Office of Water.
Integrated development application with the Office of Water.
Demolition of all buildings, remediation, mixed use development with
2 x 8 storey buildings, 1 x 21 storey building, 25 non-residential
tenancies, 2.5 levels of basement car parking, landscaping,
subdivision and public domain works
Demolition of existing buildings and structures on site, land
remediation, excavation and construction of a mixed use
development comprising six buildings, ranging in height from four to
eight storeys, and two levels of basement car parking. The proposal
incorporates 227 residential units, ground floor retail tenancies along
Lachlan Street and future Gadigal Avenue, 210 car parking spaces,
vehicle access via future Tung Hop Street and associated landscaping.
The application is Integrated Development requiring the approval of
the NSW Office of Water for temporary dewatering of the site under
the Water Management Act 2000.
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D/2014/895

40A O'Dea Avenue
WATERLOO NSW
2017

D/2015/1358

219-231 Botany
Road WATERLOO
NSW 2017

D/2015/941

D/2015/941

D/2015/941

D/2015/941

D/2014/494

D/2015/321

D/2014/848

901 Bourke Street
WATERLOO NSW
2017
901 Bourke Street
WATERLOO NSW
2017
895-899 Bourke
Street WATERLOO
NSW 2017
895-899 Bourke
Street WATERLOO
NSW 2017
34-38 McEvoy Street
WATERLOO NSW
2017
10-20 McEvoy Street
WATERLOO NSW
2017
859-861 Bourke
Street WATERLOO
NSW 2017

D/2014/1841

2-6 Danks Street
WATERLOO NSW
2017

D/2015/887

233-235 Botany
Road WATERLOO
NSW 2017

D/2014/1300

713-715 Elizabeth

Construction of a mixed use development of 2 x 4 storey buildings
and 1 x 20 storey tower, above 3 levels of basement parking. The
development comprises 172 residential apartments and 4 commercial
tenancies. Site remediation, landscaping, public domain and
infrastructure works are also proposed. The application is Integrated
Development requiring the approval of the NSW Office of Water
under the Water Management Act 2000.
Stage one development application seeking approval for a building
envelope to accommodate mixed residential and commercial
development up to 6 storeys comprising 142 apartments, 272.5sqm
of retail space, parking for 112 vehicles and roof top communal open
space. The application is Integrated Development as approval is also
required under the Water Management Act 2000.

Demolition of existing structures and construction of new residential
flat building containing 72 units with a ground floor commercial
tenancy, landscaping and stormwater works

Demolition of existing building excavation of part of site for a
basement car park and the erection of a residential flat building of 85
apartments and strata subdivision.
Integrated application (Office of Water) for demolition of existing
structures, construction of residential building with 79 apartments, 65
car parking spaces and associated landscaping
Demolition of existing service station and construction of a 5-6 storey
mixed-use development with 44 dwellings, ground-floor retail
premises and basement parking with 41 car parking spaces.
Demolition of existing building and construction of a new five storey
mixed use development comprising a basement level (with 40
residential car parking spaces, storage and parking for 49 bicycles),
ground level commercial tenancies facing Danks and Young Streets,
11 ground level car parking spaces, vehicular access from Young
Street and 43 residential units (comprising 15 one bedroom, 23 two
bedroom and 5 three bedroom units) on the upper levels.
Demolition of the existing commercial building, tree removal, and the
construction of a 7 storey mixed use development comprising
basement and ground level parking for 29 vehicles, a ground level
retail tenancy and 32 dwellings. The application is Integrated
Development requiring the approval of the NSW Office of Water
under the Water Management Act 2000.
Demolition of existing structures and construction of a 4-storey
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Street WATERLOO
NSW 2017

D/2015/991

169-171 Botany
Road WATERLOO
NSW 2017

D/2014/1673

139-141 Botany
Road WATERLOO
NSW 2017

D/2015/326

291 George Street
WATERLOO NSW
2017

residential flat building with 37 units, basement car parking, rooftop
terrace and removal of 5 trees.
Demolition of existing commercial warehouse and construction of a
four storey plus basement car parking mixed use development. The
proposal includes one retail unit at ground floor, 18 residential units
and 15 car parking, one motorcycle and four bicycle spaces. It is also
proposed to remove a street tree on Cope Street.
Demolition of existing buildings and construction of a four storey
mixed-use building with a commercial tenancy and parking for 16
vehicles at the ground floor and 21 residential apartments on the
upper floors, removal of 2 trees, landscaping and rooftop communal
open space.
Demolition of existing building and structures on site with partial
retention of the main â€˜Duke of Wellington Hotelâ€™ building,
removal of 4 trees, adaptive reuse of the retained â€˜Duke of
Wellington Hotelâ€™ with retail at ground floor and 3 x residential
units at first floor, excavation of basement for bicycle parking and
storage, construction of a 2 storey building to George Street and a 5
storey residential flat building to Wellington Street with 17
apartments (20 apartments total), roof terrace, and associated
landscaping. The proposal is Integrated Development under the
Water Management Act 2000.

Surry Hills
App Number
D/2015/61

Address
46-52 Wentworth
Avenue SURRY HILLS
NSW 2010

D/2015/1318

66-78 Albion Street
SURRY HILLS NSW
2010

D/2014/1506

117 and 119-127
Kippax Street SURRY
HILLS NSW 2010

D/2014/1828

216 - 228 Elizabeth
Street SURRY HILLS
NSW 2010

Description
Adaptive reuse of the 'Griffiths Teas' warehouse for a mixed use
development and a one storey addition with an architectural
screen at roof level.
Use of existing building as a children's courthouse. Works include
demolition, alterations, addition of plant level at roof and solar
panels. The site also has frontage to Commonwealth Street and
Little Albion Street.
Adaptive reuse of existing building comprising 45 apartments,
lower level non-residential uses, a rooftop addition, subdivision
and car parking within 117 Kippax Street.
APPEAL TO THE LAND & ENVIRONMENT COURT Notification of
further amended plans (Series â€œGâ€ ) submitted as part of the
Land and Environment Court appeal for the redevelopment of the
former Sharpies Golf House site. The proposal as further amended
is for the demolition of existing buildings and construction of an
eight storey mixed-use building with ground floor retail, 47
residential apartments and 27 car parking spaces over 3 basement
levels. The site also has frontages to Blackburn Street and Foster
Street, with increased balconies and new communal open space at
level 4.
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D/2015/747

117-119 Flinders Street
SURRY HILLS NSW
2010

D/2014/1060

141-155
Commonwealth Street
SURRY HILLS NSW
2010

D/2014/1615

110-120 Kippax Street
SURRY HILLS NSW
2010

D/2015/800

590-614 Bourke Street
SURRY HILLS NSW
2010

D/2015/1237

276-282 Devonshire
Street SURRY HILLS
NSW 2010

D/2015/1372

26-34 Hutchinson
Street SURRY HILLS
NSW 2010

D/2015/223

74-76 Commonwealth
Street SURRY HILLS
NSW 2010

D/2014/1593

1-15 Foveaux Street
SURRY HILLS NSW
2010

D/2014/2035

46-48 Foveaux Street
SURRY HILLS NSW
2010

D/2014/1071

483 Elizabeth Street
SURRY HILLS NSW
2010

D/2015/1111

88 Albion Street
SURRY HILLS NSW

Construction of a five storey mixed use development around the
Eastern Distributor Ventilation Stack, comprising basement car
parking for 19 vehicles accessed from Hutchinson Place, ground
floor retail to Flinders Street, and 25 residential apartments at
ground floor and above. Site has frontages to Flinders and South
Dowling Streets and Hutchinson Place.
Demolition of existing building on-site, and construction of a part
5, part 6 storey building (with 1 partial lower ground level) to
provide student accommodation (affordable housing/boarding
house development) and 1 retail space accessed from Reservoir
Street .
Proposed adaptive re-use of an existing part 7, part 8 storey
commercial building as a mixed use development with 206.2sqm
retail to Waterloo Street; retention of existing car park at ground
level (entry via Sophia Street) for 14 vehicles; and 50 residential
units. Works include removal of existing roof level structures and
construction of two level units. Site has frontages to Waterloo,
Sophia and Kippax Streets.
Alterations and additions to the existing Bourke Street Public
School, including the demolition of five buildings, refurbishment
of the remaining buildings and construction of a new 2 storey
building along the Parkham Street boundary.
Adaptive reuse of existing warehouse for a mixed use
development with ground floor retail, 19 apartments, two
additional storeys and a communal roof terrace. The site also has
frontages to Esther and Violet Streets.
Alterations and additions to existing building to create a 5 storey
residential flat building with a roof terrace, 23 apartments and car
parking for 15 cars in a stacker accessed from Hutchinson Street.
The site also has frontage to Hutchinson Place.
Use existing building at 74-76 Commonwealth Street as an
accommodation hotel with 30 rooms, ground floor commercial
tenancy and associated alterations, including 2 new additional
storeys, services and connection to the adjoining Paramount Film
Exchange Building at 80 Commonwealth Street.
Demolition of the existing building on site and construction of 4
storey in-fill building associated with the Australian Institute of
Music.
Demolition of the existing building and the construction of a 6
storey boarding house comprising of basement parking, a retail
tenancy on the ground level and 32 boarding rooms. The proposal
also involves the consolidation of the two lots.
Partial demolition and conversion of existing terrace buildings and
construction of a 7 storey residential flat building containing 17
residential apartments, 3 car parking spaces, rooftop communal
open space and associated landscaping.
Adaptive re-use of the existing building fronting Albion Street as a
hotel with 39 guest rooms. The proposal includes the construction
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2010

D/2014/1184

537 Elizabeth Street
SURRY HILLS NSW
2010

D/2014/693

467-471 Elizabeth
Street SURRY HILLS
NSW 2010

D/2015/246

12-18 Dawson Street
SURRY HILLS NSW
2010

of a five storey building at the rear fronting Little Albion Street,
which is to be internally linked on each floor to the existing
building. The new building will consist of a ground floor
reception, lounge and outdoor area, 4 serviced apartments, each
with a private balcony and a roof garden.
Demolition of existing building, construction of new mixed use
building comprising basement plus 7 storeys with 1 retail shop at
ground floor and 13 residential apartments on upper floors.
Partial demolition and conversion of 4 existing buildings and
construction of a new part 6, part 7 storey mixed use building,
incorporating the retained buildings, containing 20 residential
apartments, ground floor retail premises and 3 car parking spaces.
Demolition of the building and new 5 storey (plus basement level)
residential flat building comprising 10 residential units.

Woolloomooloo
App Number

Address

D/2014/1890

153-165 Brougham
Street
WOOLLOOMOOLOO
NSW 2011

D/2014/1955

D/2015/519

103 - 107 Palmer
Street
WOOLLOOMOOLOO
NSW 2011
11A Harmer Street
WOOLLOOMOOLOO
NSW 2011

Description
Re-notification of proposed development of site for new
residential apartments involving the demolition of the two storey
federation building fronting Brougham Street, extensions to
Telford Lodge and partial demolition of the 'Calidad' building to
the rear of the site. The amended proposal will setback Level 3 to
Brougham Street and provide an additional level above. A
communal open space area will also be retained to this level with
some modifications to the western facade of the new building.
Demolition of building at 103-105 Palmer Street and construction
of new 7 storey residential flat building, and alterations and
additions to 107 Palmer street to convert to 2 apartments, linked
to adjoining flat building.
Demolition of existing buildings and construction of a four storey
mixed use development including 1 x commercial unit and 12 x
residential units, rooftop terraces and associated landscaping.

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS – FROM PRIOR TO CURRENT LOCAL GOVERNMENT COUNCIL
RATING VALUATION
Because of the substantial nature of the developments that are taking place within the Sydney LGA it is
more appropriate to identify the new Precincts that are coming to fruition. These have been in the
pipeline for some time but most really began the development in 2012 and have moved on a pace since
then. The sheer size of these developments means that they are taking 3-5 years to be fully developed so
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for the whole period since the last Local Government Revaluation these developments have been and
continue to influence values.
See developments referred to above.
Below is a list of significant development applications lodged in 2012 and 2013.
Camperdown
App Number

Address

D/2013/1973

19 Carillon Avenue
CAMPERDOWN NSW
2050

D/2013/580

9A City Road
CAMPERDOWN NSW
2050

D/2013/1774

72-76 Parramatta Road
CAMPERDOWN NSW
2050

D/2013/29

110 Parramatta Road
CAMPERDOWN NSW
2050

D/2013/1461

1 Sparkes Lane
CAMPERDOWN NSW
2050

D/2012/375

80 Parramatta Road
CAMPERDOWN NSW
2050

Description
Stage 1 campus masterplan proposal comprising site layout and
building envelopes for new and existing buildings, basement car
parking, demolition, tree removal, landscaping and other site
works.
Master plan for St Paul's College new student accommodation
and associated communal and recreational facilities, future
building envelopes, vehicular access, underground resident
parking, and landscaping and infrastructure works. Stage 1 works
including demolitions, site preparation and infrastructure works,
construction and use of three new residential buildings; minor
alterations to the Garnsey wing; underground parking; new
outdoor sports court and pavilion; new vehicular access and
landscaping.
Demolition of existing 1 & 2 storey brick commercial building and
construction of a new mixed use commercial and residential
building consisting of commercial space at ground floor fronting
Parramatta Road and 22 residential units above. The proposal also
includes parking at basement level accessed from Sparkes Street.
Demolition of existing building and construction of a six (6) storey
mixed use development with 10 residential units, a commercial
tenancy with an awning to Parramatta Road and ground floor car
spaces accessed from Purkis Street.
Construction of a residential flat building comprising of 5 levels
plus an attic, located over an open, ground floor parking and
access level, 11 apartments, 2 car parking spaces, 3 bicycle parking
spaces and a pedestrian through link
Demolition of existing building and construction of a 6 storey
building consisting of a boarding house with 55 rooms and
communal areas including a ground floor terrace and roof top
outdoor area. The proposal includes a ground floor
retail/commercial tenancy and basement parking for 6 cars, 5
motorcycles and 12 bikes.

Chippendale
DA Number
D/2013/1357

Address
58-64 Abercrombie

Description
Proposed demolition of existing warehouse and associated
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Street
CHIPPENDALE NSW
2008

D/2012/1566

D/2013/1181

D/2013/1181

D/2013/1181

23-25 Abercrombie
Street
CHIPPENDALE NSW
2008
15A Dick Street
CHIPPENDALE NSW
2008
15 Dick Street
CHIPPENDALE NSW
2008
13 Dick Street
CHIPPENDALE NSW
2008

structures; and construction of a 6 storey mixed use development
comprising basement car parking with 8 car spaces, ground floor
retail tenancy and 22 residential apartments. The site has
frontages to Abercrombie, O'Connor and Dick Streets.
Alterations and additions to an existing part 4 / part 5 - storey
commercial premises and change of use to a 6-storey mixed-use
development with ground floor retail and 8 residential apartments
from levels 1-5. Application also proposes strata sub-division of
the site.

Alterations and additions to the existing residential terraces
including demolition of existing sheds and WCs at the rear,
construction of new roofs with attic spaces, and erection of rear
balcony/pergola attachments. Subdivision into 3 lots to modify
boundary lines.

Darlington
DA Number

Address

D/2012/1658

150-152 City Road
DARLINGTON NSW
2008

Description
Demolition of St Michael's College and the University Chapel
of the Resurrection buildings; removal of 14 trees;
construction of a 14 storey student accommodation building
for 456 students with separate chaplain facilities on levels 1
to 4; building signage; and parking for 4 vehicles accessed
from Maze Crescent.

Darlinghurst

Address

DA Number

155-159 William Street
DARLINGHURST NSW 2010

D/2013/1475

152 Liverpool Street
DARLINGHURST NSW 2010

D/2013/836

Description
Demolition of existing four storey building with
retention and restoration of the William Street
facade, and construction of a new six storey
mixed use building including commercial
tenancy at street level and 10 residential units
above, with parking for up to four vehicles.
Proposed construction of new mixed use
development. The application proposes to retain
the existing two storey commercial building,
construct a new mezzanine above the ground
floor commercial unit, construct an additional
five levels above the existing building for
residential use including a rooftop garden and
increase the depth of the existing basement
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207-211 Darlinghurst Road
DARLINGHURST NSW 2010

D/2012/297

level.
Demolish rear portion of building known as
Altamont Hotel with alterations and additions to
remainder of building. Construction of a new 7
storey residential flat building at the rear of the
site containing 22 residential apartments and
basement parking. Demolition of existing
conservatory and refurbishment of the existing
villa including retail/commercial uses and 2
residential apartments.

Newtown
DA Number

Address

D/2012/1837

128-146 Burren
Street NEWTOWN
NSW 2042

D/2012/1012

398-402 King
Street NEWTOWN
NSW 2042

D/2012/1967

536A King Street
NEWTOWN NSW
2042

Description
Demolition of the existing former childcare centre building and
construction of a part one and part two-storey building and
outdoor area for use as a child care centre, Including car parking,
tree removal, partial excavation and landscaping.
Demolition of existing structures and construction of a 4 storey
mixed use building including ground level retail on King St, 10
residential units in the upper floors and basement parking
accessed from Smith Lane.
Proposed demolition of existing service station and associated
structures, and construction of a part three (3) and four (4) storey
mixed use development comprising basement carparking for ten
(10) car spaces, three (3) ground floor commercial tenancies with
an awning and 13 residential apartments. Site has frontages to
King Street and Angel Street.

Paddington
App Number

Address

D/2013/93

5 Stewart Place
PADDINGTON NSW
2021

Description
Demolition of existing terrace house and construction of two
new three bedroom dwellings with basement car parking and
private open space including a swimming pool to the rear of the
site.

Potts Point and locality Kings Cross
The famous Kings Cross strip has undergone a massive transformation in recent years with extensive
renovations and large scale redevelopments that has occurred to the majority of sites. The once purely
adult entertainment hub now blends in with contemporary and up market hotels, nightclubs, bars,
restaurants and cafes.
Recent redevelopments since 2010 include:
-

The Hampton Court Refurbished nine storey boutique residential development with ground floor
restaurant and bar, New Hampton. New Hampton is a large venue with capacity for up to 450
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people, and features two different bar areas, a fine dining restaurant, a nightclub and VIP area as
well as a poker machine room.
-

24-30 Springfield Ave. New commercial development of a five storey building with approximately
1000sqm of office floor space and 15 specialty retail shops along the ground level and basement
car parking.

-

The Grantham - 1 Grantham Street, Potts Point. New nine storey building comprising of only 8
whole floor high tech, open plan prestige units.

Address

DA Number

111-139 Darlinghurst Road
POTTS POINT NSW 2011

D/2013/1747

37-41 Bayswater Road POTTS
POINT NSW 2011

D/2013/718

111-139 Darlinghurst Road
POTTS POINT NSW 2011

D/2013/1747

10 Wylde Street POTTS POINT
NSW 2011

D/2012/733

Description
Stage 1 DA to establish building envelope and
design parameters for proposed redevelopment
including the retention of the existing structure
and alterations and additions to accommodate a
mixed use development comprising residential
units within a 14 storey tower over a 5 storey
podium containing a mix of residential and
commercial uses, with basement parking.
Stage 1 DA for a mixed use building including an
envelope with an FSR of 3.5:1, height of 27 m,
partial demolition of existing buildings and
retention / reconstruction of Bayswater Road
frontage, excavation for two basement levels.
Stage 1 DA to establish building envelope and
design parameters for proposed redevelopment
including the retention of the existing structure
and alterations and additions to accommodate a
mixed use development comprising residential
units within a 14 storey tower over a 5 storey
podium containing a mix of residential and
commercial uses, with basement parking.
Demolition of existing building and construction
of a new seven (7) storey residential flat building
with two (2) basement levels. Development will
contain 21 apartments and 30 car parking
spaces. Works also include: dedication and
embellishment of a 900mm wide strip of land
along the frontage to widen footpath,
landscaping and substation.

Redfern
DA Number
D/2013/1207

Address
267-271
Cleveland Street
REDFERN NSW
2016

Description
Strata subdivision and alterations and additions to the existing
'Demco' building to accommodate 39 apartments, retail tenancies
and basement parking accessed from Great Buckingham Street.
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D/2013/1109

D/2013/1109

D/2013/1109

D/2013/121

D/2013/1970

D/2013/969

D/2013/1949

D/2013/879

D/2012/1938

97-99 Redfern
Street REDFERN
NSW 2016
95 Redfern Street
REDFERN NSW
2016
93A Redfern
Street REDFERN
NSW 2016
48 Regent Street
REDFERN NSW
2016
1 Great
Buckingham
Street REDFERN
NSW 2016
609 Elizabeth
Street REDFERN
NSW 2016
60 Cope Street
REDFERN NSW
2016
32 and 34
Douglas Street
REDFERN NSW
2016
219-241
Cleveland Street
REDFERN NSW
2016

D/2012/1584

52-54 Pitt Street
REDFERN NSW
2016

D/2012/1856

106-108 Redfern
Street REDFERN
NSW 2016

D/2012/180

609 Elizabeth
Street REDFERN
NSW 2016

Alterations and additions to an existing 3 storey building and
construction of a new 3 storey building to provide 5 x retail, 4 x
studio, 8 x 1 bedroom and 5 x 2 bedroom units with stacked
parking for four cars.

Demolition of existing building and construction of a six storey
development containing a boarding house and ground floor retail
space.
Demolition of existing carpark, removal of three trees and
construction of 3 residential terraces.
Substantial demolition of existing building and construction of a
three to four storey boarding house comprising 27 bedrooms
including vehicle parking and partial excavation.
A part two and part three storey addition to an existing two-storey
commercial building to be used as a 12-room boarding house with
rooftop terrace. Includes internal works, facade changes and new
signage.
Construction of new two to three storey 14-bedroom boarding
house including excavation.
Alterations and additions to the Australia Post Business Centre
including partial internal refurbishment, landscape works and the
removal of four palm trees.
Land and Environment Court Notification of Amended Plans
proposing conversion of the existing warehouse building
addressing William Street to residential use and construction of a
new residential apartment building addressing Pitt Street with
shared basement car parking level, resulting in 24 new apartments.
Land and Environment Court notification of amended plans
proposing demolition of existing structures and construction of a
three storey mixed use building above a basement, comprising one
4 bedroom apartment with landscaping and swimming pool, two
office spaces, ground level cafe and off-street parking for six cars.
Demolition of existing building, retention of front facade, and
construction of proposed boarding house, comprising 25 rooms
over three levels plus basement parking.
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South Sydney including parts of Alexandria, Erskineville, Waterloo, Zetland and Rosebery
Application
Number

Address

DA

D/2013/1698

506-518
Gardeners Road
ALEXANDRIA
NSW 2015

D/2013/197

15-51 Maddox
Street
ALEXANDRIA
NSW 2015

D/2013/1871

16 O'Riordan
Street
ALEXANDRIA
NSW 2015

Construction, fit out and use of a warehouse and distribution centre
and freight transport facility comprising two levels of warehousing,
three storey ancillary office, basement parking, hardstand and
landscaping.
DA2 Western Sector of the Site - Partial demolition and alterations
and additions to the existing building to create 3 levels containing
51 tenancies, demolition of an existing building, construction of a
six storey above ground multi deck car park structure containing
279 spaces and 3 tenancies and use of the building as an industrial
estate containing light industry, high technology industry, industrial
retail outlets and site landscaping.
Demolition of the existing factory and workshop and construction
of an 8 storey building for use as hotel accommodation comprising
of 100 rooms each with bathroom facilities, foyer, managers flat,
staff amenity area and ground level car and bicycle parking and
public domain improvement works including land dedication.

D/2013/704

456-458
Gardeners Road
ALEXANDRIA
NSW 2015

D/2013/518

76 Mitchell Road
ALEXANDRIA
NSW 2015

D/2013/1465

95 Burrows Road
ALEXANDRIA
NSW 2015

D/2013/17

15-51 Maddox
Street
ALEXANDRIA
NSW 2015

D/2013/1336

4 Boundary Street
ALEXANDRIA
NSW 2015

D/2013/591

D/2013/1895

196-202
Wyndham Street
ALEXANDRIA
NSW 2015
11 Henderson
Road

Demolition of existing building, tree removal and construction of a
six storey mixed use building containing 29 strata titled apartments
and ground floor parking and retail space.
Adaptive re-use of existing structure to create a 3 and 4 storey
mixed-use development containing 21 residential apartments, 1
retail tenancy, 20 car parking spaces, landscaping works and strata
subdivision of the site.
Construction of a two storey industrial building containing 13
industrial units, 39 self-storage units and a childcare centre for 62
children. 25 car spaces and 8 drop-off spaces will be provided.
DA1 Western Sector of Site - Partial demolition and alterations and
additions to the existing building to create 3 levels containing 13
tenancies, ground level parking for 76 vehicles, landscaping and
use of the building as an industrial estate containing light industry,
high technology industry, ancillary industrial retail outlets, food and
drink premises and an indoor recreation facility (gym).
Land and Environment Court approval for retention of the existing
townhouses on the western end of the site, demolition of the
existing hotel and construction of a 5 storey mixed use building
consisting of 1 x ground floor commercial tenancy and 9 x
residential apartments.
Demolition of the majority of the existing building and construction
of a new 4 storey residential flat building comprising of 19 units,
ground level parking for 16 vehicles and a small pocket basement
for storage, garbage area and bicycle parking.
Demolition of existing structures, construction and strata
subdivision of a predominantly 4 storey, part 5 storey mixed use
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ALEXANDRIA
NSW 2015

D/2013/383

D/2013/685

D/2013/1132

D/2013/2002

D/2013/62

D/2013/239

D/2013/2025

D/2013/882

D/2013/610

D/2013/267

D/2012/1021

D/2012/1021

9 Power Avenue
ALEXANDRIA
NSW 2015
74 Mitchell Road
ALEXANDRIA
NSW 2015
138-196 Bourke
Road
ALEXANDRIA
NSW 2015
74-76 Wyndham
Street
ALEXANDRIA
NSW 2015
19 William Street
ALEXANDRIA
NSW 2015
20 and 22
Beaconsfield
Street
ALEXANDRIA
NSW 2015
13-15 Mitchell
Road
ALEXANDRIA
NSW 2015
3 Henderson
Road
ALEXANDRIA
NSW 2015
8 Baldwin Street
ERSKINEVILLE
NSW 2043
Knight Street
ERSKINEVILLE
NSW 2043
284 Wyndham
Street
ALEXANDRIA
NSW 2015
296-298 Botany
Road
ALEXANDRIA
NSW 2015

building, consisting of 2 x ground floor retail tenancies, 20 x 1
bedroom residential units, ground and basement level parking, and
storage
Partial demolition of an existing 2 storey commercial building and
conversion to a residential flat building consisting of 12 x 1
bedroom units and 2 x 2 bedroom units and ground floor level car
parking.
Demolition of the existing building used as a vehicle repair station
and construction of a residential flat building comprising of 15
apartments, ground level parking for 10 cars and site landscaping.
Integrated Development Application for the construction of a new
building where Building 9 at 190 Bourke Road is currently located
(Sydney Corporate Park) and use as an indoor recreation facility
(sky diving facility).
Demolition of existing strucutres and construction of a four storey
mixed use building with 10 apartments and one commerical
tenancy.
Demolition of an existing warehouse and the construction of 6 x 3
storey townhouses and 2 x apartments with lower ground floor car
parking.
Demolition of existing dwellings, subdivision of land and
construction of four x three storey terrace houses.

Demolition of existing structures, removal of one existing tree and
construction of 2 x 3 storey terrace houses.
Demolition of existing structures and construction of a shop top
housing development comprising a ground floor commercial suite
and 6 residential apartments with associated car parking.
Partial demolition of existing dwelling, construction of a new 3
storey, 14 room boarding house with ground floor commercial.
Demolition of existing dwelling and outbuilding structures and
construction of 3 x 2 storey residential dwellings, each with attic
rooms, rear ground and upper level decks.

Demolition of existing structures, excavation for 2 basement levels
accommodating 327 car parking spaces and construction of a 3storey retail and commercial development accommodating
11,452.05sqm of floor space.
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D/2012/1334

506-518
Gardeners Road
ALEXANDRIA
NSW 2015

D/2012/1333

506-518
Gardeners Road
ALEXANDRIA
NSW 2015

D/2012/1170

15-21 Doody
Street
ALEXANDRIA
NSW 2015

D/2012/1103

D/2012/1852

D/2012/1478

D/2013/320

D/2013/1290

D/2013/2024

D/2013/560

133-143
Wyndham Street
ALEXANDRIA
NSW 2015
11-13 William
Street
ALEXANDRIA
NSW 2015
7 Wyndham
Street
ALEXANDRIA
NSW 2015
63-85 Victoria
Street
BEACONSFIELD
NSW 2015
31-41 Queen
Street
BEACONSFIELD
NSW 2015
43-43A
Beaconsfield
Street
BEACONSFIELD
NSW 2015
26 and 28-30
Rothschild
Avenue

Stage 2 Development Application for the construction of a 2-storey
industrial complex (6,791sqm of floor space) for use as high-tech
industry units, self storage units & warehouse units, with 38 car
parking spaces and access road and associated landscaping and
infrastructure works.
Stage 1 and Stage 2 Development Application for an indicative
building envelope accommodating 14,680sqm of industrial floor
area and detailed design and construction of the western portion
of this building accommodating self-storage, high-tech industry
and warehouse units, car parking and internal access road and
subdivision of the site.
Integrated Development Application for alterations and additions
to the existing warehouse building including new basement level,
plus construction of a new four storey building addressing Doody
Street and connecting to the existing warehouse. The site is
proposed to be used for light industrial purposes (production of
Max Brenner chocolate products) including manufacture,
warehouse and distribution elements plus ancillary offices,
cafÃ©/shop, staff training and staff recreation uses plus associated
signage.
Demolition of existing structures, remediation of land and
construction of a new service station (including signage) with 24
hour operation. This is an Integrated Development Application
that has been referred to the Office of Water for concurrence.
Alterations to and adaptive re-use of an existing warehouse as 6
townhouse apartments with a basement.

Construction of a 4 to 5 storey residential flat development
comprising 9 residential units.
RENOTIFICATION OF LAND AND ENVIRONMENT COURT PLANS:
demolition of existing structures and construction of a part 3 / part
4-storey residential flat building with basement parking and
ground-floor retail.
Demolition of existing building and construction of a part two and
part three storey development comprising nine townhouses, car
parking, and subdivision into 9 lots. The site has a rear frontage to
Victoria Lane.
Demolition of existing building, torrens title subdivision of four
allotments, and construction of a three-storey terrace on each
allotment containing four bedrooms each with detached garages
and boundary fence.
Integrated Development Application for remediation works,
excavation of basement car park and construction of 4 residential
apartment buildings, ranging in height between 3 and 7 storeys,
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ROSEBERY NSW
2018

D/2013/1203

D/2013/1174

D/2013/1370

D/2013/1362

D/2013/623

D/2013/449

39-47 Mentmore
Avenue
ROSEBERY NSW
2018
767-779 Botany
Road ROSEBERY
NSW 2018
14-16 and 18
Primrose Avenue
ROSEBERY NSW
2018
6-10 Rothschild
Avenue
ROSEBERY NSW
2018
54 Princess
Avenue
ROSEBERY NSW
2018
6 Princess Avenue
ROSEBERY NSW
2018

D/2011/1760/B

106-116 Epsom
Road ZETLAND
NSW 2017

D/2011/755/F

2 Defries Avenue
ZETLAND NSW
2017

D/2013/1947

511-515 Botany
Road ZETLAND
NSW 2017

D/2013/1406

50 Hansard Street
ZETLAND NSW
2017

accommodating 142 apartments, 138 car parking spaces and
associated landscaping and public domain improvement works.
Integrated Development Application for demolition of existing
building, excavation of basement car park and construction of a 3
to 7 storey residential apartment building, accommodating 105
residential apartments, 59 car parking spaces and associated
landscaping works.
Construction of a six storey mixed use development consisting of
88 residential units, 3 ground floor retail tenancies, 110 car parking
spaces and landscaping.
Demolition of existing building and construction of four buildings
containing 40 dwellings and one level of basement parking.
Demolition of existing buildings, excavation of basement car park
and construction of an 8 storey mixed use building with 34
apartments, 30 car parking spaces, 3 commercial tenancies,
landscaping and public domain improvements.
Demolition of the existing dwelling and garage and construction of
two attached dwellings each with open car stand area.
Demolition of the existing single storey weatherboard house and
construction of 2 x two storey terrace houses with vehicular
accesses from Salisbury Lane.
Section 96AA(1) modification of consent for Stage 1 development
application for demolition of all existing structures, building
envelopes of up to 14 storeys, basement parking and public
domain works. The proposed modifications include amendments to
building envelopes.
Section 96(2) application to modify retail/commercial tenancies
including the deletion of serviced apartments and conversion to
commercial floor space, internal reconfiguration of car parking
levels, amendment to residential and commercial lobbies, modified
plant, services and amenities, modified floor/slab levels in Building
D and facade and external material modifications.
Demolition of existing structures and staged construction of sites
11a,11b and 11c comprising 308 residential apartments and
335sqm of retail in 3 buildings, a single 2 level basement carpark &
associated landscaping. Construction of Sonny Leonard Street,
extension of Hinchcliffe Street to the south-west and pedestrian
access from Emanuel Lane through to Hinchcliffe Street. The site
also has secondary frontages to Tosh Lane and Dunning Avenue.
Erection of 1 x six storey building and 1 x eight storey building
comprising a total of 104 affordable housing units, 1 ground floor
cafÃ©/retail tenancy, removal of seven trees, associated
landscaping, basement parking for 40 vehicles and garbage
loading facilities (secondary frontage to Hansard Street).
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D/2013/1827

D/2013/2030

D/2013/2030

D/2013/1995

D/2013/1995

D/2013/1995

D/2013/1995

D/2013/1995

D/2013/1995

D/2013/1995

D/2013/1995

82 Portman Street
ZETLAND NSW
2017
18 O'Dea Avenue
WATERLOO NSW
2017
20 O'Dea Avenue
WATERLOO NSW
2017
13 Archibald
Avenue
WATERLOO NSW
2017
832 Bourke Street
WATERLOO NSW
2017
830 Bourke Street
WATERLOO NSW
2017
Lots 1-45
SP87085 1 Thread
Lane WATERLOO
NSW 2017
834 Bourke Street
WATERLOO NSW
2017
Lots 1-75
SP86512 6
Archibald Avenue
WATERLOO NSW
2017
2 Sam Sing Street
WATERLOO NSW
2017
10 Archibald
Avenue
WATERLOO NSW
2017

D/2013/700

810-822 Elizabeth
Street
WATERLOO NSW
2017

D/2013/1824

10-20 McEvoy
Street
WATERLOO NSW
2017

Demolition of existing buildings, construction of four (4) attached
dwellings and ancillary garages with first floor studios and
subdivision into four (4) lots
Stage 1 Integrated Development Application for demolition of all
existing structures, approval of four building envelopes ranging
from 7 to 20 storeys in height, residential apartment and ground
floor retail land uses and the provision of public infrastructure
including construction and dedication of Dunkerley Place, Hatter
Lane, ODea Ave setback and the Rope Walk park.

Development Application for Integrated Development Application
for the construction of a 10 storey mixed use development (known
as Block A of the former Sydneygate site ) including a 59 place
child care centre, 3 ground level retail tenancies, 143 residential
apartments, 136 car parking spaces and 65 bicycle parking spaces
in 2 basement levels, 18 at grade car parking spaces off the private
lane and associated landscaping and the provision of community
infrastructure including dedicated setback to Sam Sing street.

Demolition of existing structures, retention and reconfiguration of
existing basement car park, construction of a mixed-use building,
ranging in height from 4 to 7 storeys, accommodating 161
residential apartments, 1 retail/commercial tenancy and 122 car
parking spaces, with associated tree removal, landscaping and
public domain improvement works.
Integrated application (Water). Demolition of existing building and
construction of a part 5 and part 6 residential building with 111
apartments, 74 basement car spaces, landscaping and roof top
communal areas.
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D/2013/1163

11B Lachlan Street
WATERLOO NSW
2017

D/2013/1427

143-159 Botany
Road WATERLOO
NSW 2017

D/2013/648

8 Amelia Street
WATERLOO NSW
2017

D/2013/1303

191-195 Botany
Road WATERLOO
NSW 2017

D/2013/1946

356-368 George
Street
WATERLOO NSW
2017

D/2012/342

D/2012/282

D/2012/1321

D/2012/1264

D/2012/659

D/2012/659

D/2012/892

45 Beaconsfield
Street
BEACONSFIELD
NSW 2015
17-19 Collins
Street
BEACONSFIELD
NSW 2015
166 Victoria Street
BEACONSFIELD
NSW 2015
430 Botany Road
BEACONSFIELD
NSW 2015
26 Rothschild
Avenue
ROSEBERY NSW
2018
28-30 Rothschild
Avenue
ROSEBERY NSW
2018
791-795 Botany
Road ROSEBERY
NSW 2018

Demolition of existing building remediation and construction of a
seven storey mixed use development.
Integrated application (Water), Demolition of existing buildings,
excavation of basement car park and construction of a four storey
building with 33 apartments, 24 car parking spaces, green screen to
Botany Road, landscaping and rooftop private and communal open
space.
Demolition of existing building and construction of a new
residential flat building containing 39 apartments with car parking
for 31 cars.
An 8 storey development including retention of the existing 2
storey commercial building, with 2 storeys of car parking towards
the rear, and 6 storeys of residential above, to comprise of 20
residential units.
Alterations and additions to a 4 to 6 storey mixed use development
approved under D-2011-1198 involving a 2 storey addition to the
rear of Buildings B, C and D to create 9 additional apartments,
increase the size of and reconfigure the retail premises, remove
stair access from George Street to 3 apartments and amend access
ramping in the courtyard.
Demolition of existing brick factory, land subdivision and
construction of 16 x three storey terrace houses, each with rear
garage accessed from Queens Lane.
Demolition of the existing warehouse and construction of nine 3
storey townhouses above a common basement car parking level.
Demolition of the existing single storey terrace house and
construction of a replacement dwelling plus a detached garage
building with basement, adjacent to Victoria Lane.
Alterations and additions to an existing single storey dwelling,
including: reconfiguration of the internal ground floor layout, first
floor extension to the rear and garage and studio addition.
Stage 2 Development Application for subdivision of the site,
excavation and remediation works and construction of 3 residential
apartment buildings, ranging in height from 2 to 9 storeys,
accommodating 154 residential apartments and 327sqm of retail
floor space, 158 car parking spaces and public domain
improvement works, including construction of a new 5,000sqm
public park and new road.
Renotification: Demolition of existing buildings, excavation and
construction of a 6/7 storey mixed use development comprising car
parking, ground floor retail and commercial suites and 65
residential units. Vehicle access to the basement car park is from
Jones Lane. This is an integrated development application that has
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been referred to the NSW Office of Water for concurrence.
Integrated development application for the demolition of the
existing building and construction of a six storey mixed use
development containing 300sqm of retail floor area and residential
flat building containing 54 units and two levels of basement
parking for 60 vehicles, site landscaping and public domain works.
Combined Stage 1 and Stage 2 Development Application for an
indicative 3-storey building envelope to accommodate a new
mixed use development on the northern portion of the site and
construction and use of a new McDonald's restaurant on the
southern portion of the site, with seating for 99 patrons, car
parking for 46 vehicles, drive-through facility and associated
business identification signage and landscaping works. The hours
of operation proposed for McDonalds are 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week.

D/2012/1568

1-3 Dunning
Avenue
ROSEBERY NSW
2018

D/2012/286

767-779 Botany
Road ROSEBERY
NSW 2018

D/2012/1970

110 Rosebery
Avenue
ROSEBERY NSW
2018

Demolition of the existing dwelling and construction of an attached
dual occupancy with two basement garages an in-ground pool and
new front fence.

D/2012/2000

56-60 O'Dea
Avenue
WATERLOO NSW
2017

Construction of 5 residential flat buildings ranging in height from 8
to 25 storeys. The development will contain a total of 367
residential apartments, 3 retail tenancies and parking for 254 cars.
The application also includes associated earthworks, excavation,
public domain works and landscaping.

D/2012/186

D/2012/186

D/2012/186

D/2012/1175

D/2012/1175

D/2012/1175

D/2012/1175

861-865 South
Dowling Street
WATERLOO NSW
2017
859 South
Dowling Street
WATERLOO NSW
2017
857 South
Dowling Street
WATERLOO NSW
2017
105-115 Portman
Street ZETLAND
NSW 2017
97-103 Portman
Street ZETLAND
NSW 2017
511-515 Botany
Road ZETLAND
NSW 2017
509 Botany Road
ZETLAND NSW
2017

Integrated Development Application for demolition of existing
structures on site and construction of a 7 storey mixed use
development compromising 18 apartments, 2 ground floor
retail/commercial premises, 2 levels of basement parking,
landscaping and associated drainage.

Provision of essential infrastructure for the Green Square Town
Centre, including demolition of minor structures and tree removal,
construction of new roads and associated infrastructure, concept
landscaping and streetscape design, provision of above and below
ground services (including stormwater, sewer, water, electrical and
telecommunications) and staged construction.
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D/2012/1175

D/2012/1175

D/2012/1175

D/2012/1955

D/2012/1955

D/2012/1955

D/2012/1955

D/2012/1955

D/2012/1955

D/2012/1061

D/2012/1061

D/2012/1909

501 Botany Road
ZETLAND NSW
2017
811 Elizabeth
Street ZETLAND
NSW 2017
3 Joynton Avenue
ZETLAND NSW
2017
5 Link Road
ZETLAND NSW
2017
5 Link Road
ZETLAND NSW
2017
947 South
Dowling Street
ZETLAND NSW
2017
947 South
Dowling Street
ZETLAND NSW
2017
132-142 Epsom
Road ZETLAND
NSW 2017
132-142 Epsom
Road ZETLAND
NSW 2017
13A Joynton
Avenue ZETLAND
NSW 2017
5 O'Dea Avenue
ZETLAND NSW
2017

3 Joynton Avenue
ZETLAND NSW
2017

Stage 2 Development Application for excavation and construction
of 4 mixed-use buildings, ranging in height from 2 to 14 storeys
and containing 189 residential apartments, 6,151sqm of commerial
& retail floor space, basement car parking accommodating 264 car
parking spaces, with associated landscaping and public domain
works.

Stage 2 Development Application for excavation and construction
of 4 residential apartment buildings (known as Buildings A1, A2, B
and E), ranging in height from 5 to 9 storeys and containing 207
apartments, 205sqm of retail floor space, basement car parking for
159 cars and associated landscaping works.
Installation and operation of a Trigeneration power station within
the existing heritage listed administration building at the former
Royal South Sydney Hospital site. Trigeneration engines use natural
gas to produce three outputs; electricity, heating and cooling for
clusters of connected buildings. The facility comprises 3 x 4MW gas
fired reciprocating engines and minor ancillary works including
service cables and pipes for hot water distribution and a urea
storage facility. No internal building works to the existing
administration building are being proposed, as internal works to
the administration building were approved in Development
Application No. D/2012/835. The proposed hours of operation of
the facility are 24 hours, 7 days a week, however, initially the hours
of operation will be between 7am and 10pm Monday to Friday,
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with no operation on weekends or public holidays.
D/2012/835

3 Joynton Avenue
ZETLAND NSW
2017

Alterations and additions to the former administration building on
the Royal South Sydney Hospital site to facilitate the future re-use
of the building for infrastrusture associated with the Green Square
Town Centre.

Surry Hills
App Number
D/2013/1777

D/2013/1787

D/2013/1933

D/2013/690

D/2013/1476

D/2013/1742

Address
69-81 Foveaux Street
SURRY HILLS NSW
2010
144-154
Commonwealth Street
SURRY HILLS NSW
2010
72-84 Foveaux Street
SURRY HILLS NSW
2010
513 South Dowling
Street SURRY HILLS
NSW 2010
231 - 233 nad 235-239
Commonwealth Street
SURRY HILLS NSW
2010
4-10 Dawson Street
SURRY HILLS NSW
2010

D/2013/1256

61 Nickson Street
SURRY HILLS NSW
2010

D/2013/275

57-61 Foveaux Street
SURRY HILLS NSW
2010

D/2012/1669

144-154
Commonwealth Street
SURRY HILLS NSW
2010

D/2012/1812

352 Bourke Street
SURRY HILLS NSW
2010

Description
Demolition of existing building (Legion Cabs) and construction of
a 6 storey mixed use building with ground floor retail, 53
residential apartments and basement car parking.
Proposed demolition of existing warehouse and construction of a
six storey residential flat building comprising basement parking
for 13 vehicles exiting onto Commonwealth Street and 28
residential units. Site has a secondary frontage to Batman Lane.
Alterations to existing commercial building and construction of an
additional storey to create a seven (7) storey mixed use building
with basement car parking over two levels, 2 retail tenancies at
ground floor, and residential units
Partial demolition of existing building, and Construction of a new
4 storey residential flat building with lower ground level parking.
Demolition of one building and replacement with 4 storey
building; 1 storey addition to adjoining building (Douglass
Building); basement parking; ground floor retail; and residential
units on upper levels.
Demolition of existing warehouse and erection of a 5 storey
residential flat building containing 10 units.
Partial demolition and additions to existing residential terrace
house for mixed commercial and residential use including on-site
car space to rear off Hastings Lane, basement storage, ground
floor office space and 3 residential apartments above.
Change of use of existing educational premises to hotel
comprising 88 rooms, including ground floor lobby, loading bay
accessed from Sophia Street, roof recreation area with BBQ and
covered seating, upgrade to external elevations and internal
alterations.
Renotification of amended plans lodged with the Land
Environment Court for the demolition of the existing building on
site and construction of a 6 storey mixed use building with
basement car parking for 14 cars and a service bay, comprising of
2 ground floor retail/commercial tenancies facing Commonwealth
Street and 21 residential units.
Erection of a 7-storey mixed-use building with ground level retail
and 22 residential units from levels 1 to 6.
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D/2012/559

533 Elizabeth Street
SURRY HILLS NSW
2010

D/2012/488

246-250A Cleveland
Street SURRY HILLS
NSW 2010

D/2012/594

513-515 Crown Street
SURRY HILLS NSW
2010

D/2012/1661

D/2012/47

6 Bedford Street
SURRY HILLS NSW
2010
433 Elizabeth Street
SURRY HILLS NSW
2010

D/2012/1052

461-465 Elizabeth
Street SURRY HILLS
NSW 2010

D/2012/298

78-78A Campbell
Street SURRY HILLS
NSW 2010

Construction of a 7 storey mixed use building comprising 2
commercial tenancies on the ground floor, 22 residential units, a
common roof terrace and basement car parking for 8 vehicles.
Demolition of existing building and construction of a new part 5 /
part 6 storey boarding house with retail shops at ground level. The
boarding house is proposed to contain 33 rooms with associated
services above.
To retain and reuse the existing terrace building and construct a
new three level building surrounding it. The site will consist of five
residential apartments and a ground floor and basement level
licensed restaurant.
Demolition of existing building and erection of a new 7-storey
mixed-use building with ground-floor retail and car parking and
11 residential units from levels 1-6.
Erection of new seven storey mixed-use development with
basement storage area, ground floor shop and lobby area for
residential units and 11 units from first to sixth floors.
Alterations and additions to site to create mixed use development
comprising 16 residential units with commercial space at ground
floor level and refurbishment of existing terrace house. Proposed
works include demolition of existing two storey building at the
Little Buckingham Street frontage and construction of a new 6
storey residential flat building in its place. Also proposed is the
construction of a 3 storey residential addition above the retained
building at the Elizabeth Street frontage, refurbishment of existing
3 storey terrace house, formation of a new vehicle crossover from
Little Buckingham Street and provision of a loading bay and 1
parking space.
Demolition of existing 2 storey building and construction of 5
storey building with ground-floor retail use and 4 residential
apartments.

Additionally, below are apartments in the development stages or have recently finished being developed.
•

23-25 Pelican Street – Development includes the demolition of existing commercial buildings and
erection of a 14 storey mixed use building comprising 2 retail tenancies on ground level, 58
residential units on levels 1 to 13, 3 levels of basement car parking for 37 vehicles, 15 bicycles and
4 motorbikes.

•

The Surry – located on Brisbane Street in Surry Hills. The development consists of 15 apartments
and 1300m2 office space. An art deco heritage building has been transformed into a
contemporary residential and commercial building.

•

The Bedford Apartments - Located on Bedford Street in Surry Hills. The apartment complex is a
boutique apartment building and will consists of twelve apartments, a mix of one and two
bedrooms, in a seven storey building
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•

Short Lane - Located at 350 Bourke Street, Surry Hills. The development application was approved
in June 2013 and consists of a 7-storey mixed-use building with ground level retail and 22
residential units from levels 1 to 6. Short Lane is a collection of one and two bedroom apartments
and each apartment will have its own private balcony and landscaped feature garden

•

East Central – 517-521 Elizabeth Street, Surry Hills. The development application was approved in
June 2012 and includes the demolition of existing two storey commercial building and the
construction of new seven storey mixed use development with basement parking, 4 retail
tenancies, 33x1-bedroom units, 8x2-bedroom units and 1x3-bedroom unit.

Woolloomooloo
Approved in July 2012 was a DA to demolish two warehouse buildings and construct two new
interconnected buildings comprised of a ground floor retail tenancy, 31 residential units and ground level
car parking. The site is located at 13 Griffiths Street and 85-87 Bourke Street Woolloomooloo and is
approximately 737sqm in size.
The vacant ex-BP site at 65 Cowper Wharf was approved for deferred commencement of its proposed
development in 2009. The site which corners up with McElhone and Dowling streets is proposing 5 storey
retail, office and residential building (15 apartments) with two levels of basement car park with direct
views over the bay. The apartment building known as ‘The Anchorage’ is due for completion in late 2014.
App Number
D/2013/878

Address
31 Nicholson Street
WOOLLOOMOOLOO
NSW 2011

D/2013/979

46-48 Riley Street
WOOLLOOMOOLOO
NSW 2011

D/2013/407

164 Cathedral Street
WOOLLOOMOOLOO
NSW 2011

D/2012/462

43-45 Riley Street
WOOLLOOMOOLOO
NSW 2011

Description
Refurbish existing Juanita Nielson community centre and
extension into Maclean Street to create an outdoor play space for
the existing Out of School Hours Care Service.
Fitout and use of Level 4 and part of Level 5 as a private hospital,
consulting rooms, and pharmacy, operating 24hrs per day, 7 days
per week. Removal and reconstruction of two bays of original
masonry spandrel on Level 5, and installation of new louvres on
the north and south elevations.
The amended proposal seeks the demolition of the existing
building and the construction of shop-top housing comprising
four ground floor retail units with three residential units above.
Proposed amendments include deletion of all parking and
vehicular access, retention of the Jacaranda tree within Junction
Lane, reconfigured rear alignment , reduction of the number of
retail units, redesign of first floor balconies and incoprporation of
planter boxes.
Amended plans lodged with the Land and Environment Court for
a 5 storey mixed use building with ground floor retail, 8
apartments and 5 car parking spaces utilising a car stacker.
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SIGNIFICANT VALUE CHANGES
SIGNIFICANT VALUE CHANGES – FROM PRIOR TO CURRENT ANNUAL VALUATION
Green Square development in South Sydney has continued with some substantial increases made to many
of the established large residential unit sites in the 2015 program. The evidence in 2015 illustrated that
there was demand for and the ability to start developing the former industrial and commercial sites in the
various suburbs of South Sydney. This demanded has continued from 2012 to 2015 with development site
sales continuing to sell for even greater amounts each year.
Suburbs subject to substantial review included Alexandria, Beaconsfield, Erskineville, Rosebery, Waterloo
and Zetland. Larger sites in Camperdown, Darlington, Newtown and Redfern were also considered with
land values amended where necessary.
Surry Hills mix use zoned land has overall increased by approximately 30% since the 2014 base date. Resales such as that on 19 Foster Street and sales of properties to convert to residential such as on 46 Wentworth Street
support the increases on the larger mixed use buildings. Sites on the north-western boarder, near/on Elizabeth,

Wentworth, Foveaux, Chalmers and Poplar Streets etc were reviewed in line with sales evidence and
allowable FSR under the LEP.
There has been a knock on effect of B4 values from the South Sydney developments to values of B4
properties in Pyrmont, Ultimo, Darlinghurst and Surry Hills.
B2 zoned properties in Potts Point have decreased in value by approximately 10% overall. Sites near
Kings Cross Train Station (Bayswater Road, Victoria Street and Darlinghurst Road) has decreased by 20%
due to very high vacancy rates.
More sales have taken place in the CBD in the last two years than in the years immediately after the GFC.
The sale of the development site at 148 King St this year evidenced an even larger growth in the value of
those sites suitable for residential, a trend that began the previous year. A number of strong commercial
investment sales too such as 29 Clarence St which also illustrates the effect of the Barangaroo
development on the western corridor.

Refer to appendix 1 for a summary of 2014 – 2015 land values changes.

SIGNIFICANT VALUE CHANGES – FROM PRIOR TO CURRENT LOCAL GOVERNMENT COUNCIL
RATING VALUATION
The development of Green Square in South Sydney has taken off over the past 3 years, since the 2012
Local Government Valuation. Development along South Dowling St with the creation of Victoria Park and
the Potter St area just one block north, began 5 years ago however in the last three years we have seen an
explosion of development site sales which have supported a full review of the values in the whole of
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South Sydney B4 components in particular. As a result of this the values have risen significantly from
2012.
Suburbs subject to substantial review included Alexandria, Beaconsfield, Erskineville, Rosebery, Waterloo
and Zetland. Larger sites in Camperdown, Darlington, Newtown and Redfern were also considered with
land values amended where necessary.
The majority of B4 Mix Use zoned properties have had a significant land value increase since 2012. With
the application of the 2012 Sydney LEP floor space ratio across a lot of areas have changed, some
considerably. This directly reflects the development potential of a site. As a result properties were
specifically handcrafted to reflect the factors that affect each site resulting in significant land value
increases across the LGA.
Residential land values in Moore Park have increased at a lower percentage (approx 7%) compared to
surrounding land values. Properties in this area are very prestigious with land values ranging from
$2,500,000 to $8,000,000 and sales prices in excess of $12,000,000. Land values in this area/component do
not increase at the same percentage as neighboring properties/components that are smaller and
generally sell between $1,500,000 - $2,800,000.
Land values in the B2 Local Centre zone along Oxford Street in Darlinghurst have gradually decreased
over the last three years by approximately 15%. The weakness of the retail strip is evident, and this is
reflected by low sales prices, low rental yields and vacancy rates as high as 20%.
There have been some significant value changes in the CBD on those properties ripe for conversion to
residential as evidence by sales around Hyde Park in 2013/2014. As remediation has taken place and
development began in Barangaroo the demand for the commercial and residential properties there
became apparent. Values have risen to reflect these two points.
With the entire redevelopment of Darling Harbour and the granting of Das for residential towers and
hotels as well as the new Exhibition and Conference centre values have also changed here significantly.

Refer to appendix 2 for a summary of 2012 – 2015 land values changes.
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OVERVIEW OF THE QUALITY ASSURANCE PROCESS
LPI has been provided with a detailed Valuation Analysis Report, which details the Quality Assurance
Process of QVA and outlines that the Verification process and certifies that Land Values meet all Statistical
Measures and Component Data Analysis. In addition, a Quality Statement and lists of high value and high
risk properties is also provided in the Valuation Analysis Report. Checks have been undertaken to ensure
that all properties have been valued, land values are consistent with each other, land value basis’ have
been correctly determined and all concessions and allowances have been supplied. Additionally,
properties that had land values amended through the objection or reascertainment process were
individually examined to reconcile surrounding land values and ensure accuracy of the grading of
surrounding land values. Benchmarks and Reference Benchmarks are core elements of the quality
assurance processes and are identified and individually valued in accordance with the Rating and Taxing
Procedures Manual Version 6.2.2. Worksheets have been maintained on all properties where calculations
are required. We have also ensured that adjustments and assumptions within the market analysis have
been based on market evidence and have been fully documented and rationalised.
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